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Abstract
Tools are provided to assess the health status of managed honeybee colonies by facilitating further
harmonisation of data collection and reporting, design of ﬁeld surveys across the European Union (EU)
and analysis of data on bee health. The toolbox is based on characteristics of a healthy managed
honeybee colony: an adequate size, demographic structure and behaviour; an adequate production of
bee products (both in relation to the annual life cycle of the colony and the geographical location); and
provision of pollination services. The attributes ‘queen presence and performance’, ‘demography of the
colony’, ‘in-hive products’ and ‘disease, infection and infestation’ could be directly measured in ﬁeld
conditions across the EU, whereas ‘behaviour and physiology’ is mainly assessed through experimental
studies. Analysing the resource providing unit, in particular land cover/use, of a honeybee colony is
very important when assessing its health status, but tools are currently lacking that could be used at
apiary level in ﬁeld surveys across the EU. Data on ‘beekeeping management practices’ and
‘environmental drivers’ can be collected via questionnaires and available databases, respectively. The
capacity to provide pollination services is regarded as an indication of a healthy colony, but it is
assessed only in relation to the provision of honey because technical limitations hamper the
assessment of pollination as regulating service (e.g. to pollinate wild plants) in ﬁeld surveys across the
EU. Integrating multiple attributes of honeybee health, for instance, via a Health Status Index, is
required to support a holistic assessment. Examples are provided on how the toolbox could be used by
different stakeholders. Continued interaction between the Member State organisations, the EU
Reference Laboratory and EFSA is required to further validate methods and facilitate the efﬁcient use
of precise and accurate bee health data that are collected by many initiatives throughout the EU.
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Summary
The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) asked the Panel on Animal Health and Welfare (AHAW)
to generate a toolbox to facilitate data collection to support assessing the health status of managed
honeybee colonies. The mandate requested identiﬁcation of the main characteristics of a healthy
honeybee colony, which data can be collected in ﬁeld surveys across the European Union (EU), how to
measure and report variables in a harmonised manner and how data on bee health could be analysed.
This scientiﬁc opinion aimed to provide an overview of tools that could be used in the assessment
of bee health, which is an element of a larger process to achieve EFSA’s objective to evolve towards an
integrated risk assessment approach for bees. Any analysis of bee health is recommended to start by
deﬁning the goals and purpose of the analysis, and then work backward to the analysis approach and
data collection effort needed to achieve those goals. In this opinion, the objective of a bee health
assessment is not speciﬁed in detail to enable any organisation involved in such activities to select
tools from the generated HEALTHY-B toolbox according to their speciﬁc objectives. For instance, it is
recommended to use the tools that are relevant across the EU (e.g. for Varroa quantiﬁcation) and
select some additional tools that are speciﬁc for a given area in the EU (e.g. for small hive beetle
detection). The long-term objective is to improve test method validation, data collection, reporting and
analysis across the EU, which will facilitate risk assessment on bee health by the national and the
European risk assessment bodies. This guidance, in fact, provides a set of tools that are or could be
harmonised, validated and suitable for data analysis and comparisons, without imposing too rigid a
framework. More than one validated protocol might be used to measure an indicator or factor if the
collected data can be merged in the analysis phase. Interaction between many stakeholders is
required to bring test method validation and data collections forward. Beekeepers are an important
target audience for this paper because they play a major role in collecting data in the ﬁeld and their
subsequent submission to the scientiﬁc community. In-depth training of beekeepers and bee inspectors
is key as the quality of the analysis is dependent on the accuracy and precision of the collected data.
Bee health is considered in this opinion in its broader sense, meaning that it is dependent on
several high-level characteristics that describe bee health in a holistic manner at the colony level. A
colony of managed honeybees was deﬁned as an Apis mellifera bee population kept by a beekeeper
with the presence of a given queen. Replacement of the queen by a natural process or by a beekeeper
is considered to result in a new colony because it changes the genetics of the population. Based on a
scoping of the scientiﬁc literature and subsequent discussion by working group (WG) members and
hearing experts representing different stakeholders, it was concluded that the characteristics of a
healthy managed honeybee colony are: an adequate size, demographic structure and behaviour in
relation to the annual life cycle of the colony and the geographical location; an adequate production of
bee products in relation to the annual life cycle of the colony and the geographical location; and
provision of pollination services. The identiﬁcation of these characteristics served as the basis for the
development of a hierarchical approach. The highest hierarchical level consists of three overarching
concepts that reﬂect the multidimensional characteristics of: (i) a managed honeybee colony; (ii) its
habitat and management; and (iii) its productivity from the perspective of human interest, referred to
as ‘colony attributes’, ‘external drivers’ and ‘colony outputs’, respectively. The three overarching
concepts can be assessed via multiple sets of abiotic or biotic components, called ‘indicators’
(associated with colony attributes and colony outputs) or ‘factors’ (associated with external drivers).
An overview of the identiﬁed indicators and factors from ﬁeld surveys was made and was used as a
basis to generate summaries presented in the form of mind maps on indicators and factors for colony
attributes, external drivers or colony outputs. The indicators and factors were scored (high or low) for
their relevance to the health status of a managed honeybee colony or the relevance to understanding
the context of a managed honeybee colony, respectively; for their technical feasibility in the context of
ﬁeld surveys; and priority for inclusion in ﬁeld surveys across the EU. The indicators and factors with
an H-HH score (H-HH meaning High relevance, High technical feasibility and High priority) were further
scrutinised to identify the most relevant variable(s) and method(s) to quantify them. The opinion
provides detailed information on the available test methods, suggesting which of these are most
suitable for implementation in ﬁeld surveys across the EU and specifying the most appropriate
reporting units. The identiﬁcation, scoring, measurement and reporting of indicators and factors have
been discussed by scientists, beekeepers, risk managers and representatives of other stakeholder
groups during a workshop to collect scientiﬁc evidence that was not yet identiﬁed by the WG.
Indicators describing the colony attributes ‘queen presence and performance’, ‘demography of the
colony’, ‘in-hive products’ (including their contaminants) and ‘disease, infection and infestation’ can be
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measured in ﬁeld surveys across the EU although efforts are required to implement these in a
harmonised manner. In particular, the generation of detailed protocols and the validation of many test
methods are necessary. The colony attribute ‘behaviour and physiology’ is difﬁcult to measure in ﬁeld
surveys and the available technology is currently restricted to experimental studies, except for the
detection of explicit atypical behaviour. External drivers of honeybee health consist of factors related to
the resource providing unit (RPU; environmental components around the hive including contaminants),
environmental drivers (weather and climate) and beekeeping management practices. Analysing the
RPU, in particular land cover/use, of a honeybee colony is very important when assessing the health
status of a colony, but it currently lacks tools that could be used at the apiary level in ﬁeld surveys
across the EU. Data on ‘beekeeping management practices’ and ‘environmental drivers’ can be
collected via questionnaires and available databases, respectively. Some existing databases containing
relevant (and validated) data to assess bee health are listed, but efforts are required to further
increase the public accessibility of these data. For the attribute ‘colony outputs’, provisioning services
can be analysed mainly for harvested honey, whereas technical limitations hamper the assessment of
regulating services (such as the pollination of wild plants) in ﬁeld surveys across the EU. Moreover,
there is a signiﬁcant lack of information that quantitatively links pollination services to colony health;
however, using modelling approaches it is possible to link pollination services with other colony
attributes and external drivers. In a multifactorial risk assessment of honeybees, the impacts on
pollination services should be estimated.
Overviews of indicators and factors related to bee health are provided (Chapter 3) and a selection
has been made of those that could be included in a ﬁeld survey across the EU (Chapter 3 and
summary in Chapter 4). It is clear that the design of detailed, harmonised protocols and the validation
of several tools together with adequate training are required, before multiannual collection of data and
their analysis would be possible in a harmonised manner at the EU level, in particular if accurate and
precise quantitative data are required. The subsequent chapters provide guidance on key elements to
consider when designing a ﬁeld survey (Chapter 5) and analysis of bee health data (Chapter 6).
The key elements to consider in the stage of designing a ﬁeld survey are: (i) carefully designing
and implementing each aspect of the survey; (ii) ensuring that ample resources are dedicated to this
aspect of the project; and (iii) ensuring in advance of any data collection that the design choices allow
for the desired analyses. Reference is made to several guidance documents that are available in the
public domain and that are recommended to consult whenever more detailed information is required.
As speciﬁed above, there are no a priori key variables representing unequivocally the health status
of a honeybee colony because this is inﬂuenced by many variables and their interactions. Therefore,
multiple indicators should be considered jointly in an analysis of bee health. Chapter 6 gives a short
overview of sensible approaches to integrate data on bee health to provide an overall outcome. There
are many suitable approaches available and four are described: (i) multivariate analysis, (ii) expert-
driven classiﬁcation, (iii) causal modelling and (iv) process-based modelling. These approaches are
related to each other and can overlap. The ﬁrst two approaches represent alternative ways to deﬁne a
Health Status Index (HSI) in a way that the assessment is based on more than one indicator, whereas
the third and fourth approaches describe ways to link factors to health and to model changes in
health.
The information provided in this opinion is a basis to facilitate harmonised data collection across the
EU, without predeﬁning a speciﬁc objective. The latter was a decision made to allow use of the
HEALTHY-B toolbox when bee health is assessed in relation to various objectives and analysis goals.
However, not deﬁning a speciﬁc objective and analysis goal made it difﬁcult for the authors to be very
precise in the selection of indicators, factors, methods and the formulation of recommendations. As a
consequence, further actions will be required to translate the information provided in this document
into a study protocol that can be implemented in practice and that is in line with a clearly deﬁned
objective. Chapter 7 provides some examples on the possible use of the HEALTHY-B toolbox by
different stakeholder groups: monitoring and comparison of honeybee health over time and across
geographical space, identiﬁcation of possible factors and indicators that can predict changes in the
health status of a managed honeybee colony, pesticide risk assessment in the context of multiple
stressors.
Intensive data collections at a few places across Europe are required to develop an HSI and risk
assessment models. In addition, an epidemiological study involving many apiaries across the EU is
necessary to provide complementary information to analyse the relative importance of different
stressors, which could then be incorporated in the HSI and/or used by relevant models. The required
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precision and accuracy of the data will be important in the test method selection and deﬁning the role
of beekeepers and bee inspectors in the data collection.
The HEALTHY-B toolbox is currently used in EFSA’s Multiple Stressors in Bees (MUST-B) project,
which aims to develop a predictive model that could be used as a tool by risk assessors and managers
to determine risks of pesticides in honeybee colonies under different scenarios of exposure to multiple
stressors. Several stakeholders could beneﬁt by applying the toolbox, for instance via harmonisation of
data collection/reporting, more efﬁcient use of data collected across the EU, beekeeper involvement in
bee health assessments, and a basis on which to develop online tools that are mutually beneﬁcial to
beekeepers, scientists and risk assessors/managers.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Terms of Reference as provided by the requestor
The way that stressors (mainly biological, chemical and environmental) affect honeybees
(Apis mellifera) and contribute to losses in bee populations is poorly understood. The underlying
mechanisms remain unclear due to the complex nature of the potential combinations and permutations
of stressors acting simultaneously and the effects of interactions between them.
In 2008, the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) conducted a survey of existing bee
surveillance systems in the European Union (EU; EFSA, 2008). Subsequently, the European
Commission established an EU Reference Laboratory (EURL) for honeybee health1 and funded an
EU-wide monitoring programme on honeybee mortality events and the prevalence of speciﬁc bee
pathogens in Europe (EPILOBEE2). However, given the large data set, high number of variables that
are not yet fully analysed, and the absence of data on the monitoring of other bee stressors (i.e.
chemical and environmental factors), the results from EPILOBEE must be considered preliminary.
EFSA seeks to develop, by 2018–2019, an integrated risk assessment approach for bees taking into
account the multifactorial aspects of honeybee colony losses and weakening via the Multiple Stressors
in Bees (MUST-B) project. In the present mandate, EFSA seeks to deﬁne: (i) what is meant by a
‘healthy honeybee colony’ and (ii) how can the health status of a honeybee colony be assessed in a
robust and harmonised manner. The answers to these questions will provide guidance for designing
studies that aim at systematically collecting data and analysing the health status of honeybee colonies
in their natural environment at scales ranging from local through regional to international. Considered
in a holistic sense, ‘health’ encompasses not only to the absence of pathogens and/or pests, but also,
for instance, the capacity of the colony to produce honey and provide pollination services.
Information is already available on colony attributes that inﬂuence and/or determine the health
status of a honeybee colony, as well as approaches and methodologies that assess honeybee health
status. However, there is a need for a harmonised framework deﬁning the indicators that should be
measured when assessing the health status of a honeybee colony in large ﬁeld surveys, which are
agreed upon (and practical to implement) by stakeholders and feasible when applied at regional,
national or international levels. This would result in more harmonised data collections in ﬁeld
surveys and hence facilitate meta-analysis and the inclusion of data in risk assessments. This
framework should include indicators to measure the effects of the main biological, chemical and
environmental stressors that affect the health status of a honeybee colony. In particular, the early
signs of a deterioration in health need to be established. Harmonised frameworks have been
developed for other multifactorial systems, such as the generation of an approach to assess animal
welfare (EFSA Panel on Animal Health and Welfare, 2012; Welfare Quality Project3) and the
environmental risk assessment of plant pests (EFSA Panel on Plant Health, 2011). It may be
possible to apply elements of these methodologies – with appropriate modiﬁcations – to assess the
health status of a honeybee colony. Although this mandate does not primarily aim to provide
practical guidance to beekeepers on how to perform regular health checks of honeybee colonies,
the framework could be used to assess the health status of one or a small number of colonies (e.g.
within one apiary).
Once a framework is established, an inventory of available validated methods/tools that could be
used to assess the health status of a honeybee colony in large-scale ﬁeld surveys will be developed.
This inventory should seek to identify gaps in our capacity to measure the health status of a large
number of bee colonies in a relatively short time and hence recommend where method development
and/or validation are required. Further, there is a need to provide guidance on how the data obtained
from a survey could be analysed to ensure that data are collected appropriately, to allow for a
harmonised interpretation across different ecosystems and to ensure applicability for future risk
assessments. A colony of honeybees can cope with more stress than an individual honeybee, and this
capacity might change seasonally and in relation to environmental conditions (to take into account
regional differences across the EU Member States).
The output of this mandate is intended for use in two subsequent activities of the MUST-B project:
(i) the design of protocols and ﬁeld methods, and the calibration of tools, to allow robust and
1 Commission Regulation (EU) No 87/2011.
2 http://ec.europa.eu/food/animals/live_animals/bees/study_on_mortality/index_en.htm
3 http://www.welfarequality.net/everyone/26559/7/0/22
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harmonised assessment of honeybee colony health status; and (ii) the design and completion of a
multifactorial honeybee colony ﬁeld survey.
Terms of Reference:
1) Identify and deﬁne the main colony attributes of a healthy honeybee colony.
2) Establish a framework that could be used to allow robust and harmonised measurement of
the health status of a honeybee colony in ﬁeld surveys.
3) Assess the availability of validated methods/tools for measuring indicators of honeybee
colony health in ﬁeld surveys.
4) Propose a methodological approach to allow robust and harmonised measurement and
comparison of regional bee health status.
1.2. Interpretation of the Terms of Reference
Bee health is considered in its broader sense, meaning that it is dependent on several high-level
characteristics describing bee health in a holistic manner at the colony level. The characteristics that
should be taken into account when assessing the health status of a managed honeybee colony are
deﬁned in Terms of Reference (TOR) 1. These are the basis of a hierarchical approach that has been
developed. The highest hierarchical level consists of three overarching concepts that reﬂect the
multidimensional characteristics of: (i) a managed honeybee colony; (ii) its habitat and management;
and (iii) its productivity from the perspective of human interest, referred to as ‘colony attributes’,
‘external drivers’ and ‘colony outputs’, respectively (Table 1). The three overarching concepts can be
assessed via multiple sets of abiotic or biotic components, called ‘indicators’ (associated with colony
attributes and colony outputs) or ‘factors’ (associated with external drivers). The indicators and factors
are considered to reﬂect the overarching concepts and can be derived by measuring one or more
variables. For instance, ‘queen potential fecundity’ is an indicator describing the attribute ‘queen
presence and performance’. This indicator could be informed by measuring one of the following
variables: viable egg-laying by the queen, rate of drones being laid, number of new queen cells per
swarming event, and mating success (number of patrilines). TOR2 describes the biological relevance of
indicators and factors regarding the health status of a managed honeybee colony. A ranking is
presented for technical feasibility and priority for inclusion of an indicator or factor in ﬁeld surveys that
could be implemented across the EU.
Each indicator or factor can be described by one or more ‘variables’, which are quantiﬁed using a
speciﬁc ‘method’. TOR3 assesses the ﬁtness for purpose and availability of methods to estimate the
colony health status and that could be implemented in most Member States. However, it is clear that
the generation of detailed protocols and the validation of many test methods are necessary before
they can be implemented across the EU in a harmonised manner. Regarding data acquisition and
analysis, the outputs of TOR2 and TOR3 should facilitate a comparison of data on the health status of
managed honeybee colonies from different European regions. They should also assist the development
of a harmonised data model, the merging of data sets and implementation of meta-analysis at the
national and European level.
TORs 1–3 describes the current understanding of indicators and factors related to bee health,
whereas TOR4 looks into the future and provides guidance on what to do when a ﬁeld survey is
planned. References are provided to documents giving guidance on the design of data collections. It
also provides guidance to design the analysis and ﬁeld data collection with respect to assessing the
health status of managed honeybee colonies. This part of the scientiﬁc opinion describes that ﬁrst the
objective of a ﬁeld survey should be deﬁned (expected output), then the method(s) for data analysis
should be selected and ﬁnally the collection of data should be designed and performed. Different types
of outputs are presented and a description is provided of the main characteristics of some methods
that might be relevant to analysis of the health status of honeybee colonies. It is intended to give an
overview of some existing methods, explaining how they could be used and which important aspects
have to be considered when designing a data collection.
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1.3. Target audience
Understanding the effects of indicators and factors on bee health requires information from several
geographical areas, preferably collected at the same time. Collecting and comparing data between
areas is a very complex task due to the heterogeneity of the European apicultural sector across the EU
(Chauzat et al., 2013; Deloitte, 2013), let alone the environmental heterogeneity. This scientiﬁc opinion
aims to provide an overview of tools that could be used for the assessment of bee health, which is an
element of a larger process to achieve EFSA’s objective of evolving towards an integrated risk
assessment approach for bees. Efforts to improve test method validation, data collection, reporting
and analysis across the EU will facilitate risk assessment on bee health by national and European risk
assessment bodies. This guidance, in fact, provides a set of tools that are harmonised and would allow
data analysis and comparisons, without imposing a too rigid framework. More than one protocol might
be used to measure an indicator or factor if these generate data that can be merged in the analysis
phase. One could use tools that are relevant across the EU (e.g. for Varroa quantiﬁcation) and select
some additional tools that are speciﬁc for a given area in the EU (e.g. for small hive beetle detection).
Beekeepers play a major role in collecting data in the ﬁeld and are, therefore, an important target
audience for this paper, in particular, guiding them on how data could be submitted to the scientiﬁc
community. Chapters 5 and 6 cover key elements on the design of a ﬁeld survey and provide some
examples on how data on bee health could be analysed, as an introduction to anybody planning a ﬁeld
survey and to indicate the requirement of a multidisciplinary team when assessing bee health in a
holistic manner. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 1, connecting new and existing open databases
with information that is reliable and relevant to bee health would increase the openness and
transparency of risk assessment and would facilitate using the data for other purposes, such as
management and decision-making processes by beekeepers and/or ofﬁcials at a regional, national or
international level.
Table 1: Hierarchical approach – levels of assessment and deﬁnitions




characteristics of the colony
habitat and management.
Can only be assessed
indirectly
Multidimensional
characteristics that are an
integral part of a
health status of a managed
honeybee colony. Can only
be assessed indirectly
Multidimensional characteristics
expressing the productivity of
a managed honeybee colony
from the perspective of human
interest. Can be assessed both
directly both indirectly
LEVEL 2 Factors Indicators Indicators
Abiotic or biotic
components
A set of factors is used to
assess the external drivers
A set of indicators is used to
assess the colony attribute
A set of indicators is used to
assess the colony outputs
LEVEL 3 Variables
Measurable quantities identiﬁed for each indicator and factor. One or more variables
are used to estimate each indicator or factor
LEVEL 4 Methods
Practical procedure to quantify the variable. One or more methods are available











Figure 1: The objective of this scientiﬁc opinion is to provide an overview of tools that could be used
for the assessment of bee health, which is part of a larger process to achieve EFSA’s
objective to evolve towards an integrated risk assessment approach for bees to further
facilitate science-based management and decision making
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Deﬁnition of the objective will help identify which tools are selected for the assessment. In this
scientiﬁc opinion, the aim is to facilitate harmonised data collection to assess the health status of a
managed honeybee colony from a holistic perspective and following a framework that can be applied
across the EU (see Section 2.2.2). The identiﬁed methods/tools will allow further harmonisation of data
collections on bee health within Europe and should facilitate more robust data analysis in a context of
simultaneous exposure to different stressors and continuously changing environmental conditions.
Further actions will be required to translate the information provided in this document into a precise
study protocol and to validate test methods that can be implemented in practice and are in line with a
clearly deﬁned objective.
The toolbox described in this scientiﬁc opinion can be consulted by everybody involved in measuring,
reporting and analysing bee health in the EU. It will also be used by the EFSA MUST-B working group
(WG) to: (i) select indicators and factors that could be included in a model assessing the effect of
pesticides on bee health and (ii) design a ﬁeld survey to collect data to inform the parameters of the
model. In addition, the outcome of this opinion could also be used by risk assessors and scientists as a
basis for epidemiological studies to identify associations between indicators and factors, particularly
when data from a large area are required (e.g. to investigate the correlations between Nosema spp. and
mortality, observed in the south of Europe, but not in the north). This paper also targets people beyond
the scientiﬁc community. It is not a practical guide on how to keep a honeybee colony healthy. However,
it explains how beekeepers could provide data on their colonies to facilitate scientiﬁc analysis. In fact,
the provided guidance is another step towards involving beekeepers in science and risk assessment. It is
clear that further actions are required to achieve its implementation in a practical and efﬁcient manner.
Several methods described in the opinion are time consuming, require in-depth training and/or efforts to
assure standardised implementation of the protocol, which may limit the persons collecting the data to
speciﬁcally trained beekeepers and/or bee inspectors.
Better knowledge on the drivers affecting bee health will result in improved assistance to
beekeepers and farmers, hence optimising their outputs, such as honey production and/or pollination
services. Therefore, the output of this scientiﬁc opinion is assumed to be useful for different
stakeholder groups, each having different objectives. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 describe the tools in the
toolbox, whereas Chapter 7 explains how the toolbox could be used by different stakeholder groups.
Beekeepers and bee inspectors are the key actors in collecting and reporting the data, whereas several
other groups have interest in obtaining good quality data. Models, for instance, need as precise and
accurate data as possible to generate outputs reﬂecting the ﬁeld situation.
This scientiﬁc opinion provides arguments on the current scientiﬁc knowledge to assess the health
status of managed honeybee colonies in Europe.4 Only managed honeybees (Apis mellifera) are
considered here, because most knowledge and techniques are available for this bee species. It is
believed that some of the tools in the ‘toolbox’ are applicable or adjustable to also suit other bee
species. Expanding the analysis to other bee species would be a useful addition, as bee diversity is
very important, for instance, for the delivery of pollination services (EFSA, 2013, 2014).
2. Data and methodologies
2.1. Hierarchical approach
2.1.1. Identiﬁcation of the overarching concepts of a managed healthy
honeybee colony
Similarly to the conceptual framework developed to assess the welfare status of farmed animals
based on the ﬁve freedoms (EFSA, 2012b5), the Panel on Animal Health and Welfare (AHAW)
developed in this scientiﬁc opinion a framework to assess the health status of a managed honeybee
colony based on a few overarching concepts. A scoping6 of the scientiﬁc literature has been carried
out in Web of Science using the following search strings:
4 This scientiﬁc opinion does not aim to review the current knowledge on bee health, or to provide guidance to the scientiﬁc
community on future research activities.
5 http://www.welfarequality.net/everyone/26559/7/0/22
6 This approach was considered to be an efﬁcient manner to identify the overarching concepts, indicators and factors. Detailed
literature reviews were not performed since it is not the aim of this scientiﬁc opinion to provide an overview of all the available
scientiﬁc evidence for each indicator or factor. A workshop with around 50 participants was organised to identify scientiﬁc
evidence that was not identiﬁed by the WG using the approach described in this chapter (see Event Report at https://
www.efsa.europa.eu/sites/default/ﬁles/corporate_publications/ﬁles/1026e.pdf, last accessed 22 August 2016).
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• TITLE: ((bee OR bees) OR (apis AND mellifera) AND health) AND TITLE: (review) Timespan:
2000–2015. Search language=Auto
• TITLE: (‘honeybee’) or loss*) Timespan:2005–2015 Search language=Auto
• TOPIC: (bee) AND TOPIC: (ecosystem) AND TOPIC: (review) Timespan: 2000–2015. Search
language=Auto
The main multidimensional characteristics of a healthy managed honeybee colony were listed and
used as a basis for discussion by multidisciplinary groups of experts (HEALTHY-B and MUST-B working
groups). A managed healthy honeybee colony has been described and three overarching concepts
were identiﬁed (see Section 3.1).
2.1.2. Identiﬁcation of indicators and factors
To identify indicators and factors for which data have been collected in ﬁeld surveys in addition to
the expert contribution gathered in the context of the preparation of this paper, the following data
sources were consulted:
• national or international bee health monitoring programmes – EPILOBEE, BeeNet, APENET,
German Bee Monitoring Project, COLOSS project (e.g. Bee Book), UK’s Bee Health programme7;
• publications identiﬁed using searches described in Section 2.1.1;
• Web of Science using the search string ‘honeybee*’ AND health AND monitoring, 2000–(March)
2015, English;
• publications and/or scientiﬁc reports of projects or working groups provided by experts, in
particular papers published between March 2015 and June 2016.
Beekeeping practices can differ between Europe and other continents (e.g. more intensive
movement of colonies in the United States). Therefore, screening of the scientiﬁc documents to
identify indicators and factors focused on the European situation and did not include reports from, for
instance, the US monitoring programme BEEinformed. However, studies from outside the EU are taken
into account when scoring indicators or factors (see Section 2.2) if the context of the study is relevant
to the European situation.
An overview of the identiﬁed indicators and factors from ﬁeld surveys was made and was used as a
basis to generate overviews presented in the form of mind maps on indicators and factors for colony
attributes, external drivers or colony outputs. The structure of the mind maps is based on the life-
history theory (Fabian and Flatt, 2012) and considers the budget of energy and material as the key
drivers of all the physiological processes within a colony. Indicators and factors that could be measured
under experimental conditions were also included in the mind maps, creating a toolbox that will
facilitate the selection of relevant indicators and factors for a given objective (e.g. ﬁeld surveys, risk
assessment or modelling).
2.1.3. Identiﬁcation of variables and methods
For selected indicators or factors, one or more variables were identiﬁed by consulting the published
scientiﬁc literature, bee experts and experts from other relevant ﬁelds. The main methods were listed
and experts identiﬁed the ‘preferred’ method depending on its suitability for harmonisation and use in
multifactorial ﬁeld surveys in most Member States.
2.2. Procedure for selection of indicators and factors
2.2.1. Procedure and scoring system used
After identifying the indicators and factors, a functional or operational deﬁnition was provided for
each indicator and factor (Figure 2). The indicators and factors were then scored (high or low) for
their relevance to the health status of a managed honeybee colony or relevance an understanding of
the context of a managed honeybee colony, respectively (see deﬁnitions in Table 2). Only indicators
and factors with a high score on ‘relevance’ were subsequently assessed for their technical feasibility in
the context of multifactorial ﬁeld surveys (high or low score) (see deﬁnitions in Table 2). Technical
7 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/bee-health (last accessed 1 June 2016).
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feasibility is assessed in relation to the type of study considering: (i) the problem formulation and
objectives of the study (e.g. development of a surveillance system based on monitoring of a minimum
set of variables); (ii) the resources available; and (iii) the operators involved in the data gathering
(beekeepers, inspectors, laboratories, etc.). Only the indicators and factors with high scores for
technical feasibility in ﬁeld surveys were assessed in terms of their priority for inclusion in ﬁeld surveys
(high, medium or low score) (see deﬁnitions in Table 2). The outcomes are described in the main text
(TOR2 in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4) and in detailed tables in Appendix B.
Indicators and factors with an H-HH score (H-HH8 meaning High relevance, High technical
feasibility and High priority; Table 3) were considered in TOR3. Variables were identiﬁed to
characterise each indicator or factor and how to measure and report these was analysed. For each
indicator or factor, one variable was identiﬁed for preferential use in ﬁeld surveys that could be
applied in several Member States with the objective to facilitate harmonisation and comparison of data


























Figure 2: Approach followed to select indicators and factors (TOR2) and to identify and analyse
methods that could be used to measure and report the selected indicators and factors
(TOR3)




Relevance to assessing the health
status of a managed honeybee
colony (indicators)
Relevance to understanding the
context of a managed honeybee
colony (factors)
High There is robust scientiﬁc evidence suggesting an
association of the indicator/factor with bee health
Low There is no or little scientiﬁc evidence suggesting an
association of the indicator/factor with bee health
8 The hyphen differentiates the score on the relevance to bee health (which is independent of the study objective) from the
scores on technical feasibility and priority for inclusion in ﬁeld surveys (which may vary when the study objective changes).
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2.2.2. Data collection in ﬁeld surveys
In order to proceed towards a holistic risk assessment on bee health in the future (the objective
of EFSA’s MUST-B project), it is required to promote EU-wide bee health monitoring covering all
colony attributes, external drivers and colony outputs. This was one of the recommendations made
by EFSA (2014), which could be achieved by: (i) a large-scale multifactorial ﬁeld survey collecting
data from different Member States over a few years, or (ii) combining data from smaller ﬁeld
surveys carried out in parallel in different Member States. Since it is unlikely that a new pan-EU bee
health monitoring study will be launched in the near future and several Member States already have
ongoing bee health ﬁeld surveys (see some examples in Table A.1, Appendix A), it is probably more
efﬁcient to facilitate harmonisation of indicators, factors, variables and methods to allow the merging
of several (national) data sets and subsequent meta-analyses. Every Member State can keep the
speciﬁc objectives of its ﬁeld surveys but the use of tools from a common toolbox should facilitate
data exchange and comparison of (at least some) results, which is often not possible at the
moment.
As described in the TORs of this mandate, the AHAW Panel focuses on large ﬁeld surveys when
selecting tools from the toolbox to guarantee that the tools are applicable across the EU. A ﬁeld survey




Technical feasibility in ﬁeld survey High Measurement of the factor/indicator is or could be
routinely applied by a beekeeper within the context of a
ﬁeld survey
Low Measurement of the factor/indicator cannot or could not
be routinely applied by a beekeeper within the context of
a ﬁeld survey
NA Not applicable because not assessed
Priority indicator/factor in ﬁeld
survey
High Experts consider the ratio between the beneﬁt of the data
collected on the indicator/factor and the efforts in (terms
of resources) to be high. In addition, the indicator/factor is
highly relevant to most Member States and in most
conditions(a)
Medium Experts consider the ratio between the beneﬁt of the data
collected on the indicator/factor and the efforts in (terms
of resources) to be medium. In addition, the indicator/
factor is highly relevant to some Member States/regions or
in some speciﬁc conditions
Low Experts consider the ratio between the beneﬁt of the data
collected on the indicator/factor and the efforts in (terms
of resources) to be low. In addition, the indicator/factor is
highly relevant to few Member States/regions or in very
speciﬁc conditions
NA Not applicable because not assessed
(a): Referring, among others, to geographical, climatic, environmental or beekeeping management conditions.
Table 3: Combinations of scores used for the selection of indicators/factors to be measured in a
ﬁeld survey
Score
Relevance to assessing colony attributes




factor in ﬁeld survey
H-HH(a) High High High
H-HM High High Medium
H-HL High High Low
H-L High Low Not assessed
L Low Not assessed Not assessed
(a): The score H-HH is highlighted in green as the indicators and factors with these score are taken forward in TOR3, whereas
the other indicators and factors not.
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status of a honeybee colony and its variation in time and space. It is carried out through the
implementation of different types of methods including observations, measurements and interviews. In
this opinion, the AHAW Panel does not provide a typology of ﬁeld surveys nor performs a survey
design. This is to allow the use of the toolbox in ongoing Member State ﬁeld surveys that might have
different objectives, available resources and/or sampling/analysis capacity. However, some of the
Panel’s considerations are mentioned below in relation to the design and implementation of a survey.
They are directly linked to:
• the problem formulation: in general terms or from speciﬁc perspectives;
• the spatial and temporal extent and resolution of the study to develop;
• the variability of the sampling variables and the precision of the estimates required for the
analyses.
It is recommended that many indicators and factors are measured at least three times during a
year: after winter (1–2 weeks after bees start foraging but before the ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow), during
summer (active season) and before winter (when the colony is preparing for winter). The ﬂowering of
Salix spp. was suggested by the workshop participants in an attempt to guide when the ‘after winter’
inspection should take place although no publication was found to support this idea. An alternative
could be to check whether ‘cumulative day degrees’ could be used to deﬁne the start of the
beekeeping season in a more harmonised way across the EU. It is considered better than using ﬁxed
dates because the length of the beekeeping season is different in northern versus southern Europe.
However, it is clear that more frequent data collection will enrich the data set and is recommended
whenever possible. The exact timing of the measurements has to be deﬁned based on the objectives
of the ﬁeld survey. More guidance on the ‘sampling frame’ is provided in Section 5. Furthermore, two
people are required to collect information from a given hive, particularly for the indicators (one
checking the hive and the other one documenting the observations).
Furthermore, special attention should be given to the different actors involved in the data collection
linked to ﬁeld surveys. They should be informed about the objectives and reasons for performing the
ﬁeld survey, about the survey protocol including frequency of the honeybee colony inspections, the use
of preferably standardised sampling and measurement methods, reporting methods and data
protection issues. At least two different actors should be involved:
• Beekeepers are the people managing the colony throughout the year. They provide information
and data required in a ﬁeld survey. It is crucial that the beekeeper receives targeted training to
accurately obtain and report data.
• Inspectors or operators are people assisting the beekeeper in collecting particular samples
and/or data for the survey; they might also be involved in the sample collection and/or
analysis depending on the questions to be addressed and the local and regional beekeeping
task organisation. These people are usually appointed by the survey coordination team, are
speciﬁcally trained for sampling and ensure harmonisation of data collection between different
colonies, apiaries and regions.
2.3. Workshop
For TOR1–3, involvement of hearing experts and the organisation of a workshop on bee health
were important to identify relevant scientiﬁc evidence that was not identiﬁed by the WG, to identify
any that is not clear in the draft text and to discuss harmonisation of measurements and reporting.
The workshop was announced on the EFSA website in December 2015 together with a call for interest
for anyone with relevant expertise who wanted to participate in the workshop. Around 55 experts
registered their interest in participating, and around 30 were selected who fulﬁlled the eligibility
criteria. Around 20 other experts were invited directly by EFSA, including the WG members. The
workshop took place on 13–14 April 2016 and was built around breakout sessions that covered
the different chapters of TOR1–3. Detailed discussions took place on comments provided by the
participants and selected by the WG for their relevance to be discussed by a broader expert group. An
event report is available on the EFSA website.9 The collected information was considered by the WG
when ﬁnalising the draft scientiﬁc opinion.
9 https://www.efsa.europa.eu/it/supporting/pub/1055e (last accessed 11 July 2016).
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3. Assessment
3.1. Identiﬁcation of the colony attributes, external drivers and colony
outputs (TOR1)
3.1.1. Characteristics of a managed healthy honeybee colony
A colony of managed honeybees was deﬁned as an Apis mellifera bee population kept by a
beekeeper with the presence of a given queen. Replacement of the queen by a natural process or by a
beekeeper is considered to result in a new colony because it changes the genetics of the population.
Based on a scoping of the scientiﬁc literature (see Section 2.1.1) and subsequent discussion by WG
members and hearing experts representing different stakeholders, it was concluded that the
characteristics of a healthy managed honeybee colony are:
• an adequate10 size, demographic structure and behaviour in relation to the annual life cycle of
the colony and the geographical location;
• an adequate9 production of bee products in relation to the annual life cycle of the colony and
the geographical location;
• provision of pollination services.
These are characteristics of a healthy honeybee colony (but should not be seen as a deﬁnition) that
lead to the identiﬁcation of three overarching concepts: colony attributes, external drivers and colony
outputs (see deﬁnitions in Table 1, Section 1.2). Colony attributes reﬂect the health status of a
managed honeybee colony. External drivers that affect the health status and colony outputs express
the productivity of a managed honeybee colony. Production of bee products and the provision of
pollination services were included because these are the drivers for beekeepers to manage a honeybee
colony. The concepts are further deﬁned in Sections 3.1.2–3.1.4 below and the relationships between
them are presented in Figure 3.
It is suggested that indicators, such as Varroa destructor, and molecular markers. such as
vitellogenin, may be predictive markers for winter survival (Dainat et al., 2012b; Ravoet et al., 2013;
Smart et al., 2015). Collecting information on such indicators is required to validate their use as a
health marker across Europe and their possible future inclusion as a characteristic of a healthy
managed honeybee colony.
3.1.2. Colony attributes
Five colony attributes have been distinguished that should be analysed when assessing the health
status of a honeybee colony (Figure 3):
• queen presence and performance;
• behaviour and physiology;
• demography of the colony;
• in-hive products;
• disease, infection and infestation.
Each colony attribute is described in Section 3.2 and mind maps are presented to give an overview
on all the indicators that were identiﬁed and scored for their relevance in relation to each colony
attribute, as well as for their technical feasibility and priority for implementation in a ﬁeld survey.
3.1.3. External drivers
Three different external drivers have been distinguished (Figure 3):
• environmental drivers;
• resource providing unit (RPU);
• beekeeping management practices (BMP).
Each external driver is described in Section 3.3 and mind maps are presented to give an overview
on all the factors that were identiﬁed and scored for their relevance in relation to each external driver,
as well as for their technical feasibility and priority for implementation in a ﬁeld survey.
10 Sufﬁcient to complete the annual life cycle at a given location.
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3.1.4. Colony outputs
The colony outputs are considered in terms of service provision of the managed honeybees to the
ecosystem. Only two of the main ecosystem services directly provided by the managed honeybees are
addressed in this opinion (Figure 3):
• the pollination services provided by the honeybee colony in terms of regulating ecosystem
services (= regulating service);
• the products harvested by the beekeeper, the hive rental service and the live honeybees
extracted from the honeybee colony in terms of provisioning ecosystem services (=provisioning
service).
The colony outputs are described in Section 3.4 and a mind map is presented to give an overview
on all the indicators that were identiﬁed and scored for their relevance in relation to the colony
outputs, as well as for their technical feasibility and priority for implementation in a ﬁeld survey.
3.2. Colony attributes reﬂecting the health status of a managed
honeybee colony (TOR2–3)
3.2.1. Queen presence and performance
3.2.1.1. Identiﬁcation of indicators related to queen presence and performance (TOR2)
An assessment of the health status of a managed honeybee colony should include analysis of the
presence and performance of the queen because this inﬂuences the size, structure and survival of the
colony (see Section 3.1.1). The indicators measuring queen presence and performance were identiﬁed
using the methodology described in Section 2.1.2. All indicators are presented in Figure 4 and detailed
information is provided in Appendix B, Table B.1. The paragraph below brieﬂy describes indicators, in
particular those with high scores.
(i) Relevance of queen presence and performance indicators to the bee health status of a colony
The colony will not survive without the presence of (or the ability of the colony to produce) a
queen (Winston, 1991). Excessive queen mortality or replacement of the queen by the colony (e.g. a
supersedure queen) could indicate that the colony is not healthy and/or the queens being produced
are of chronically low quality (Page and Peng, 2001). The longevity of the queen, as measured by her
age, affects her reproductive capacity and, therefore, the likelihood that she will be replaced (Tarpy
et al., 2000). For example, her potential fecundity should be sufﬁcient to lay viable fertilised and






















Figure 3: Colony attributes (elements in blue), external drivers (elements in green) and colony
outputs (elements in orange) to be considered in a multidimensional assessment of the
health of a managed honeybee colony
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(Fyg, 1964). Lastly, included in potential fecundity is a consideration of whether or not the queen
mated with sufﬁcient males on her mating ﬂight (mating success), as this is known to affect the vigour
and survival of the colony (Tarpy et al., 2013; Mattila and Seeley, 2014).
(ii) Technical feasibility and priority to include queen presence and performance indicators
relevant to bee health in ﬁeld surveys
For the indicators linked to bee health, the technical feasibility and priority for inclusion in a ﬁeld
survey were assessed. Direct analysis of queen mortality is considered to have too low a feasibility to
be included routinely in ﬁeld surveys as it is often very difﬁcult to ﬁnd a dead queen in a colony and
because it is a common practice for beekeepers or for the colony to replace a queen before ‘normal’
mortality occurs. The presence of a queen and the potential fecundity are very important indicators of
queen bee health and, likewise, colony health, as they determine the demography, survival and
strength of the colony. They can both be assessed by a beekeeper during routine hive inspections.
Additionally, information on the longevity of the queen, as determined by her age, is relevant when
assessing the potential fecundity of the queen and, indirectly, queen mortality, and can easily be
provided by beekeepers, particularly when the queen is marked and records are kept. Keeping records
of the queens per hive within an apiary facilitates the beekeeper to assess the natural queen
replacement (supersedure), which could be an early signal of impaired health if it occurs at abnormally
high frequencies.
3.2.1.2. Methods and tools to measure indicators related to queen presence and
performance (TOR3)
Table 4 provides an overview of different variables and methods to measure the indicators
‘presence of a queen’, ‘potential fecundity’, ‘natural queen replacement (supersedure)’ and ‘longevity of
a queen’. All the methods can be implemented by a beekeeper during every routine inspection of a
hive. Labelling the queen facilitates monitoring of its age and replacement. It is recommended that
data on these indicators are collected at least three times a year: after wintering, during the active
beekeeping season and before wintering. The text below compares the variables and corresponding
methods per H-HH indicator and suggests which variable/method is considered most suitable for
implementation in ﬁeld surveys. Detailed information on the suggested methods is provided in
Appendix C (Tables C.1–C.3), aiming to further facilitate their harmonisation across the Member States.
Presence of a queen
It is recommended to detect visually the queen in a colony by checking through the hive combs,
because seeing the queen is the ultimate proof that she is present and alive. A marked queen is easier
to detect, and for this reason, this practice of marking is highly recommended, as mentioned
H-HH, indicators with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HL, indicators
with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and Low priority; H-L, indicators with a High Link with
bee health and Low technical feasibility; !, recommended variable to assess the corresponding indicator. The score
H-HH is highlighted in green as the indicators with this score are taken forward in TOR3, whereas the other
indicators not.
Figure 4: Mind map queen presence and performance – identiﬁed indicators and corresponding scores
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previously. In case the queen cannot be seen, visual detection of young (e.g. 1–3-day-old) eggs can
be used as an indication that she is present. Ideally, a beekeeper would both detect the queen visually
and see young eggs.
Potential fecundity of a queen
It is recommended to assess the potential fecundity of the queen by observing in a qualitative
fashion an amount of all the stages of worker brood (eggs, larvae and pupae) in the hive that is
expected for the time of year because it indicates that the queen is fertile and the colony is
successfully rearing viable eggs (e.g. has sufﬁcient resources) through all the stages of development.
Visually identifying the queen laying the eggs is a less preferred method because a beekeeper is less
likely to spot this when the hive has been opened. Determining the mating success of the queen,
which would require microsatellite analysis, is considered possible only in a research setting. However,
it should be noted that a sufﬁciently mated, healthy queen should be laying viable eggs, and that the
brood pattern should be solid (see ‘brood consistency’ in Section 3.2.2).
Longevity of a queen
Labelling the queen in conjunction with record keeping is the only method available to determine
her age. Marking the queen takes only a few minutes once a new, unlabelled queen is found, and can
be done by a beekeeper using either number tags or paint pens. Using international code colours
can facilitate the process of determining queen age (Human et al., 2013); otherwise the beekeeper
can rely on his/her own record keeping. Every time the hive is inspected, it should be assessed
whether the queen identiﬁed and marked during the last visit is still present or whether she has been
replaced by a new (unmarked) queen. If the beekeeper has replaced the queen, this should be noted.
If regular queen replacement by the beekeeper takes place regardless of status/performance/age of
current queen, this variable is no longer meaningful.
Natural queen replacement (supersedure)
Similar to the assessment of queen longevity, labelling the queen in conjunction with record
keeping is the only method available to determine the rate of natural queen replacement, which is
when the colony ‘decides’ that a queen needs to be replaced. Natural queen replacement
(supersedure) should be reported as the number of new queens detected in 2 years and does not
include those queens that were introduced into the colony by the beekeeper. New queens are
recommended to be labelled as explained in the previous paragraph. As stated above, if the beekeeper
has replaced the queen, this should be noted. If regular queen replacement by the beekeeper takes
place, then the hive never has the opportunity to express queen supersedure, making this variable no
longer meaningful.
Table 4: Measurement of selected indicators on queen presence and performance
Indicator Variable [unit](a) Method(a)
Presence of a queen Visual detection of the
queen [Y/N]
Visual veriﬁcation by checking through combs
and in the walls of the hive
Detection of fresh eggs [Y/N] Visual veriﬁcation of presence of 1-day-old eggs
Potential fecundity Queen laying viable worker
eggs [Y/N]
Qualitative visual identiﬁcation of worker pupae,
larvae and eggs
Queen laying viable worker
eggs [Y/N]
Visual identiﬁcation of the queen laying




Colony rate of queen replacement
[number of supersedure
queens/2 years]
Queen labelling and record keeping
(a): Variables, methods, implementation and timing most suitable for implementation in ﬁeld surveys across the EU are highlighted
in green. They can all be performed by beekeepers, preferably at least three times a year: after winter (e.g. 1–2 weeks after
bees start foraging, but before ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow), during summer (active season) and before winter (when the colony is
preparing for winter) (see Section 2.2.2). However, it is clear that more frequent data collection will enrich the data set and is
recommended whenever possible (see ‘sampling frame’ in Section 5). The exact timing of the measurements has to be deﬁned
based on the objectives of the ﬁeld survey. Details on these methods are given Tables C.1–C.3.
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3.2.2. Demography of the colony
3.2.2.1. Identiﬁcation of indicators related to demography of the colony (TOR2)
A honeybee goes through different life stages during its development: egg, larvae, pupae and adult
bee. There are three main castes of adult bees: the queen, drones and workers. The role of the queen
is described above (see Section 3.2.1). The drones mate with the queen of another colony and are
consequently important for the local bee population, but they are of less direct beneﬁt to their own
colony. They do not participate in the production of the colony, but they do participate in the
consumption of honey. The adult workers perform virtually all the tasks of the colony, except the
laying of eggs, which is performed by the queen (Winston, 1991). The workers’ activities have a
temporal basis, with in-nest tasks being performed by younger workers (until around 3 weeks old) and
outside tasks being done by older workers. Among the in-hive bees, the nurses are especially crucial,
because they must take care of the immature stages (see Section 3.2.4). Some indicators of a healthy
honeybee colony are relevant to the demography of one particular life stage, whereas other indicators
are relevant at the colony level in general (see Figure 5). An assessment of the health status of a
managed honeybee colony should include analysis of the demography because this inﬂuences the size,
structure and survival of the colony (see Section 3.1.1). The indicators measuring demography were
identiﬁed using the methodology described in Section 2.1.2. The indicators are presented in Figure 5
and detailed information is provided in Appendix B, Table B.2. This section focuses on indicators that
can be measured when a colony is inspected by a beekeeper and/or inspector, whereas the survival of
a colony is dependent on several indicators and should be measured over time. Therefore, ‘survival’ is
considered an outcome of the analysis of multiple indicators. The paragraph below brieﬂy describes
‘demography’ indicators, in particular those with high scores.
Relevance of demography indicators to bee health
Brood demography refers to the amount, survival and development of worker brood and queen
brood in a hive. In particular, the amount of brood is a key indicator for the development and survival
of the colony because it represents the future bee population of the colony (Winston, 1991). The
amount of brood follows an annual cycle and brood must be present during the whole colony
development cycle except during queen succession, certain periods in winter and periods in summer
with very high environmental temperatures, which might occur in southern Europe. The brood pattern
consistency (or brood solidness) is a qualitative variable interesting to include in a survey. A ‘spotty’
brood (e.g. > 10% of empty cells) is a sign of a problem of brood quality which could be due to low
sperm quality (Collins, 2000; Delaplane et al., 2013b), disease, etc.
A reduced colony size (number of workers) in suitable environmental circumstances indicates a
possible health problem in the colony. The presence of dead bees in the vicinity of the hive, in the hive
entrance and in the bottom of the hive may be indicative of a health problem affecting the colony.
However, a reduced colony size could also be due to a recent swarming event. Swarming happens
when the colony is densely populated and lacks space to expand within the hive. Swarming during the
active period of the colony life cycle in a given area according to the availability of environmental food
resources is a symptom of good health. There is variation between colonies and bee races to produce
swarms more than once a year. The multiplication of colonies by swarming is a beneﬁt for the species
in general and the local bee population, in particular, because the number of colonies increases.
However, a higher number of swarms per year than is normal for a given bee subspecies or swarming
at a wrong time of the life cycle can also be a sign of poor health. Reduction of the colony size due to
swarming should not be confused with reduced survival of the colony, which reﬂects a reduction in the
number of workers due to mortality. There is evidence that one part of the variability in the survival of
honeybee colonies is connected to local adaptivity, representing differences in climate, vegetation,
infestation pressure and colony management (Spivak and Downey, 1998; Danka et al., 2013; B€uchler
et al., 2014; B€uchler et al., 2010). It is generally considered that the best locally adapted bee colonies
are subspecies (geographical races) of native bees that have developed over millennia (Meixner et al.,
2010; B€uchler et al., 2014). The structure of the colony, determined by the demography of the ratio
between nurses and foragers, is also related to its health status because honeybee colonies function
as super organisms (see Section 3.2.4). Each worker bee participates by performing speciﬁc tasks
necessary for the good functioning of the colony, which change during its life cycle (see previous
paragraph). The timing of the transition from one life stage to another is highly ﬂexible and is
determined by the needs of the colony (Robinson et al., 1992; Huang and Robinson, 1996), although
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rapid maturation accelerates the failure of chronically stressed honeybee colonies (Perry et al., 2015).
Taken together, all indicators describing the demography of the colony are linked to bee health.
Technical feasibility and priority to include demography indicators relevant to bee health in ﬁeld surveys
The technical feasibility and priority of the inclusion in a ﬁeld survey was assessed for each
indicator (Appendix B, Table B.2). Brood demography and colony size are considered key indicators to
describe the demography of the colony and its potential to produce honey and provide pollination
services. Quantifying the brood cells and the living adult worker bees in a colony can be undertaken by
a beekeeper during a standard hive inspection. Several methods, with varying levels of precision, are
already applied to estimate the number of workers in a colony, such as weighing or evaluating the
surface of combs covered by bees (Imdorf et al., 1987; Delaplane et al., 2013b; Costa et al., 2012;
Odoux et al., 2014; Porrini et al., 2016). However, all methods might underestimate the real colony
size because by opening the hive for evaluations, a certain number of workers will not be counted, and
the method also fails to take into account the number of foraging bees that had left the colony at the
time of measurement (see below).
Collecting information on dead bees by assessing the worker mortality rate11 would provide
relevant information on the health status of the colony. It would give more accurate information
supplementing the analysis of the colony size over time. However, this variable is difﬁcult to assess in a
quantitative way in a ﬁeld survey by beekeepers. By contrast, the presence/absence of an
unexpectedly high number of dead bees could be assessed in ﬁeld surveys by visually inspecting the
presence of an abnormal number of dead bees in or just in front of the hive. In cases where
unexpectedly high numbers of bee corpses are found, quantiﬁcation is required. Also determination of
H-HH, indicators with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HM, indicators
with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority; H-HL, indicators with a High link
with bee health, High technical feasibility and Low priority; H-L, indicators with a High Link with bee health and
Low technical feasibility; !, recommended variable to assess the corresponding indicator. The score H-HH is
highlighted in green as the indicators with this score are taken forward in TOR3, whereas the other indicators not.
Figure 5: Mind map demography of the colony – identiﬁed indicators and corresponding scores
11 Discussion with a large group of experts would be required to determine a clear and broadly accepted deﬁnition since several
deﬁnitions can be found in the scientiﬁc literature.
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the swarming rate12 would improve understanding of the colony size evolution over time. However,
this is not feasible to implement because it would require very frequent visits to the hive during the
swarming season to identify signs of swarming events, which is not always possible for the beekeeper.
To prevent swarming some beekeepers remove the queen cells from the combs (see Section 3.3.2 for
more information), so this practice could also be recorded if a better overview of the colony dynamics
is required.
Given the large movement of queens in Europe (of both intra- and extra-EU origin) by beekeepers
who keep speciﬁc bee subspecies, native bee populations are more or less introgressed by other
subspecies. Moreover, climate change can directly affect ﬂowering dates (e.g. Bock et al., 2014) and
increased intercontinental trade might lead to the entry of exotic bee pests and diseases, which could
have a negative effect on subspecies whose colony development cycle is not fully adapted.
Determination of the genetic origin of a bee subspecies using molecular markers, such as
microsatellites (Francis et al., 2014), could be interesting to include in a ﬁeld survey in order to
understand the demography of the colony in a given context. However, it is expensive and hence more
feasible under experimental settings.
Every bee caste (queen, workers or drones) is important for the colony and a complete and
detailed picture of colony dynamics would only be possible by assessing each developmental stage of
the castes (eggs, larvae, pupae and adults). However, this assessment is feasible only under research
settings, and therefore, only the demography of nurses and foragers is considered, since they feed the
larvae and collect food for the colony, respectively. The ratio of nurses to foragers can give an
indication of the health of the colony, however, more detailed studies are needed to calculate this
ratio, because determining the exact number of each category is feasible only in an experimental
setting. Beekeepers could perform a qualitative assessment of the foraging activity (see Section 3.2.4)
and check if appropriate cover of the brood by nurses is available according to local circumstances.
Nurses are not morphologically different from other workers, and it is generally considered that the
workers covering the brood (eggs, larvae, pupae) are mainly nurses (Winston, 1991), which can lead
to an overestimation of numbers because some non-nurses will be counted as nurses. When the in-
hive temperature is too low, it is expected that 100% of the brood comb will be covered by nurses. If
the temperature is above around 30°C it is likely that only low numbers of nurses are present on the
brood comb. If the brood coverage by nurses is not appropriate in terms of the outside temperature,
this is considered as an atypical behaviour of worker bees (see Section 3.2.4) or an insufﬁcient
number of nurses, which might be the sign of a health problem. Even though drones are of less direct
beneﬁt for their own colony, the low production of drones can be a sign of unhealthy colony, and the
same applies for to the production of much drone brood late in the season. Analysis of the
demography of eggs, larvae, pupae, drones and non-nurses could be included in detailed studies to
enrich the data set or to answer speciﬁc research questions.
3.2.2.2. Methods and tools to measure indicators related to demography of the colony
(TOR3)
Table 5 provides an overview of different variables and methods to measure the indicators ‘colony
size’, ‘dead bees’ and ‘brood demography’ (more details are available in Appendix C, Tables C.4–C.12).
All the methods can be implemented by a beekeeper during every routine inspection of a hive.
Preferably, the data should be collected by two people, one measuring the indicators and the other
recording the data. It is recommended to collect data on these indicators at least three times a
year: after wintering, at the peak of activity of the colony during beekeeping season and before
wintering. Considering the variability due to the different climatic zones in the EU, the precise choice of
the dates should be made at the national/local levels. The text below compares the variables and
corresponding methods per indicator and suggests which variable/method is considered most suitable
for implementation in ﬁeld surveys. The variable outcome should always be reported together with
the method used. Detailed information on the suggested methods is provided in Appendix C
(Tables C.4–C.11), aiming to further facilitate their harmonisation across the Member States.
Colony size
It is recommended to determine the colony size by visually estimating the total amount of comb
surface12 covered by adult bees. Input on the type of comb would also be needed. The collected data
12 In case there are only a few bees on the side of a comb, the surface of that comb that is covered by bees should be
estimated (e.g. 1/4 of comb) and the total number of combs covered by bees in the hive reported (e.g. 4.5 combs).
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together with the average number of bees per cm2 (e.g. table 2 in Delaplane et al., 2013b) will then
allow calculating the total number of adult bees in the hive during the data analysis step. Variation
between measurements can be large due to the subjective nature of this technique (i.e. relies on
visual observation). Variability in data collection methods may be reduced if some training is provided
to the beekeepers on how to accurately apply the technique and if it is applied simultaneously by two
people, who independently score the comb coverage and further calculate the average of their
observations. Assessment of the colony size should be done when most, if not all, bees in the
population are present in the hive (Delaplane et al., 2013b) (either by performing the assessment in
the early morning/late afternoon, or by closing the hive exit the day before to keep all the bees
inside). Colony size can also be determined by weighing the hive with and without adult bees, by
brushing the combs and transferring the bees into a temporary hive (Delaplane et al., 2013b). This
method requires the use of a scale and it is more likely to disturb the colony, but has less variability
between measurements.
Brood demography
The number of brood cells (eggs, larvae and pupae) can be estimated by calculating the total
amount of comb surface covered by brood cells. Input on the type of comb and brood density would
also be needed to further derive the total number of brood cells in the hive during the data analysis
step. The total surface covered by brood can also be calculated by using tools that allow a more
precise estimation of the brood comb surface. For instance, the brood surface can be approximated
to an ellipse, the length and width of the brood area measured, and the brood area calculated.
Another possible method is to place a transparent grid in the brood comb to facilitate measurement of
the brood area. Both methods require further conversion of the total comb surface to total number of
brood cells, so input on the type of comb and brood density is also needed. Digital photography of the
brood combs followed by image analysis using appropriate software allows measurement of the
surface and also the number of brood cells. These methods provide results with less variability than
the method based on visual observation, but might be difﬁcult to implement in extensive ﬁeld surveys
because they require time, equipment and/or expertise that may not always be available. Tools that
record the vibrational activity of the colony to monitor brood cycle are currently being developed and
may represent an interesting tool for the future (see, for instance, Bencsik et al., 2015). Brood pattern
consistency is an interesting qualitative variable to include in a survey.
Dead bees
The presence of an unexpectedly high number of dead bees in and/or around the hive can be
assessed by a beekeeper when performing a routine inspection of the colony. A case where are many
more dead bees than generally observed by the beekeeper when inspecting a colony should be
reported together with an estimate on the number of dead bees observed. Determination of the
worker mortality rate can be done using radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) (Streit et al., 2003), but
this is restricted to research settings.
Brood pattern consistency
Brood pattern consistency can be estimated by counting the percentage of empty worker brood
cells in a deﬁned area. A rhombus (a parallelogram of 10 9 10 cm, for example) should be placed in a
central area of a frame containing brood and the number of ﬁlled (cells containing egg, larvae or
pupae) and empty brood cells counted. The percentage of empty cells can then be estimated. More
than 10% of empty worker brood cells could be indicative of a health problem due, for example, to
low sperm viability. Digital photography of the brood combs followed by image analysis using
appropriate software could also allow estimation of brood pattern consistency.
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3.2.3. In-hive products
3.2.3.1. Identiﬁcation of indicators related to in-hive products (TOR2)
An assessment of the health status of a managed honeybee colony should include analysis of the
in-hive products because they inﬂuence the energy available to the colony for its development and
functioning, including the provision of bee products and pollination services. Indicators measuring
in-hive products were identiﬁed using the methodology described in Section 2.1.2. The indicators are
presented in Figure 6 and detailed descriptions are provided in Appendix B, Table B.3. They are
subdivided into food stock (bee bread, honey and jelly) and non-food stock (propolis and wax). The
paragraph below brieﬂy describes the ‘in-hive product’ indicators, particularly those with high scores.
Relevance of food stock indicators to the bee health status of a colony
Pollen that have been completely processed for storage to prevent germination in the hive, are
often referred to as ‘bee bread’13 (Winston, 1991). Bee bread is the main source of protein and lipid
for honeybees and is necessary for honeybee development (Campos et al., 2008; Brodschneider and
Crailsheim, 2010). The type of bee bread is determined by the diversity of the pollen in it and is
related to its nutritional quality (Schmidt, 1984; Schmidt et al., 1987; Di Pasquale et al., 2013; de
Groot, 1953). Pollen can differ between ﬂoral species in terms of nutritional contents (Roulston and
Cane, 2000; Odoux et al., 2012), suggesting that some are pollens are of better quality for bees than
others. Pollen may also provide information on the foraging source. The amount of bee bread should
be related to the brood development needs of a honeybee colony during its annual life cycle; for
instance, to increase the population of workers after the winter, to replace dead workers during the
active/late season or to raise workers just before the end of the active season or before wintering
(Winston 1991). Nectar and honeydew collected from the environment are natural carbohydrate
sources for honeybees, but they are immediately deposited into the cells of the combs and are
transformed into honey in 1–5 days. However, some quantities of nectar and honeydew could be
consumed directly by the bees during the season, before being transformed into honey. Bees store
Table 5: Measurement of selected indicators on ‘demography’
Indicator Variable [unit](a) Method(a)
Colony size Total number of combs covered by adult
bees estimated by visual observation
[number of combs], [type of comb]
Visual estimation of the comb surfaces covered
by bees
Total number of adult bees derived from
population weight [kg]
Weighing the hive with and without bees
Dead bees Unexpected high number of dead bees in
and around the hive [yes; no]
Visual estimation (if < 1,000 dead bees) or
weighing (if > 1,000 dead bees)
Total number of combs covered by brood
cells estimated by visual observation
[number of combs], [type of comb]
Visual estimation of the number of combs
covered by brood cells
Brood demography Total number of brood cells estimated by
measuring the brood area [cm2]
Estimation of the comb surface covered by
brood cells by approximating comb surface to
ellipses and measuring surface area
Total number of combs covered by brood
estimated by visual observation [number
of combs], [type of comb]
Estimation of the comb surface covered by
brood cells using a transparent grid
Total number of brood cells estimated by
digital photography [number]
Estimation of the number of brood cells using
digital photography followed by image analysis
Brood pattern consistency [%] Estimating percentage of empty brood cells in
a 10 9 10 area
(a): The variables and methods suggested for implementation in ﬁeld surveys are highlighted in green. They can all be
performed by beekeepers, preferably at least three times a year: after winter (e.g. 1–2 weeks after bees start foraging, but
before ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow), during summer (active season) and before winter (when the colony is preparing for winter) (see
Section 2.2.2). However, it is clear that more frequent data collection will enrich the data set and is recommended whenever
possible. The exact timing of the measurements has to be deﬁned based on the objectives of the ﬁeld survey (see ‘sampling
frame’ in Section 5).
13 The terms ‘pollen’ or ‘stored pollen’ are often used in publications instead of ‘bee bread’.
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honey for use both during the active season (to carry out all their tasks) and during wintering (to
maintain the temperature of the colony). The nutritional content of honey is mainly determined by
glucose and fructose (White, 1975) and is not reported to be related to bee health. It is also essential
that bees ingest lipids, vitamins and minerals (Haydak, 1970), but the actual requirements and optimal
levels needed by honeybees remain relatively unexplored. During a ﬁeld survey, it is essential to
evaluate the total quantity of honey, nectar and honeydew present in the hive.
Royal jelly is the exclusive food of the queen larvae and adult queen. It is also the basis of the food
of the young worker larvae, the worker jelly (Winston, 1991). The nutritional quality of royal jelly is
related to bee health because major royal jelly proteins are thought to be responsible for the speciﬁc
physiological development of the queen (Salazar-Olivo and Paz-Gonzalez, 2005). There should be
sufﬁcient jelly to feed the larvae but the quantity eaten by a larva is not precisely known.
In-hive products can be contaminated with molecules and/or their derivates originating from
pesticides, veterinary medicines and antibiotics, and in this scientiﬁc opinion are referred to as ‘chemical
control contaminants’. Numerous studies have detected a range of pesticides in bee bread or in pollen
sampled in a pollen trap at the entrance of the hive or in honey (see Appendix E). Pesticide contamination
of food stock and wax can have a negative effect (including sublethal) on the health status of a colony
(Pettis et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2011; Blacquiere et al., 2012; EFSA, 2013; Simon-Delso et al., 2014).
Currently, the use of neonicotinoid and ﬁpronil is restricted14 in the EU because health risks to bees have
been identiﬁed (EFSA, 2013). Data from ongoing monitoring schemes on pesticide effects taking place in
some Member States might also be used to provide more insights into the acute effects of pesticides on
honeybees (see, for instance, the Wildlife Incident Investigation Scheme, UK15). More data are required
to better understand the effects of other chemical control contaminants on bee health and the effects of
multiple exposure to chemical compounds. Veterinary products, used to control infectious agents
affecting the colony, may also have a negative effect on bee health (Johnson et al., 2010), especially if
their use is not in line with the product speciﬁcations. Veterinary products used by farmers for livestock
have also been implicated in poisoning of bees, for instance in the south of France in the past.16
H-HH, indicators with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HM, indicators
with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority; H-HL, indicators with a High link
with bee health, High technical feasibility and Low priority; H-L, indicators with a High Link with bee health and
Low technical feasibility; L, indicators with a Low link with bee health; !, recommended variable to assess the
corresponding indicator. Chemical control contaminants include pesticides, veterinary medicines and antibiotics. The
score H-HH is highlighted in green as the indicators with this score are taken forward in TOR3, whereas the other
indicators not.
Figure 6: Mind map in-hive products – identiﬁed indicators and corresponding scores
14 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2013:139:0012:0026:EN:PDF and http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/
LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2013:219:0022:0025:EN:PDF (last accessed 11 January 2016).
15 http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/index.cfm?sectionid=33 (last accessed 19 May 2016).
16 http://www.itsap.asso.fr/downloads/publications/lettre_itsap_n11_vdef.pdf (last accessed 3 June 2016).
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There is currently no direct evidence of antibiotics affecting bee health and their use is not allowed
in the EU17; however, assessment of its presence in bee products could be included in analysis for
human exposure purposes. The effect of antibiotics in the gut microbiome of a colony is not yet well
understood. Initial research ﬁndings indicate that recurrent use of antibiotics might lead to the
introduction of resistance genes in the gut bacteria of honeybees (Tian et al., 2012).
Besides chemical control contaminants, honeybees can be exposed to other contaminants, such as
heavy metals (e.g. arsenic, cadmium, selenium or lead), especially in areas of industrial activity
(Bogdanov, 2006; RM Johnson, 2015). Cases of heavy metal toxicity to bees have been described
under experimental conditions (Bromenshenk et al., 1991; Hladun et al., 2013; review in RM Johnson,
2015), but relevant scientiﬁc references are not available concerning their toxicity to bees in natural
conditions except in areas of industrial activity (Formicki et al., 2013).
Relevance of non-food stock indicators to bee health
Bees metabolise honey and pollen into wax, which is used to build combs (Winston, 1991).
However, there is a lack of scientiﬁc data concerning the quality (composition) and quantity of wax
necessary to sustain the health of the colony. Contamination of wax with pesticides (see Appendix E)
has been reported, which could affect the health status of the colony (Chauzat et al., 2010; Mullin
et al., 2010; RM Johnson et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011; EFSA, 2012a; Formicki et al., 2013).
Propolis (or ‘bee glue’) is used by bees for different purposes, such as to block holes and cracks in
the hive, cement and strengthen the comb bases, coat the nest cavity with a thin insulating layer and
‘embalm’ the carcasses of intruders. Propolis may also have some antifungal and antibacterial
properties, which protect the nest from infection and mould (Winston, 1991; Simone-Finstrom and
Spivak, 2010). However, there is no clear knowledge on propolis quality and quantity requirements in
relation to the health status of the colony.
Contamination in propolis and jelly is not considered in a survey given their relatively low quantities
compared with other bee products (Fleche et al., 1997). However, the quantiﬁcation of residues in
propolis and royal jelly could be performed under research settings.
Technical feasibility and priority to include ‘food stock’ and ‘non-food stock’-indicators relevant to bee
health in ﬁeld surveys
Measuring the amount of honey, nectar and honeydew in the nest (brood chamber) and the super
is mainly relevant to estimating the available carbohydrates that can be consumed by bees, in
particular, to survive long periods without food ﬂow from the environment (Seeley and Visscher, 1985).
Similarly, it is also considered crucial to assess the amount of bee bread because it represents the
protein source of the colony. Quantiﬁcation of honey and bee bread in the hive can be done by
beekeepers during a standard hive inspection. It is recognised that an evaluation of the quantity of
bee bread is much more difﬁcult than for honey (smaller amounts, spread over several combs). The
accurate quantiﬁcation of jelly has low technical feasibility because this substance is not stored in the
hive, it is secreted by the nurses directly into the larvae cells.
It is also proposed to collect data on bee bread chemical control contamination and wax chemical
control contamination in ﬁeld surveys since the frequency of pesticide occurrence and their
concentrations are reportedly higher in pollen and wax compared with honey (Chauzat et al., 2011;
Lambert et al., 2013). However, it is recommended that honey chemical control contamination is also
analysed under ﬁeld conditions when possible, especially before wintering. Beekeepers can take
samples and send these to a qualiﬁed laboratory. Directive 96/23/EC sets out the requirements for
national monitoring for certain residues and substances in live animals and animal products including
honey. Regulation 396/2005 came into force in September 2008 and extends the requirement for
chemical residue monitoring in honey to include certain plant protection products. All Member States
report the results of the national residue monitoring plans. It is clear that these existing data should be
used as much as possible. As for other indicators, pesticide concentrations have to be analysed
together with data from other indicators/factors to understand its effect on the health of a colony.
Because pollen contaminated with heavy metals has been described (Lambert et al., 2012; Formicki
et al., 2013), it is recommended to measure heavy metal contamination of bee bread, particularly in
industrialised areas. The frequency and/or concentrations of heavy metals in honey and wax seem to
be lower, although few data are available.
17 Directive 96/23/EC and its updates.
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Assessing the botanical origin of pollen, bee bread and honey will provide information on the
geographical and botanical origins of these matrices and hence, indirectly on the pollination services
provided by the colony. Similarly, inclusion of the nutritional quality of bee bread is considered to be of
medium priority for inclusion in ﬁeld surveys because the protein content is related to the plant origin
of the pollen. Beekeepers can be trained to take the required samples but analysis should be done in a
laboratory. Information on the nutritional quality of jelly is seen as less informative.
3.2.3.2. Methods and tools to measure indicators related to the in-hive products (TOR3)
Table 6 provides an overview of the different variables and methods available to measure the
indicators ‘quantity of bee bread’, ‘weight of honey in the nest’, ‘weight of honey in the super’,
‘chemical control contamination in bee bread’ and ‘chemical control contamination in wax’. All the
methods (at least the sampling) can be implemented by a beekeeper during every routine inspection
of a hive. It is recommended to collect data on these indicators at least three times a year: after
wintering, during beekeeping season and before wintering, except for the indicators ‘chemical control
contamination of wax’ and ‘chemical contamination of bee bread’, which are suggested to be collected
for analysis a maximum of twice a year at the peak of the active season and before wintering due to
the cost associated with the analysis. If acute mortality of bees is detected, sampling of fresh honey
(nectar) is recommended, as well as dead workers. The text below compares the variables and
corresponding methods per indicator and suggests which variable/method is considered most suitable
for implementation in ﬁeld surveys. The outcome should always be reported together with the method
and the limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantiﬁcation (LOQ) used. Detailed information on the
suggested methods is provided in Appendix C (Tables C.13–C.20), aiming to further facilitate their
harmonisation across the Member States. Measuring chemical control contamination outside the hive is
described in Section 3.3.1.
Quantity of bee bread
The quantity of bee bread in the hive can be derived by imaginatively sorting the bee bread cells in
one contiguous mass in the comb and visually estimating the proportion of comb containing this
resource. Input on the type of comb and average number of cells per cm2 is also needed to further
derive the total weight of bee bread in the hive during the data analysis step. Data from the scientiﬁc
literature can be used to transform the bee bread surface into weight (see Delaplane et al., 2013b).
Variations between measurements can be large, mainly because small variations in the quantities in
each comb might be difﬁcult to detect, but also because some bee bread may be under honey-capped
cells and therefore not identiﬁed as such, and the quantity of bee bread per cell can vary. Variability in
the measurement procedure may be reduced if some training is provided and the technique is applied
simultaneously by two people, who independently score the comb coverage by the resource and
further calculate the average of their observations. Assessing the amount of bee bread before winter is
crucial because bee bread stores are very important for the success of the resumption of development
and activity of the colony after the wintering period.
The weight of bee bread can also be calculated after determining the surface by using tools, such
as a transparent grid or digital photography followed by image analysis, which allow a more precise
estimation of the comb surface covered by bee bread cells. Data from the literature can be used to
further derive the bee bread weight (see Delaplane et al., 2013b). Although providing more accurate
results (i.e. less variability between measurements), it might be difﬁcult to implement these methods
in extensive ﬁeld surveys because they can be time consuming and the equipment/expertise needed
may not always be available.
Quantity of honey, nectar and honeydew in the nest
The quantity of honey in the nest can be assessed by estimating the proportion of comb coverage
by this resource. Input on the type of comb and cell density would also be needed to derive the total
weight of honey in the hive during the data analysis step. If the honey is harvested, it is considered as
an output of the colony (see Section 3.4 for more details). This technique can be easily applied in ﬁeld
surveys because it does not require the use of speciﬁc tools, does not involve training and it is not
time consuming. Assessment of the quantity of honey in the nest should be done at least three times
a year: after wintering, during the active beekeeping season and before wintering. Assessing honey
stores before wintering is highly recommended because they have a major inﬂuence on the success of
the overwintering period.
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The weight of honey can also be determined by using equipment, such as a transparent grid or
digital photography followed by image analysis, which allow a more accurate estimation of the
comb surface covered by honey cells. Although providing more accurate results (i.e. less variability
between measurements) it might be difﬁcult to implement these methods in extensive ﬁeld surveys
because they can be time consuming, and the equipment/expertise needed may not always be
available.
The evolution of the weight of the hive over time could also be realised using an automatic
permanent scale under the hive, but this is more related to ﬁeld experiments. Changes in weight can
be loosely correlated with variations in the quantity of honey (some kg or tenths of kg) which are
much higher than variations in colony size (1 kg = 10,000 workers), except in some special
circumstances (e.g. sudden depopulation due to swarming).
Chemical control contamination in bee bread
Determining the contaminant concentration in bee bread (processed pollen) comprises two steps:
(i) sampling of bee bread or pollen by a beekeeper or a bee inspector, and (ii) chemical analysis by
an analytical laboratory. There is lack of data on the stability of pesticide molecules in pollen and in
bee bread at the same location over time. There also might be differences in the degradation rate of
pesticide compounds, depending on the family. Pesticide analysis of bee bread collected from the
hive combs provides information on the exposure of bees inside the hive to pesticides, whereas
analysis of pollen collected via traps provides only information on the environmental pesticide
contamination and the exposure of the foragers during the 3–5 days previously. Therefore, sampling
of bee bread (inside the hive) is recommended for inclusion in ﬁeld surveys. Further optimisation of
laboratory methods might result in lower quantities of bee bread/pollen being required, facilitating
sampling on a more frequent basis (Wiest et al., 2011; Ya~nez et al., 2014). Some key aspects of
sampling practices are provided in Table C.19. The analysis step is carried out by specialised
laboratories and comprises extraction and subsequent identiﬁcation of contaminants in the sample
using validated methods. Multiresidue techniques, such as the QuEChERS method (Quick, Easy,
Cheap, Effective, Rugged, and Safe), can be used for the extraction and identiﬁcation of a wide
range of contaminants in one analytical process (Barganska et al., 2014). This method can be used
to identify environmental contaminants, pesticides and veterinary drugs belonging to different
chemical classes not only in bee bread, but also in other matrices, such as pollen, honey, honeybees
and wax. There may be a diversity of pesticide residues in different matrices, e.g. depending on their
hydrophilicity or lipophilicity. The pesticides to be detected might include some non-authorised
products that may be used illegally. The veterinary products should include those used by beekeepers
and by farmers for livestock. The LOD and LOQ of the method vary according to the analytical
technique used18 and the chemical compound detected. It is important to analyse the largest
possible number of compounds known to be used within the geographical area where the colony is
located and to use the method with the lowest LOQ and LOD. The toxicity (including sublethal) of
the compounds for the bees should also be taken into account (see Appendix E), as should their
metabolites, which might be toxic for the bees. For the most toxic molecules, multiresidue analyses
may not be sufﬁcient if the LOD and LOQ for these molecules are too high. In that case, a single-
residue analysis must be performed.
Chemical control contamination in wax
A similar approach to that used in bee bread (see above) can also be used to analyse contaminants
in wax, although working with wax is not easy. The differences in sampling are given in Appendix C,
Table C.20 and examples of recent LOD and LOQ values for pesticide detection in wax are provided in
Appendix E.
18 Standardisation and validation in and between laboratories is required to allow comparison of the results between labs.
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3.2.4. Behaviour and physiology of the bees
3.2.4.1. Identiﬁcation of indicators related to behaviour and physiology of the bees
(TOR2)
Honeybees live together in a colony that is a superorganism (Moritz and Fuchs, 1998; H€olldobler
and Wilson, 2009), where the many individuals, whose division of labour is highly specialised, function
together as a unit (Seeley, 1989). The organisation of work within colonies is both caste-related
(workers, queen, drones) and age-related (eggs, larvae, pupae and adults) and is often referred to as
‘temporal polyethism’. The temporal caste system through which worker bees progress consists
Table 6: Measurement of selected indicators on ‘in-hive products’
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n: number; ppb: parts per billion.
The variables and methods most suitable for implementation in ﬁeld surveys across the EU are highlighted in green.
(a): After winter: e.g. 1–2 weeks after bees start foraging, but before ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow; during summer: active season; before
winter: when the colony is preparing for winter (see Section 2.2.2). However, it is clear that more frequent data collection
will enrich the data set and is recommended whenever possible. The exact timing of the measurements has to be deﬁned
based on the objectives of the ﬁeld survey (see ‘sampling frame’ in Section 5).
(b): More detailed info on the quantity of honey in the super is proved in Appendix B, Table B.9; it is mainly done when
harvesting honey, which is considered an action related to colony outputs.
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primarily of cell cleaners, nurses, comb builders, food handlers, foragers and winter bees (Seeley,
1982; Johnson, 2010), although smaller subsets of worker bees will also engage in more specialised
tasks like guarding or undertaking (Seeley, 1995). Cleaners are newly emerged bees, but do not
comprise a critical functional component of the colony because older bees may also clean cells. Bees
aged 4–12 days are called nurses and mainly take care of the brood (‘nursing’; e.g. brood feeding and
cell capping). These bees may also care for the queen by forming a retinue19 around her (reviewed in
Winston, 1991 and Seeley, 1995). Middle-aged bees (12–21 days) perform multiple tasks including
nest building and maintenance, hygienic behaviour, nectar/water receiving and processing, guarding
the nest entrance, undertaking and construction of replacement queen cells (Seeley, 1995; Trumbo
et al., 1997; Arathi et al., 2000; Breed et al., 2002; Johnson, 2010). After around 20 days, bees
usually no longer engage in within-nest tasks and begin to forage (Seeley, 1995). These bees
transfer resources from the environment to the hive. Pollen and nectar collection make up most of the
foraging activity, except during warm periods when water foraging is also needed for evaporative
cooling (K€uhnholz and Seeley, 1997) and when the colony requires the collection of resin for the
making of propolis. Winter bees are a subpopulation of workers that are responsible for carrying
the colony through the winter by forming a thermoregulation cluster, which protects the queen until
the re-initiating of brood rearing in late winter/early spring (applicable to temperate climates;
D€oke et al., 2015). Most hives, with the exception of those that are treated with oxalic acid
(Al Toufailia et al., 2015), are not inspected in the winter as part of a routine ﬁeld inspection and
therefore, this indicator will not be considered further in this opinion. Reproduction is the main task of
the queen and drones according to the annual life cycle. The queen performance is covered by a
separate mind map (see Section 3.2.1) that also considers sperm viability (see Appendix B, Table B.1).
An assessment of the health status of a managed honeybee colony should analyse behaviour and
physiology because these inﬂuence the demography, defence against infectious agents, pests and
predators, as well as the outputs of the colony (see Section 3.1.1). The indicators measuring
behaviour and physiology were identiﬁed using the methodology described in Section 2.1.2. The
indicators are presented in Figure 7 (part A for ‘common’ and part B for ‘caste-speciﬁc’ behaviour and
physiology) and detailed descriptions are provided in Appendix B, Table B.4.
The organisation of work within colonies reﬂects a compromise between selection for the beneﬁts of
division of labour and opposing selection for ﬂexibility in task allocation to facilitate survival of the colony
(BR Johnson, 2003, 2010). Several factors, such as genotype, temperature, availability of food resources
and photoperiod, mediate physiological changes in individual bees and hence drive their physiological and
behavioural development (Huang and Robinson, 1996; Sullivan et al., 2000; D€oke et al., 2015).
Behaviour refers in this opinion to the fulﬁlment of a task by a bee. Honeybee behaviours are robust,
easily observed and easily recognised (Seeley, 1985, 1995), all of which simpliﬁes the detection of
atypical behaviours (e.g. COLOSS BEEBOOK20), which is deﬁned here as ectopic or inappropriate given
the context/caste of bee: detectable signs of colony illness are often manifested in atypical behaviours
(see Appendix B for speciﬁc examples). However, it should be noted that an adaptive feature of
honeybee behaviours – the ﬂexibility in both task allocation and timing of life history events – represents a
particular challenge from a risk assessment point of view. For example, if a particular stressor results in
higher forager mortality, the colony is able to adapt by ‘promoting’ nurse-age bees to forage precociously,
which masks the effect of the stressor (Henry et al., 2015). This is sometimes called the ‘buffer capacity’
of the colony. Additionally, the buffer capacity is also relevant in the detection of disease/viral loads and,
with both, representing a challenge in early detection of ill health of a colony. The paragraph below brieﬂy
describes ‘behaviour and physiology’ indicators, in particular those with high scores.
Relevance of behaviour and physiology indicators to the bee health status of a colony
Thermoregulation refers to the honeybees’ ability to regulate the in-hive environment, speciﬁcally the
temperature and humidity. This involves the maintenance of a stable temperature (~ 35°C) across the
brood chamber whenever brood is being reared (late winter–early autumn). When the outside
temperatures are cool, the bees cluster and warm the brood by activating their muscles; when the
outside temperature is warm, the workers cool the hive by bringing in water, which is spread on the
surface of the comb, and fanning their wings to promote evaporative cooling and to circulate the air.
Lastly, during the winter when brood is not actively being reared, the workers clump around the queen
19 ‘Bees in the retinue regulate queen behaviour via the rate at which they feed her and act as messenger bees by spreading the
queen’s pheromones about the nest’. Sentence taken from Johnson (2010).
20 http://www.coloss.org/beebook (last accessed 18 December 2015).
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and activate their muscles to heat the cluster, trading off the position of individual workers within the
cluster, such that bees in the outer layer are never are cooler than 10°C (Fahrenholz et al., 1989; Seeley,
1995). Note that here the focus is on bees in a more temperate central–northern European setting. In a
more southern setting, broodless periods may occur during the summer as a response to high heat.
Calmness on the comb, which can be scored using a four-point scale, is a sign that all is well in the
colony (B€uchler et al., 2013). However, because this is a subjective measurement and beekeepers often
breed for calmness, this indicator is considered less informative about the health status of the colony.
Defence against infectious agents is covered by the honeybees’ immune responses (Evans et al.,
2006). The development of the immune system evolves during the life cycle of a honeybee, with a
decline in immune responsiveness when foraging (Amdam et al., 2005). These physiological defences
are complemented by a repertoire of defence behaviours21 operating at the individual level (e.g. auto-
grooming) or pairwise defences (e.g. allo-grooming) (Cremer et al., 2007) or even a genetically
determined behavioural defence against diseases (Spivak, 1996; Al Toufailia et al., 2014). Taken
together, analysis of these common responses and behaviours could inform about exposure of the
colony to stressors.
Pheromones produced by the queen and workers are important in the biology of the colony
(Slessor et al., 2005), but there is currently no evidence that pheromone production informs about bee
health in a way that is relevant to this opinion. Typical behaviours of prenurses and/or nurses with a
link to the health of the colony are feeding brood to developing bees and covering of the brood
A
B
H-HM, indicators with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority; H-HL, indicators
with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and Low priority; H-L, indicators with a High Link with
bee health and Low technical feasibility; L, indicators with a Low link with bee health; !, recommended variable to
assess the corresponding indicator.
Figure 7: Mind map of common (A) and caste-speciﬁc (B) behaviour and physiology of honeybees –
identiﬁed indicators and corresponding scores
21 The propensity of the workers in a colony to attack.
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(capping brood). Processing nectar into honey and, to a lesser extent, also the cleaning of combs by
nurses, are typical behaviours of nurses but there is currently no evidence that gathering detailed data
on these would inform about the health status of the colony (see Appendix B, Table B.4). Typical
behaviours of in-hive non-nurses related to the health status of the colony are detection, uncapping
and removal of dead/dying brood (hygienic behaviour, see above), the creation of cells to raise new,
virgin queens (construction of replacement queen cells) and removal of the corpses of dead workers
from the hive (undertaking). Resource receiving, comb building and guarding22 are also typical
behaviours of in-hive non-nurses, but there is currently no evidence that gathering detailed data on
these would inform about the health status of the colony (see Appendix B, Table B.4). The typical
behaviours of foragers comprise informing nestmates about a particular food source (recruiting via
waggle dance) or collecting/transporting food resources to the hive (foraging). The quantity of in-hive
recruiters is regulated by the colony and is highly variable with season, context and location.
Therefore, it is considered that this indicator is not reliable as an indicator of colony health. The
provision of pollen, nectar and water is crucial for the survival of the colony. However, water foraging
is not a reliable or useful indicator of colony health due to the large variation in foraged water volumes
(Seeley, 1995; K€uhnholz and Seeley, 1997). Foraging can be decreased by effects of pesticides,
infectious agents, pests, or other factors affecting ﬂight and/or orientation performance of foragers
(Seeley, 1995; Delaplane et al., 2013a; Yang et al., 2008; Henry et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2012;
Pilling et al., 2013; Riddell Pearce et al., 2013; Ferrari, 2014; Wolf et al., 2014). Therefore, changes in
foraging rate may indicate a problem, although the indication is unspeciﬁed.
Any atypical (ectopic or inappropriate) behaviour of workers, the queen or drones usually not seen
within a given context could be considered as one of the ﬁrst signs of ill health of the colony,
particularly inside the hive and in the vicinity of the hive. For instance, viral infections can lead to
crawling of bees in the hive or near the entrance (Ribiere et al., 2002). The presence of the queen
outside the hive during non-swarming/non-mating ﬂight times is abnormal and indicates a problem.
Also the absence of colony foraging during a period with favourable conditions (e.g. warm, sunny days
with available forage) is considered an atypical behaviour.
Technical feasibility and priority to include behaviour and physiology indicators relevant to bee health
status in ﬁeld surveys
Overall colony foraging activity is considered a key indicator to describe behaviour given its high
relevance in relation to the health status of the colony. For example, a decrease in foraging behaviour
and foraging behaviour failure may be due to the sublethal effects of pesticides (Henry et al., 2012;
Schneider et al., 2012). However, a common way to study colony-level foraging, which is to monitor
manually its foraging rate with counters, will be very difﬁcult to harmonise in the ﬁeld: colony foraging
activity is highly dependent on the environmental conditions, on the food resources available in the
RPU, on the time of year and time of day, on the available sunlight, and on the food stock present in
the hive. All of this renders a foraging rate per hive that is impossible to compare in a meaningful way
with foraging rates across the Member States. Although automatic tools, such as scanners (counters)
and radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID), provide more precise results on foraging rates and individual
foraging behaviour and homing success, it is impractical to consider using these tools routinely in ﬁeld
surveys because the equipment is costly and specialised (Scheiner et al., 2013).
There are methods that could be used to indirectly measure the colony foraging activity over a
longer period. Previously, the honey yield (e.g. the amount of honey present in the super and/or
harvested by the beekeeper) has been used as a proxy of the colony foraging activity, such that if a
sufﬁcient honey yield is collected per period, then one knows that the colony foraging behaviour is
proceeding normally. During the workshop, it was mentioned that this process has been used in the
bee monitoring programme in Germany23. It can be linked to the Section 3.4 ‘colony outputs’ of this
paper. Additionally, palynological analysis of honey and pollen (see below) could also be used to
identify the botanic origin of the honey, which provides a second proxy of foraging behaviour by
indicating on what plants the foragers collected. In other words, if a particular plant is found to be
represented in the honey, then one can consider that the colony was foraging normally during that
bloom time. However, palynological analysis is specialised and costly and therefore not realistic for
inclusion in a large-scale ﬁeld survey. Lastly, it should be noted that if foraging behaviour is absent
when it should be present, then this could be noted as an abnormal behaviour (see below).
22 Inspecting incoming bees and exclude non-nestmates.
23 http://www.ﬁsaonline.de/index.php?lang=en&act=research_prog&rp_id=150 (last accessed 8 June 2016).
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Within overall foraging, pollen foraging analysis, that is, a particular look at the types of pollen
returned in the corbiculae of the pollen foragers, could also be included in a ﬁeld survey. Here, one
analyses the botanic origin of the pollen balls because some plants’ pollens are of lower quality (i.e.
lower nutritional quality) than others and both pollen type and quantity affect bee health by inﬂuencing
development, survival and defence responses (Brodschneider and Crailsheim, 2010; Di Pasquale et al.,
2013). The beekeeper can take the samples and deliver these to a laboratory for pollen analysis.
Likewise, nectar foraging analysis, that is, a particular look at the types of nectar returned in the crop of
nectar foragers, could also be included in a ﬁeld survey. Here, one analyses the botanic origin of the
nectar. However, for both, implementation of pollen or nectar foraging analysis is restricted to research
activities because it requires sampling of the crop content or pollen baskets of returning foragers and
the analysis, which is specialised and costly. Also, the quantiﬁcation of in-hive recruiters has a low
technical feasibility for regular (non-observational) hives (see Appendix B, Table B.4).
Many beekeepers already check explicit atypical worker behaviour inside and around the hive
during routine hive inspections because this indicator is considered to alert impaired health. A worker
behavioural catalogue has been created by Scheiner et al. (2013) (Appendix F) and could be used as a
checklist when assessing the appearance of atypical worker behaviour. Some atypical behaviour of
workers may, for instance, include running quickly over the comb for periods (Butler, 2005), trembling
(not as part of the tremble dance) (Ribiere et al., 2002), failing to cap old larvae (Butler, 2005) shaking
or walking around on the ground outside the entrance for long periods of time (Ribiere et al., 2002,
2010). Atypical behaviour by the queen is recommended to be included in a ﬁeld survey when the
beekeeper would spend 15 s to 1 min to check, for instance, if the queen runs around on the comb,
or lays eggs inappropriately, such as more than one per cell or is unexpectedly laying eggs considering
time of the year and bee race (Seeley, 1995; BeeNet, 2013). It should be noted that only explicit
atypical behaviour would be detected and that validation of this method is still required before its large
scale use in the ﬁeld. Assessing the atypical behaviour of drones is considered less informative to
the health status of the colony compared with assessing the atypical behaviour of workers and/or the
queen. Overall, the ability to recognise atypical behaviours depends on the experience of the
beekeeper; however, because the normal behaviours are so robust and stereotyped, a beekeeper
usually becomes skilled at identifying them quickly.
The freeze-killed brood (FKB) assay could be used to assess the hygienic behaviour of honeybees but
requires opening of the hives on successive days and the sacriﬁce of brood several times per year (Bigio
et al., 2013). Defence behaviour could be analysed by counting the number of stings per time unit (e.g.
on a ﬂag) (Hunt, 2007; Hatjina et al., 2014b). However, implementation of these three methods by
beekeepers in a ﬁeld survey would require dedicated training to facilitate harmonised data collection.
Observation and analysis of the behaviour of construction of replacement queen cells and undertaking
have a medium technical feasibility: although it is possible to observe the behaviours, it is less likely once
the hive has been opened. This difﬁculty is combined with the fact that the behaviours are considered to
be less informative than the indicators mentioned above (note that actual queen replacement is covered
in Section 3.2.1 ‘Queen presence and performance’). The indicators detoxiﬁcation, immune response,
feeding brood and capping brood have a low technical feasibility for implementation in ﬁeld surveys.
Molecular and physiological markers provide unique opportunities to investigate bee physiology and
health. For example, molecular markers indicating an immune response may demonstrate that the colony
has been exposed to an infection (Evans and Lopez, 2004; Huang et al., 2012) or even can be used to
predict colony health status (Dainat et al., 2012a; Steinmann et al., 2015). Certain gene expression
patterns are linked with exposure to broad ranges of stressors, from pesticides and pests (Gregorc et al.,
2012) to acaricides (Boncristiani et al., 2012). The microbial balance, within both the individual and the
hive community, including the stored bee products, is becoming an increasingly important area of
consideration as it relates to bee health (K. Anderson et al., 2011; Corby-Harris et al., 2014). There is
evidence that beneﬁcial, physiological systems within the honeybee, such as the immune or detoxiﬁcation
systems, can be affected by chemical (e.g. pesticide; Gregorc et al., 2012; Di Prisco et al., 2013; du Rand
et al., 2015) and seasonal stressors (Steinmann et al., 2015). However, molecular and physiological
markers are often unspeciﬁed and may not give target information about a speciﬁc health problem.
Additionally, such sampling and analysis would require specialised training and expensive laboratory tests.
As such, they were given a low feasibility within the scope of a ﬁeld survey outside a research setting.
3.2.4.2. Methods and tools to measure indicators related to behaviour of the bees (TOR3)
Table 7 provides an overview of different variables and methods to measure the indicators ‘colony
foraging activity’ and ‘atypical behaviour’. All the methods can be implemented by a beekeeper during
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every routine inspection of a hive. It is recommended to collect data on these indicators at least three
times a year: after wintering, during the active beekeeping season (summer) and before wintering.
If possible, a fourth check to include midspring would be beneﬁcial, as pesticide use is highest
during seeding times. However, it is clear that more frequent data collection will enrich the data set
and is recommended whenever possible. The exact timing of the measurements has to be deﬁned based
on the objectives of the ﬁeld survey. The text below compares the variables and corresponding methods
per indicator and suggests which variable/method is considered most suitable for implementation in ﬁeld
surveys. Detailed information on the suggested methods is provided in Appendix C (Tables C.21–C.23),
aiming to further facilitate their harmonisation across the Member States.
Atypical worker behaviour
Individual behavioural anomalies may result from many potential causes and might indicate a
problem at the colony level. Atypical worker behaviour can be assessed inside the hive, in the vicinity
of the hive or in the ﬁelds around the hive. Inside the hive, the recommended method to assess the
level of atypical behaviour of the workers is by checking through the hive combs and carefully
observing adult bees’ activities. Normal worker behaviours are robust and stereotyped and for this
reason it is assumed that atypical behaviours will easily be recognised by experienced beekeepers (see
Appendix F for more details). The creation of a video library on abnormal worker behaviour might help
in harmonising its detection and reporting. Each comb side should be observed during approximately
15 s to 1 min and should be carried out every time the hive is opened for routine inspection.
To assess the level of atypical worker’s behaviour in the vicinity of the hive it is recommended to
carefully observe the hive entrance plus immediate surroundings (i.e. within a 2 m radius) and check
for the presence of adult bees engaged in atypical behaviours. The precision of the assessments in the
hive or in the vicinity of the hive will depend precisely on the beekeeper ability to recognise atypical
behaviours. It can be done by a beekeeper whenever they walk near the hive. It is not feasible to
assess atypical behaviour in the ﬁelds around the hive in a standardised way across Europe and for
this reason this method was not considered further.
3.2.5. Disease, infection and infestation
A honeybee showing clinical signs is considered to be diseased. Infection refers to the invasion and
multiplication of microorganisms, such as bacteria, viruses, and parasites, that are not normally
present within a honeybee. Infestation, on the other hand, refers to the external invasion or
colonisation of honeybees or their immediate surroundings by arthropods, which may cause disease or
are potential vectors of infectious agents.
3.2.5.1. Identiﬁcation of indicators and methods related to disease (TOR2 and TOR3)
Relevance of disease indicators to the bee health status of a colony
An assessment of the health status of a managed honeybee colony should also analyse disease
because this inﬂuences its overall health condition. The indicators ‘clinical signs’ and ‘causative agents’
are considered to describe disease of a colony and were identiﬁed using the methodology described in
Section 2.1.2. The indicators are presented in Figure 8 and detailed descriptions are provided in
Appendix B, Table B.4. Only the diseases caused by biological agents are considered in this section.
Conditions caused by non-organic agents are covered in Section 3.2.3 ‘in-hive products’.
Table 7: Measurement of the selected indicator on behaviour and physiology
Indicator Variable [unit] Method
Atypical worker
behaviour
Atypical worker behaviour inside the hive
[Y/N]
Visual identiﬁcation of atypical worker behaviour
inside the hive
Atypical worker behaviour in the vicinity of
the hive [Y/N]
Visual identiﬁcation of atypical worker behaviour
outside the hive
The variables and methods most suitable for implementation in ﬁeld surveys across the EU are highlighted in green. They can all
be performed by beekeepers, preferably at least three times a year: after winter (e.g. 1–2 weeks after bees start foraging, but
before ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow), during summer (active season) and before winter (when the colony is preparing for winter) (see
Section 2.2.2). However, it is clear that more frequent data collection will enrich the data set and is recommended whenever
possible. The exact timing of the measurements has to be deﬁned based on the objectives of the ﬁeld survey (see ‘sampling
frame’ in Section 5). Details on these methods are given in Tables C.21–C.23.
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Technical feasibility and priority to include disease indicators relevant to bee health status in ﬁeld
surveys
Visual inspection of a colony will determine the presence or absence of clinical signs in a colony
(Figure 8, Table 8). Checking for the presence of clinical signs can be performed by an experienced
beekeeper, by carefully observing worker bees and brood (see Appendix D for more details).
Reporting of clinical signs is suggested to be always included in a ﬁeld survey because clinical signs
are one of the major indications of the colony health status. In order to ensure a homogenised
inspection of clinical signs, beekeepers should be trained appropriately to recognise them and implement
this every time they visually inspect a hive. Observation of clinical signs will be performed at every hive
inspection, although, depending on the disease, some of them will be observed only at certain times of
the year. The sensitivity will depend on the severity of disease and on the observer’s ability to recognise
the clinical signs. The speciﬁcity is considered to be low because similar clinical signs can be caused by
several agents and/or chemical control contaminants, such as pesticides (see Appendix D). Apart from
direct observation of clinical signs, diagnostic methods are available for most infectious agents and
pests, therefore, it is recommended to identify the causative agent in as many cases as possible. All
positive and negative laboratory results should be reported, specifying the test method used.
A suspected disease case occurs when clinical signs are present without identiﬁcation of the infectious
agent or pest. The absence of clinical signs is interpreted as ‘no disease detected’ (when no clinical signs
are observed and no analysis is done to detect infection and/or infestation), ‘presence of infection’ (when
no clinical signs are observed and one or more infectious agent(s) or pest(s) are identiﬁed) or ‘absence of
infection’ (when no clinical signs are observed and analysis did not identify the presence of speciﬁed
infectious agent(s) and/or pest(s)). Identiﬁcation of an infectious agent or a pest in an endemic area
(e.g. V. destructor and Paenibacillus larvae) together with the presence of clinical signs could be seen as
a conﬁrmed disease case. Identiﬁcation of a pest in a non-endemic area (e.g. Aethina tumida or
Tropilaelaps spp.) must be conﬁrmed by laboratory analyses24 and will require subsequent notiﬁcation.
3.2.5.2. Identiﬁcation of indicators related to infection or infestation (TOR2)
Relevance of infection or infestation to the health status of the colony
It is possible that a managed honeybee colony does not show clinical signs but is infected or
infested with an infectious agent or pest, respectively. The impact of infection or infestation on the
health status of the colony is dependent on the characteristics of the infectious agent or pest and on
the genetics of the bees and their natural resistance to the pathogens (e.g. Spivak and Gilliam, 1998;
Danka et al., 2012; Khongphinitbunjong et al., 2012; B€uchler et al., 2010; Hamiduzzaman et al., 2015;
Strachecka et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Strauss et al., 2016). In this opinion, the capacity to induce
H-HH, indicators with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HM, indicators
with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority. In practice, the determination of the
causative agent is subsequent to detection of clinical signs. The score H-HH is highlighted in green as the
indicators with this score are taken forward in TOR3, whereas the other indicators not.
Figure 8: Mind map related to disease – identiﬁed indicators and corresponding scores
Table 8: Measurement of selected indicators on disease
Indicator Variable [unit] Method
Clinical signs Clinical sign [Y/N] (see Appendix D) Visual inspection
The method suggested for implementation in ﬁeld surveys is highlighted in green. It can all be performed by beekeepers,
preferably at least three times a year: after winter (e.g. 1–2 weeks after bees start foraging, but before ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow),
during summer (active season) and before winter (when the colony is preparing for winter) (see Section 2.2.2). However, it is
clear that more frequent data collection will enrich the data set and is recommended whenever possible. The exact timing of the
measurements has to be deﬁned based on the objectives of the ﬁeld survey (see ‘sampling frame’ in Section 5). Details on these
methods are given in Table C.24.
24 This is particularly true for exotic pests, that local beekeepers and veterinarians are not used to see.
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disease was considered a prerequisite for an infectious agent or pest to be scored highly relevant to the
health status of the colony. Therefore, low pathogenic agents and commensals should not be assessed
in ﬁeld surveys when no disease is observed. The mite Varroa destructor is a parasite of adult
honeybees and their brood and the course of this parasitism is usually lethal (World Organisation for
Animal Health, 2008a,b,c). However, the role of V. destructor alone is not clear because the mite is
often a carrier and ampliﬁer of viruses, in particular deformed wing virus (DWV; Martin et al., 2001;
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), 2008a,b,c; Genersch and Aubert, 2010; Martin et al.,
2012; Nazzi et al., 2012). Paenibacillus larvae infect bee brood, and may lead to American Foulbrood
(AFB)which is known to cause high mortality in larvae after their cells are sealed (World Organisation
for Animal Health, 2013). Melissococcus plutonius infects honeybee brood, leading to European
Foulbrood (EFB) and larvae usually die 1–2 days before being sealed in their cells (World Organisation
for Animal Health (OIE), 2008a,b,c; Forsgren et al., 2013). The mite Tropilaelaps spp. feeds on bee
larvae and pupae, leading to brood malformation; however, these mites are not considered relevant
when assessing the health status of a honeybee colony since Tropilaelaps spp. are exotic to Europe.25
The coleopteran Aethina tumida, known as the small hive beetle (SHB), feeds on honeybee brood,
honey and pollen, and may lead to brood death and honey fermentation (World Organisation for Animal
Health, 2013). The SHB was exotic to Europe until September 2014, when it was detected in Calabria
(Italy) (Mutinelli et al., 2014; Palmeri et al., 2015). The beetle was also detected in the same area in
October 2015, as well as in April and May 2016.26 Although the SHB has been detected in only one
Member State to date, it is possible spread throughout Europe would represent an additional health
hazard for honeybees. Natural spread of the beetle is slow but movement of an infested hive could
spread SHB rapidly over large distances (EFSA, 2015). Nosema disease caused by Nosema apis has
been reported as a serious disease of honeybees in temperate climates (Fries, 1993). Nosema ceranae
has been implicated in colony population depletion (Higes et al., 2006, 2008), although the role of
N. ceranae itself is not clear. Some reports of experimental studies describe an interaction between
N. ceranae and other stressors (e.g. chronic bee paralysis virus (CBPV), black queen cell virus (BQCV)
or the neonicotinoid imidacloprid) can lead to elevating honeybee mortality (Alaux et al., 2010; Toplak
et al., 2013; Doublet et al., 2015).
DWV, CBPV, acute bee paralysis virus (ABPV) and Sacbrood Virus (SBV) have been linked with
clinical signs in honeybee colonies, whereas it is less clear if other viruses could induce disease (see
Appendix B, Table B.5). There are many other infectious agents and pests that could affect honeybee
health although they have not been considered as major factors impacting honeybee health because:
(i) it is not clear if the induced infections will cause disease, and/or (ii) they are not known to be
present throughout Europe, and/or (iii) it is known that these agents induce disease but disease
impact on honeybee health has been considered to be low (e.g. Ascospahaera apis, Acarapis woodi)
(see Figure 9 and Appendix B, Table B.5).
Technical feasibility and priority to include infection or infestation relevant to bee health status in ﬁeld
surveys
The technical feasibility and priority to assess infection or infestation by an infectious agent or pest
in a ﬁeld survey are scored as described in Section 2.2.1 and details are provided in Appendix B,
Table B.5. Details on the recommended methods can be found in Appendix C, Tables C.25–C.27.
Analysing the presence of V. destructor in a colony is already performed by many beekeepers in
many various ways and is considered of high priority even in the absence of clinical signs because it is
widespread in Europe and can be an important factor in colony mortality (Le Conte et al., 2010). The
number of Varroa mites in the colony has to be assessed in order to evaluate the parasitic pressure,
because below a certain threshold the infestation level does not affect the colony health seriously (see,
for example, Giacobino et al., 2015). It is required to report if brood is present in the hive and if a
treatment has been applied before the inspection (see Section 3.3.3).
Several laboratory techniques are available for detecting infection by Paenibacillus larvae. The
bacteria are widespread in Europe, highly contagious and the spores produced by P. larvae are
extremely tenacious (Morse and Flottum, 1997; Genersch, 2010). AFB cases are notiﬁable in the EU.27
25 Findings of Tropilaelaps spp. are notiﬁable in the EU (Council Directive 82/894/EEC and Council Directive 92/65/EEC as last
amended).
26 http://www.izsvenezie.it/aethina-tumida-in-italia/ (last accessed 24 May 2016).
27 Commission Directive 92/65/EEC.
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Melissococcus plutonius infection can lead to colony collapse but clinical signs were reported in only
5 of 15 Member States involved in the EPILOBEE study between 2012 and 2014 (Laurent et al., 2015
and see Appendix B, Table B.5). Therefore, when no clinical signs are detected, it is recommended to
assess the presence of M. plutonius only in hives that are located in areas where EFB has been
reported in recent years. As for P. larvae, several laboratory techniques are available for detecting
infection caused by M. plutonius.
Nosemosis, based on the clinical signs observed in the presence of type A nosemosis (N. apis), has
been reported in 10 of 15 Member States involved in the EPILOBEE study between 2012 and 2014
(Laurent et al., 2015). When no clinical signs are detected, it is recommended to assess the presence
of Nosema spp. only in hives that are located in areas where nosemosis has been reported in recent
years. If Nosema spp. are detected, it is recommended to quantify the infection level, although
interpretation of this quantiﬁcation is not easy. Indeed, no threshold, associated with the observation
of clinical signs and presence of the disease, has been commonly adopted. Nevertheless, Nosema spp.
quantiﬁcation gives information on the infection level, which might be very useful, especially in cases
of coexposure (with pesticides, for example). The latter might help to unravel why Nosema spp. are
causing mortality in southern, but not northern, Europe.
As mentioned above, A. tumida is only detected in one Member State at the moment. Detection of
SHB could be included in ﬁeld surveys, in particular in affected areas. Positive ﬁndings on the EU
territory must be reported since it is a notiﬁable disease.28
There are polymerase chain reaction (PCR) methods available for many bee viruses (de Miranda,
2008) although a few of them are validated to date. Several papers describe the involvement of bee
viruses in a multifactorial context of bee mortality. The DWV is closely associated with V. destructor
(Ribiere et al., 2008) and is considered one of the most implicated infectious agents of honeybee
H-HH, indicators with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HM, indicators
with a High link with bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority; H-HL, indicators with a High link
with bee health, High technical feasibility and Low priority; H-L, indicators with a High Link with bee health and
Low technical feasibility; L, indicators with a Low link with bee health.. The score H-HH is highlighted in green as
the indicators with this score are taken forward in TOR3, whereas the other indicators not.
Figure 9: Mind map of infection or infestation – identiﬁed indicators and corresponding scores
28 Council Directive 82/894/EEC and Council Directive 92/65/EEC as last amended.
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decline from various studies conducted in several Member States (Bacandritsos et al., 2010; Genersch
et al., 2010; Budge et al., 2015). CBPV infections have been associated with the collapse of the colony
(Allen and Ball, 1996; Ball and Bailey, 1997; Ribiere et al., 2010). Clinical prevalence of CBPV has been
reported in 14 out of 17 Member States during the three visits of EPILOBEE during 2013–2014
(Laurent et al., 2015). ABPV has been detected in several Member States and is more common in
Europe than other closely related viruses from the Family Dicistroviridae, like Israeli acute paralysis
virus (IAPV) and Kashmir bee virus (KBV) (Cox-Foster et al., 2007; see as reviews Allen and Ball, 1996;
de Miranda et al., 2010; Ribiere et al., 2008). ABPV commonly occurs at low levels in apparently
healthy bee colonies. However, several studies reported that the virus can be a major cause of
mortality in colonies infected with V. destructor in several Member States (see as reviews Allen and
Ball, 1996; Ribiere et al., 2008; de Miranda et al., 2010). SBV has been detected in high quantities in
dead adult bees in colonies infected with V. destructor in Poland and Germany (Bailey et al., 1964;
Ball, 1999). Taken together, detection of DWV, CBPV, ABPV and/or SBV in a honeybee colony without
clinical signs could be included in some ﬁeld surveys, in particular when investigating their role in a
multifactorial context.
In summary, it is recommended to assess systematically in ﬁeld surveys the infection and
infestation status of a honeybee colony regarding P. larvae (detection of agent) and Varroa
(quantiﬁcation of mites). When clinical signs are observed, it is recommended to identify the causative
agent when feasible (see Section on ‘disease’ above).
3.2.5.3. Methods and tools to measure indicators related to infection or infestation
(TOR3)
The text below compares the methods to assess the indicators ‘Varroa infestation’ and ‘P. larvae
infection’, and suggests which ones are considered most suitable for implementation in ﬁeld surveys.
This information is summarised in Table 9. Detailed information on the suggested methods is provided
in Appendix C (Tables C.24–C.27), aiming to further facilitate their harmonisation across the Member
States.
Varroa infestation
Varroa infestation level can be assessed at a colony level, at adult bee’s level or by directly
inspecting drone brood (Table 10). For the purpose of harmonisation, it is recommended to assess this
indicator by sampling adult bees and sending them to a laboratory for mite counting. Determining the
level of Varroa infestation in adult bees can be performed by submerging adult bees in alcohol (75%)
to dislodge the mites (World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), 2008a,b,c). The use of soapy water
is an effective and economical alternative to washing with alcohol for mite detection on adult bees
(Dietemann et al., 2013; Dobrynin et al., 2013). However, this method may decrease the accuracy of
the outcome due to possible variability in the temperature of water, soap type and concentration, so it
is less suited for harmonisation than the alcohol method. Using powdered sugar to dislodge the mites
does not kill the bees and is an environmentally friendly technique, but is considered less precise than
the alcohol/soapy water methods (Dobrynin et al., 2013; Flores et al., 2015).
Varroa infestation level can also be assessed by inspecting large amounts of brood (World
Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), 2008a,b,c; Dietemann et al., 2013). This method is not suitable
for application in extensive ﬁeld surveys because it can only be performed during the presence of
brood and is resource consuming (Dobrynin et al., 2013). Moreover, it does not allow determination of
the level of infestation during periods when the colonies are usually treated against Varroa (autumn
and winter). Varroa infestation level can also be assessed by using sticky boards placed in the bottom
of the hive to trap the mites after natural fall. The accuracy of this method is difﬁcult to determine
because it is largely inﬂuenced by the amount of emerging infested brood (Dietemann et al., 2013).
However during the brood-rearing period, it is generally considered a good indicator of colony
infestation (Branco et al., 2006; Flores et al., 2015). Traps could also be applied after treatment (World
Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), 2008a,b,c). Chemical treatment must be applied carefully
according to the manufacturer’s recommendations, in order to avoid contaminating honey that will be
harvested for human consumption.
The timing of assessing the Varroa infestation level depends on the method used (see Table 10 and
Appendix C.1.5). For instance, it is expected that Varroa mite prevalence is highest at the end of
beekeeping season in untreated colonies (September/October in Northern Hemisphere climate; World
Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), 2008a,b,c). If a treatment is applied in the end of summer,
assessment should be performed just before winter. If a treatment has been performed this should be
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reported in a standardised way, together with the date and the type of treatment (see Section 3.3.3),
to allow better understanding of the mite population dynamics in the colony.
P. larvae infection
In P. larvae, two cases have to be distinguished: detection and identiﬁcation of the bacteria from a
colony suspected to suffer from AFB (showing clinical signs), and detection and identiﬁcation of the
bacteria from a colony without any clinical signs (e.g. in the framework of an AFB monitoring/
prevention programme). Depending on the context, the matrix of choice and the recommended
methods will vary. In the case of AFB suspicion, there are several laboratory techniques to identify
P. larvae. PCR is highly sensitive, allows conﬁrmation of the species and it is routinely applied in several
laboratories across Europe. Details on this method can be found in Table C.27 (Appendix C). In the
case of detection and identiﬁcation of the bacteria in a colony without clinical signs, the recommended
method to be used is also PCR, which is the most sensitive method. However, the matrix of choice
would not be larvae, but honey, adult bees or debris (Nordstrom and Fries, 1995; Ritter, 2003; Pernal
and Melathopoulos, 2006; Gende et al., 2011; Forsgren and Laugen, 2014).
Identiﬁcation of spores of P. larvae in brood through microscopy is a less preferred method because
it has low speciﬁcity (the spores can be confused with P. alvei, a secondary agent of EFB) and is not
conclusive (the conﬁrmation of the agent requires further steps). The isolation and identiﬁcation of
P. larvae through culture methods can be done using several matrices (honey, wax, pollen, bees,
larvae), but is also not recommended because it has low sensitivity (low germination of P. larvae
spores in culture medium) and it is not conclusive (the conﬁrmation of the agent requires further
steps). Mass spectrometry is not commonly used in European laboratories and biochemical methods
are not speciﬁc to P. larvae. Hence these methods are also not recommended for application in
extensive ﬁeld surveys. Antibody-based techniques can be used for the identiﬁcation of bacterial
colonies resulting from a culturing step or for direct examination of larval remains (World Organisation
for Animal Health, 2014). However, they are resource consuming and therefore not preferred. A lateral
(antibody-based) ﬂow device for rapid conﬁrmation of AFB has been commercialised (Blacquiere and
van der Steen, 2006; World Organisation for Animal Health, 2016) and is, for instance, currently used
in England and Wales to diagnose AFB in the ﬁeld as part of the ‘bee health programme’ when
diseased larvae are observed (Wilkins et al., 2007).
Table 9: Measurement of selected indicators on infection and infestation
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3.3. External drivers affecting the health status of a managed honeybee
colony (TOR2–3)
The external drivers are deﬁned as overarching concepts that reﬂect the multidimensional
characteristics of the colony habitat and management. They can only be assessed indirectly.
3.3.1. Resource providing unit (TOR2)
The RPUs adapted from the deﬁnition of the service providing unit (Gilioli et al., 2014) and
comprises the environmental components or units responsible for the genesis and regulation of the
resources for a colony. The shape and the area of the RPU are deﬁned by the foraging distance
reached by the honeybees of a given colony in all the possible directions starting from the hive. The
simplest assumption is that RPU has a round shape with the centre in the hive; different shapes can
be hypothesised according to the characteristics of the landscape (e.g. the presence of large water
bodies). The structural (e.g. the position and the dimension of the different crops) and functional (e.g.
the productivity in pollen of the different crops in the RPU) characteristics of the RPU provide
information on the availability, type, amount and accessibility of the resources. The RPU can be divided
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Each time the identiﬁcation
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Mass spectrometry Laboratory Each time the identiﬁcation
of P. larvae is required.
After winter, during
summer, before winter
Biochemical tests Laboratory Each time the identiﬁcation
of P. larvae is required.
After winter, during
summer, before winter
Identiﬁcation of P. larvae
using antibody-based
techniques
Laboratory After winter, during
summer, before winter
PCR: polymerase chain reaction.
The methods most suitable for implementation in ﬁeld surveys across the EU are highlighted in green.
(a): After winter: e.g. 1–2 weeks after bees start foraging but before ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow; during summer: active season; before
winter: when the colony is preparing for winter (see Section 2.2.2). However, it is clear that more frequent data collection
will enrich the data set and is recommended whenever possible. The exact timing of the measurements has to be deﬁned
based on the objectives of the ﬁeld survey (see ‘sampling frame’ in Section 5).
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into subunits or patches that are considered homogeneous areas from a resource production point of
view (EUNIS, 2007; MNHM and EEA, 2014). The average travelling distances during foraging can be
considered as an indicator of the patches (i.e. habitats) quality and the resource availability and
depends on the colony size. A 3 km average foraging distance and a 10 km maximum foraging
distance from the hive were estimated (Van der Steen, 2015; EFSA, 2016a).
The RPU inﬂuences in-hive products; hence information on the RPU is required when interpreting
indicators of bee health. The paragraph below brieﬂy describes the ‘RPU’ indicators, in particular those
with high scores.
3.3.1.1. Relevance of the RPU factors to the bee health status of a colony
The RPU can be described by factors, such as productivity, land cover, contamination in the
environmental matrices and agronomic practices (see Figure 10). Further details are available in
Appendix B, Table B.6 where a comprehensive list of RPU factors is presented together with their
respective variables.
Land cover/use is a major factor of the RPU as it determines the forage availability in quantity and
in quality. Following the deﬁnition provided in the Eurostat’s Concepts and Deﬁnitions Database
(Eurostat, 2016), land cover is deﬁned as: ‘the observed (bio) physical cover on the earth’s surface. It
is that which overlays or currently covers the ground. This description enables various biophysical
categories to be distinguished – basically, areas of vegetation (trees, bushes, ﬁelds, lawns), bare soil
(even if this is a lack of cover), hard surfaces (rocks, buildings) and wet areas and bodies of water
(sheets of water and watercourses, wetlands). It is said that Land Cover is ‘observed’. This means that
observation can be made from various ‘sources of observation’ at different distances between the
source and the earth’s surface: the human eye, aerial photographs, and satellite sensors’.
Whereas ‘the land use is characterised by the arrangements, activities and inputs people undertake
in a certain land cover type to produce, change or maintain it’ (Fao, 1999).
The land cover/use describes and characterises the foraging area around the colony. The surface of
the habitat indicates the relative contribution of different food source and other resources into the
RPU.
H-HH, factors with a High relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HM, factors with
a High relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority; H-HL, factors with a High
relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and Low priority; H-L, factors with a High relevance to bee
health and Low technical feasibility; L, factors with a Low relevance to bee health; !, recommended variable to
assess the corresponding indicator. The score H-HH is highlighted in green as the factors with this score are
taken forward in TOR3, whereas the other factors not.
Figure 10: Mind map resource providing unit – identiﬁed factors and corresponding scores
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Kandziora et al. (2013) compared four different land use data sets, spatially explicit, for their
practicability as input data for an assessment of ecosystem services in a speciﬁc area. The authors
concluded that a spatial resolution at crop level is needed to assess provisioning ecosystem services.
In this paper, the land cover/use is considered in terms of habitat and resources (forage) provided
to the bees.
Agronomic practices include type of farming, crop practices, plant pest control and other pest
control activities. Cropping practices (e.g. crop rotation, grazing/mowing before ﬂowering) may limit
the diversity of crops available within the RPU; therefore, it can inﬂuence the available forage to the
honeybees (AFSSA, 2009; Hooper, 2010). Depending on the timing or the provision of alternative
forage sources, the health of the honeybee colony might be affected, in some cases compromising the
winter survival of the colony (AFSSA, 2009). Furthermore, crop practices are directly linked to land
use; thus, they should be addressed at a crop–temporal scale when assessing the factor ‘land cover’.
The most relevant plant pest control method that might affect honeybee colony health is chemical
control that consists of the application of a chemical treatment on a crop to reduce the potential
negative effects of the pests (de Miranda et al., 2010; EFSA, 2012a, 2013). Many different pesticides
(namely insecticides) adversely affect the health of the bees exposed to them. However, the purpose
of this opinion is not to provide a list of compounds to take into consideration. Also the intensity of the
agricultural interventions on a crop vary depending on the type of farming that is applied in the RPU
(e.g. monoculture versus polyculture; intensive versus extensive; organic versus conventional farming).
The pollen, nectar and honeydew productivity of the RPU are essential factors representing the
amounts produced at each subunit level (i.e. habitat) of the RPU in unit time (e.g. 7 days). A lack of
pollen and/or nectar in the hive affects the honeybee colony health (Dietz, 1975; Di Pasquale et al.,
2013). Analysis of the main food sources available within the RPU as well as in the hive may inform on
the capacity of the colony to forage, store and consume feed.
In terms of contamination, among the various environmental matrices, contaminated bee forage,
air and puddle water are identiﬁed in this opinion for consideration in the assessment of colony health.
Contamination is deﬁned in terms of the presence of contaminants (e.g. pesticides) in the
environmental matrices available in the RPU habitats. Regarding bee forage, the oral uptake of
contaminated nectar is a main route of exposure to pesticides (EFSA, 2012a, 2013). If a substantial
proportion of the honeybee colony’s forage contains high pesticide residues in nectar, this might lead
to the death of the colony, whereas contaminated pollen affects larval development and nurse bees
(Wu et al., 2011; EFSA, 2012a, 2013). Honeydew is a sugar-rich secretion produced by aphids and
scale insects feeding on plant sap. Honeybees collect honeydew and process it into honey called
‘honeydew honey’ (Maurizio, 1985). Oral uptake of contaminated honeydew can have severe
consequences on the colony (Hagenbucher et al., 2014). This is the case, for instance, when
insecticides are used on a crop infested by aphids, and could have an adverse effect on the foragers
attracted by the crop for collecting honeydew (EFSA, 2013). Air is also mentioned as an important
route of exposure, mainly in terms of the drifting of pesticides related to their use on crops in the RPU
(Marzaro et al., 2011; Girolami et al., 2012). Moreover, considering that bees prefer to consume water
from the puddles (EFSA, 2013) and that the concentration of contaminants in puddle water in the
vicinity of treated crops seems to be higher than for surface water in general (EFSA, 2012a), this
environmental matrix has been considered as highly relevant for its effect on honeybee colony health.
In regards to predators, the yellow-legged hornet Vespa velutina, which was ﬁrst reported in
France in 2005 (Haxaire et al., 2006) and subsequently spread throughout Western Europe (Villemant
et al., 2011; Monceau et al., 2014), is of major importance for beekeepers and contributes to colony
losses (Monceau et al., 2014). Collection of data on the presence of Vespa velutina is recommended in
ﬁeld surveys in affected areas.
Birds, mammals and insects (other than Vespa velutina) can have an impact in the colony by either
predating the bees, damaging the hive or eating the food stock. They do not induce disease and their
survival is not strictly dependant on the honeybee life cycle. Therefore, in this framework, they were
considered as external factors. The impact induced by birds, insects or mammals on European
beekeeping is not well documented but experts consider that the impact is minor.
3.3.1.2. Technical feasibility and priority to include RPU factors in ﬁeld surveys
The land cover/use
For characterising and describing the land cover at the EU level, the CORINE Land Cover (CLC,
2006) deﬁned at three levels might be sufﬁcient, whereas for an assessment at a local or Member
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State level a fourth level might be needed. Also some crops that provide pollen and/or nectar likely to
beneﬁt bees should be addressed speciﬁcally (Hooper, 2010). In that context, the availability of
resources during the growing season should also be considered. For example, EUNIS (2007), provides
this information based on the RPU subunits (habitats), which are deﬁned by the environmental
characteristics and often by the dominant plant species. Table 11 provides examples of different land
cover/use data sets that could be used depending on the level of resolution and type of information
required by the assessment.
To assess the type and quantity of resources used by the hive, different methods should be used
and their results combined:
• Land cover/use provides information that describes and characterises the resources that could
potentially be visited by the foragers. It is important to mention that honeybees also forage
largely on ﬂowers from hedgerows and that these are not always captured by the available
land use maps and/or data. Different data sets are available and could be used depending on
the objectives of the assessment, but none of them was conceived from a honeybee
perspective. The determination of the distance between the hive and a homogeneous unit of
the RPU should be based on aerial photo-interpretation or alternatively by accessing databases
of land use. Geographical information systems are commonly used to spatially explicit the land
cover/use.
• Palynological analysis of the pollen within the nectar in the hive will provide information of the
type of ﬂowers the foragers have visited. It is important to mention that during their ﬂight,
forager bees might lose some pollen, and therefore, this analysis will not provide a complete
picture of the visitation activity.
• Observation of the waggle dance of the forager bees that can share with the other members
of the colony information about the direction and distance to patches of ﬂowers yielding nectar
and pollen. The exact type of ﬂowers being visited is still difﬁcult to interpret. Analysis of the
waggle dance can only be done in a research setting.
Using the complementary results obtained with these three different methods, it should be possible
to identify the type of ﬂowers visited over time within the RPU.
Although many factors of the RPU are highly relevant to the health of the honeybee colony and
methods exist to measure them, they have not been considered as priorities in data collection during
ﬁeld surveys. This is, for instance, the case in chemical control and contamination of environmental
matrices, which despite having a very strong inﬂuence on the health status of a honeybee colony,
were not retained as a priority considering the high cost of collecting the data, variability in the data
across the different habitats where honeybees are present and variability in the data within the EU.
However, these factors could be estimated through different methods, such as modelling, and the use
of existing databases available at national, regional or local level on trade or pesticides consumption
(Eurostat, 2007, 2012). These estimates could be cross-checked with the list of pesticides that have
been identiﬁed in a hive (see Section 3.2.3 on in-hive products). The level of contamination of the
different environmental matrices is directly related to the means of application of the chemical
products, the crop to be treated and the timing of the chemical treatments in the ﬁelds, the active
substance/ingredient and concentration on the crop within the RPU ﬁelds. These parameters should be
considered when estimating possible exposure of the bees to pesticides, although they are limited to a
research setting.
3.3.1.3. Methods and tools to measure factors related to RPU (TOR3)
The Panel recognises that, depending on the spatial and temporal extent of the assessments to be
performed, the required level of resolution of the land cover/use is variable. Although different land
cover/use databases are available at the EU level (Table 10), they were not conceived and developed
to cover the resources foraged by bees and the choice of the most appropriate one depends on the
needs of the analyses, the location of the RPU, the spatial resolution of the analyses (local, regional,
national, continental), the time scale of the analyses and the availability of existing databases for
characterising the RPU.
In principle, the CORINE Land Cover (CLC, 2006) and the EUNIS (2007) classiﬁcation can be
applied to the full extent of the EU-28.29 Land cover characterisation at the EU level could be limited to
29 The union reached its current size of 28 member countries with the accession of Croatia on 1 July 2013 (See https://
europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/countries_en, last accessed 02 September 2016).
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the third level of the CORINE Land Cover classiﬁcation on a scale of 1:100,000. However, this level
does not reﬂect the detailed resource availability within the RPU. Moreover, this land cover
classiﬁcation across the EU corresponds to 2006 land cover based on satellite imaging and does not
provide information on variations in land cover over time (mainly regarding the annual crops).
Therefore, as an example, the Panel presents the land cover deﬁned at four different levels (see
Appendix C, Table C.28). The ﬁrst three levels are presented and deﬁned in the CORINE Land Cover
nomenclature as follows: ‘The CORINE Land Cover is a vector map with a scale of 1:100 000, a
minimum cartographic unit (MCU) of 25 ha and a geometric accuracy better than 100 m. It maps
homogeneous landscape patterns, i.e. more than 75% of the pattern has the characteristics of a given
class from the nomenclature. This nomenclature is a three-level hierarchical classiﬁcation system and
has 44 classes at the third and most detailed level. In order to deal with areas smaller than 25 ha a
set of generalisation rules were deﬁned’. For the needs of the analysis of the effect of land cover on
the health of the bee colonies it was considered necessary to include an additional fourth level based
on the EUNIS (2007) classiﬁcation. EUNIS (2007) is a comprehensive pan-European system to facilitate
the harmonised description and collection of data across Europe through the use of criteria for habitat
identiﬁcation. It is hierarchical and covers all habitat types from natural to artiﬁcial, from terrestrial to
freshwater and marine. Subsequently, crop species are described (in case of cropped areas), as for
example under the EUNIS habitat code I1.1 ‘Intensive unmixed crops’. This example combining the
CORINE Land Cover and the EUNIS classiﬁcation is presented in Appendix C (Table C.28).
However, the Panel acknowledges that the spatial and time resolution of land cover classiﬁcation
(combining the three levels of CORINE Land Cover and a fourth level based on EUNIS, 2007) should
be integrated/implemented by assessing the type of forage (i.e. crops availability) and the forage
seasonality (i.e. ﬂower blooming period) in order to better characterise the resource availability within
the RPU. Moreover, because ‘agronomic practices’ might reﬂect the land use (if addressed at crop-
temporal scale), they should be taken into account when assessing the factor ‘land cover/use’.
At the EU level, the Land Use and Cover Area Frame Survey (LUCAS, 2012) based on survey data,
images and statistical data could also be used. This database has been developed to allow
compatibility with other existing land cover/use systems. The data is available at NUTS30 1, 2 and 3
levels in the EU for a very wide number of crops. However, it provides data based on the surveys and
does not provide with exactitude the description of all the crops in the RPU. This database is updated
every 3 years. LUCAS survey land use classiﬁcation 2012 contains 14 main classes among which there
are 48 different categories of cropland and forests. For detailed information consult the technical
reference of the land use and land cover classiﬁcation (LUCAS, 2012; the 2015 version is pending
validation). Information on the LUCAS database and the Land Use Database of the Netherlands (LGN7,
2013), are presented in Table 10.
Regarding the ﬂower resources available in the RPU, honeybees cannot be sustained from crops
alone and require pollen and nectar resources from a variety of habitats within the landscape. The
sum availability of these resources within the landscape can, therefore, have a substantial effect on
colony size and productivity. In particular, although the ﬂoral resources are available in the RPU, if the
in-hive products do not meet the needs of the colony, this might indicate a poor health status. For
instance, Baude et al. (2016) provide estimates of these resources from more than 200 plant species
in the UK, enabling estimation of the availability of pollen and nectar resources at the landscape scale
without new primary data collection. However, this database looks only at plants in the UK and does
not consider wider ﬂora; neither does it consider the effects of climate on resource production.
Therefore, the Panel acknowledges that new primary data will be required to expand this database
across the EU.
Table 11 provides information on the spatial and temporal resolution of different databases on land
use that could be used. Some of these databases have been developed at the Member State level,
others at the EU level.
As mentioned above, in order to identify the type of ﬂowers visited by the forager bees over time
within the RPU, it is suggested to analyse not only the results obtained by a characterisation and
description of the ﬂower and resource availability in the RPU, but also to perform palynological analysis
of the nectar in the hive and, if possible, to observe and interpret the waggle dance.
30 The NUTS classiﬁcation (Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics) is a hierarchical system for dividing up the economic
territory of the EU (see http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/nuts/overview, last accessed 22 August 2016).
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3.3.2. Environmental drivers (TOR2)
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H-HH, factors with a High relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HM, factors
with a High relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority; L, factors with Low relevance
to bee health. The score H-HH is highlighted in green as the factors with this score are taken forward in TOR3,
whereas the other factors not.
Figure 11: Mind map of environmental drivers – identiﬁed factors and corresponding scores
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The environmental drivers are abiotic factors that have been grouped in three categories: soil,
weather and climate (see Figure 11). Collecting data on environmental drivers in ﬁeld surveys is
relevant given their inﬂuence on behaviour, demography and in-hive products. Further details are
available in Appendix B, Table B.8, where a comprehensive list of the environmental drivers is
presented together with their respective variables. The paragraph below brieﬂy describes the
‘environmental driver’ indicators, in particular those with high scores.
3.3.2.1. Relevance of the environmental drivers to the bee health status of a colony
Weather is deﬁned in short term variations (hours–days–month) of the abiotic factors in RPU
(Section 3.3.1) having an effect on the health of a honeybee colony. The activity of honeybees highly
depends on the outside temperature (Hatjina et al., 2014a); for instance, a cold temperature is
commonly associated with increased stress on bees because bees will not venture out of the hive if
temperatures are below 8–10°C, reducing their food intake (British Columbia Ministry of Agriculture,
2012). The reproduction of parasites and pathogens harmful to honeybees (e.g. Nosema spp.)
depends on the honeybees’ thermoregulation capacity and activity (Southwick and Moritz, 1987) and
the foraging activity of the bees (Kaur and Sihag, 1994) is inﬂuenced by the relative humidity of the
RPU. Several studies have provided scientiﬁc evidence that total precipitation (i.e. rain and snow)
directly affects foraging activity (Blaschon et al., 1999; Schmickl and Crailsheim, 2002; Crailsheim
et al., 1999; Van der Zee et al., 2015). For instance, Blaschon et al. (1999) measured the amounts of
food stores and brood during alternating periods of good weather (three periods of 6 days each) and
bad weather (three periods of 5 days each), which was simulated by intense artiﬁcial rain. The amount
of stored pollen typically increased during periods of good weather and decreased during bad weather.
Solar radiation has been shown to affect the honeybee defensive and foraging behaviour, together
with their thermoregulation (Southwick and Moritz, 1987). Because of limited scientiﬁc evidence
available linking factors, such as wind and atmospheric pressure with bee health, these factors were
scored low.
Weather factors (i.e. temperature, relative humidity, precipitations, solar radiation) have a direct
effect on the behaviour and physiology of the colony, and thus have an indirect effect on the health
status of the colony. The relation between bee health and varying weather conditions has been studied
by many authors (Blaschon et al., 1999; Schmickl and Crailsheim, 2002; Crailsheim et al., 1999; Van
der Zee et al., 2015).
Climate is deﬁned in medium- and long-term variations (season, year, multiannual) of abiotic factors
in the RPU. The factors relevant to bee health that have been reported are the climate type (K€oppen
climate classiﬁcation system; Kottek et al., 2006) of the colony location, the thermal sums (degree
days) that inﬂuence the population dynamics of an insect population, and average temperature and
average precipitation (rain and snow) patterns (Blaschon et al., 1999; Crailsheim et al., 1999; Hatjina
et al., 2014a). Snow cover affects the foraging activity of honeybees (Moeller, 1977), although foraging
does in general not take place at temperatures below 10°C.
The type of soil and its water and nutrient content are abiotic factors for which the link with bee
health is considered low.
3.3.2.2. Technical feasibility and priority to include factors on environmental drivers in
ﬁeld surveys
The methods available for measuring single meteorological factors (i.e. temperature, precipitation,
solar radiation, etc.) are standardised and described in the Guide to Meteorological Instruments and
Methods of Observation from the World Meteorological Organization (WMO, 2008). Table 11 shows
two examples of existing databases containing data with different time and spatial resolutions.
3.3.2.3. Methods and tools to measure factors related to environmental drivers (TOR3)
Standardised and harmonised methods exist for the measurement of outside temperature and
relative humidity. Further details are presented in Appendix C, Table C.29. The time to take into
account has to be deﬁned based on the objective of the survey.
Weather data, mainly collected through weather stations, are available for most EU countries and
the low cost of data collection, processing and data transfer from temperature measurement systems
facilitates many applications of temperature measurements in beekeeping (Zacepins and Karasha,
2013). Some databases including the meteorological data identiﬁed as part of environmental drivers
affecting bee health are illustrated in Table 11.
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3.3.3. Beekeeping management practices
This section provides a short description of the ‘beekeeping management practices’ (BMP) that can
directly and/or indirectly inﬂuence the health of a colony. Further details are available in Appendix B,
Table B.8.
This section on BMP describes the human interventions implemented by the beekeeper to ensure
proper colony management in order to maintain a healthy colony and, if intended, achieve the
production objectives (e.g. including colony productivity in terms of population and outputs). The
beekeeper is deﬁned as the person managing the colony throughout the year. He/she provides
information and data required in a ﬁeld survey and should receive a targeted training for data
collection and reporting.
Table 11: Examples of databases available at the EU level for selected factors on environmental
drivers. The factors highlighted in green have a H-HH score (see Figure 11)
Factor [Reporting unit] Database
Temporal resolution
(expressed in the units






[°C] MARS-AGRI4CAST (JRC) Daily 25 9 25 km
Relative air
humidity











Snow cover [km2] Daily






Long term (months to
years)
0.5°
Snow cover [km2] EUMETSAT – Satellite
Application Facility on Climate
Monitoring – (CM SAF)
Long term (daily to
monthly)
4 9 4 km
Precipitation [mm/days]
Details are given in Table C.30.
H-HH, factors with a High relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HM, factors
with a High relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority; H-HL, factors with a High
relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and Low priority; H-L, factors with High relevance to bee
health and Low technical feasibility; L, factors with Low relevance to bee health. The score H-HH is highlighted in
green as the factors with this score are taken forward in TOR3, whereas the other factors not.
Figure 12: Mind map beekeeping management practices – identiﬁed factors and corresponding scores
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As shown in the mind map below (Figure 12), the BMP is an external driver that depends on
beekeeper characteristics (i.e. beekeeper category and experience) and speciﬁc beekeeping operations
(i.e. colony management, apiary characteristic and management).
3.3.3.1. Relevance of the beekeeping management practices to the bee health status of a
colony
BMP act directly on the honeybee colony and hence should be taken into account when assessing
its health status (Figure 12).
The number of colonies managed by the beekeeper and their economic viability are the variables
that the Member States commonly use to deﬁne beekeeper category across the EU. As shown in Van
der Zee et al. (2012), in most of the countries under scrutiny, hobbyist beekeepers (managing 1–50
colonies) reported higher losses than practitioners with intermediate beekeeping operations (51–500
colonies) (Van der Zee et al., 2012). Deloitte (2013) reports that colony losses lead to economic losses
and, because of their unpredictable nature, this source of uncertainty could limit the recruitment of a
new generation of beekeepers. Long-term decline in colony numbers could be driven by socioeconomic
and political pressure on honey production (Smith et al., 2013). Similarly, this aspect could be
inﬂuenced by speciﬁc socioeconomic factors such as the presence or absence of state subsidies
(EASAC, 2015). Thus, the number of beekeepers and their economic status could be both a cause and
an effect of an increase/decline in the number of honeybee colonies (Potts et al., 2010; Deloitte, 2013;
Smith et al., 2013).
The beekeeper experience is linked to personal beekeeping skills gained through practice and
training (e.g. years of experience, number of colonies managed, qualiﬁcation obtained). This factor
inﬂuences the ability to understand and cope with the health status of the colonies, as well as the BMP
used in speciﬁc scenarios. The ability of the beekeeper to manage the colonies inﬂuences honeybee
health (EPILOBEE 2012–2014, see Jacques et al., 2016) and is therefore scored as highly relevant. It
should be taken into account in particular when the selection of apiaries involved in a ﬁeld study is not
done randomly.
Colony management includes the practices used to manage a single colony: introduction of a
queen, modiﬁcation of the number of workers, comb management, swarm control, application of
control methods, provision of supplementary feeding, migration activity and production type chosen for
the colony (see Figure 12).
Control methods are used by the beekeepers to control infectious agents/pests/predators,
however, might elicit negative side-effects on honeybees. Chemical control practices are those related
to the use of active ingredients (i.e. veterinary products), including organic acids and essential oils to
control V. destructor. Active ingredients used in beekeeping could contaminate bee matrices and
impair bee health (Mullin et al., 2010; Rosenkranz et al., 2010). Similarly, physical/mechanical control
methods are typically used by beekeepers to reduce the impacts of infectious agents/pests/predators
on the colony. However, these control methods do not require the use of an active ingredient.
Physical control methods could have adverse side-effects on honeybee health if the good
management practices are not followed; for instance, the reuse of inefﬁciently sterilised
contaminated non-living material (i.e. hives containing AFB spores) may lead to further contamination
later in time (Neumann and Hoffmann, 2008). The use of biological control methods is not common
among the EU beekeepers and therefore considered of low relevance for honeybee health. For
instance, the use of entomopathogenic fungi and nematodes has been reported to control SHB
(i.e. Aethina tumida; JD Ellis et al., 2004; Richards et al., 2005; Muerrle et al., 2006; Leemon and
McMahon, 2009; Leemon, 2012).
Comb management, especially when it involves the replacement of combs with feed and/or brood,
and supplementary feeding directly inﬂuence the colony’s demography and nutritional status (Barker,
1977b; Mattila and Otis, 2006; DeGrandi-Hoffman et al., 2010; Di Pasquale et al., 2013). The
introduction of brood into a colony typically increases the risk of spreading diseases because an
infectious agent and/or a pest could be present in the introduced comb and may subsequently spread
within the new colony. Furthermore, the feed and the wax introduced could be contaminated by
pesticides. Supplementary feeding is provided by beekeepers to improve the nutritional status of
colonies; however, it may lead to negative consequences on colony health, depending on colony
demography, ingredient’s quality and time/duration of administration (Schmidt et al., 1995; Mullin
et al., 2010; Pettis et al., 2012).
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Changes in the number of workers and swarm control inﬂuence colony demography (e.g.
abundance of brood and/or adult bees) and could, therefore, inﬂuence the infectious agent/pest/
predator population (Robinson and Huang, 1998).
The introduction of a queen bee by a beekeeper is a common practice, particularly for commercial
beekeepers, and is of crucial importance both for health and trade purposes. Its main purpose is to
increase fecundity: young queens produce more brood (Akyol et al., 2009). The genetic origin of the
queen can inﬂuence the longevity of the workers. It has been reported that colony survival probability
increases when queens of local origin are used (B€uchler et al., 2014).
Migration activity is a common practice, especially among professional beekeepers. Modiﬁcation of
the colony location exposes the colony to different environmental conditions (e.g. weather, climate),
RPUs (e.g. different habitats) and infectious agents/pests/predators. Typically, beekeepers move their
colonies to better foraging areas to increase production and/or provide the bees with better nutrition.
However, migration activity might be stressful for a colony.
The management practices that a beekeeper applies to a colony typically depend on its production
types, such as honey, pollen, royal jelly, propolis, wax, venom, queens, nucleus (queen, workers and
brood), bee packages (adult worker bees) and/or pollination services.
The apiary characteristics and management can be described by the location and size of the apiary,
and the proximity of colonies belonging to other apiaries (Figure 12). The location of the apiary is
essential to deﬁne the area surrounding the studied colony (see Section 3.3.1 on RPU). Therefore, it is
scored as highly relevant when assessing honeybee health status.
The size of the apiary relates to the number of colonies in the apiary under scrutiny. The proximity
of colonies belonging to other apiaries refers to colonies that, originating from other apiaries, are
introduced in close proximity (i.e. within the area in which bees from two colonies can interact) to the
colony under investigation. These two factors can increase the risk of, for instance, V. destructor (and
associated viruses) infestation and bacterial infections, due to drift and bee robbing behaviour
(Lindstr€om et al., 2008; DeGrandi-Hoffman et al., 2016; Seeley and Smith, 2015; Nolan and Delaplane,
2016).
3.3.3.2. Technical feasibility and priority to include factors on beekeeping management
practices in ﬁeld surveys
In relation to ﬁeld surveys special attention should be given to the different actors involved in the
data collection, in particular the beekeeper and the inspector (see Section 2.2.2). They should be
informed about the objectives and reasons for performing the ﬁeld survey, including the frequency of
bee colony inspections, the use of preferably standardised sampling and measurement methods,
reporting methods and data protection issues. All factors scored H-HH in the mind map (Figure 12)
have a high technical feasibility and priority for data collection in ﬁeld surveys. These data can easily be
collected through a questionnaire, as done in previous studies across the EU (EPILOBEE 2012–2014,
see Jacques et al., 2016; COLOSS questionnaire, see Van der Zee et al., 2013). These factors
are considered essential to measure factors related to beekeeping management practices
(via questionnaire, see Appendix C, Table C.30). The critical point is to get accurate and detailed replies
on the questions because the quality of the collected data will determine the quality of the analysis.
As stated above, the number of colonies managed by the beekeeper and their economic viability
are the variables that the Member States commonly use to deﬁne the beekeeper category. This factor
has been included in previous surveys (e.g. EPILOBEE 2012–2014) and to describe the apicultural
sector in each Member State (e.g. national apicultural monitoring programmes), although different
categories are used. Within EPILOBEE 2012–2014, beekeepers were characterised based on the
number of colonies and apiaries being managed, and the income generated by the activity of the
beekeeper (Chauzat et al., 2013). The Member States deﬁne the beekeeper category in either three
(e.g. hobby, part-time and professional) or two (professional or non-professional) levels (Chauzat
et al., 2013). According to Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/1368, 150 colonies is the
threshold for deﬁning a professional beekeeper in the context of the EU ﬁnancial aid provided to the
apicultural sector. According to Deloitte (2013), the income received by the beekeeper should be taken
into account when categorising beekeepers, but recognises a high variability within the EU Member
States. Although some national assessments might be available, there is no comprehensive EU-wide
study publicly available to evaluate the economic situation of the beekeeping sector (Deloitte, 2013).
The Panel acknowledges that there is no standard and common deﬁnition of beekeeper income across
the EU, and that the relation between the number of managed colonies and income is highly variable
across the EU; this should be considered in relation to the economic context of each Member State.
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Therefore, the Panel distinguishes two categories of beekeepers, i.e. professional and non-
professional, based on the level of income. A professional beekeeper makes a proﬁt from the activity,
by commercialising bee products and/or renting colonies for pollination, whereas beekeeping is not a
signiﬁcant source of income for non-professional beekeepers. The variable retained to categorise
beekeepers is whether the activity generates a ‘signiﬁcant source of income’. Furthermore, the
Panel acknowledges that data on the number of colonies managed by beekeepers across the EU could
be used as additional information when assessing beekeeper category.
An assessment of the beekeeper experience is needed, together with information on beekeeper
category, to speciﬁcally train the different beekeepers involved in surveillance activities in order to
ensure harmonisation across the survey.
With regards to the introduction of a queen bee, the date and reason for the introduction are
necessary to understand colony health, speciﬁcally colony demography. The introduction of a queen
bee is a common and essential BMP across the EU. Information on the queen’s origin (e.g.
geographical and/or genetic, if produced by the beekeeper) would be very valuable to collect.
Knowledge of the number of adult worker bees is essential to assess colony health. Beekeepers,
especially professional ones, commonly change the number of workers in their colonies, and this
practice has high priority in ﬁeld surveys.
The replacement of combs with brood and the replacement of combs with feed sources are
common practices among the EU beekeepers (especially professional ones) that inﬂuence bee health
and its assessment in ﬁeld surveys, through a direct change in the number of adult bees, brood (if
present in the managed combs) and feed sources.
Chemical control treatments are common across the EU, i.e. the Varroa population is controlled
through annual chemical control treatments.
Supplementary feeding is commonly used by the EU beekeepers (especially professional ones) to
help colony health during difﬁcult times of the year, or to increase production.
The location of the apiary is determined by the beekeeper. It is an essential factor that provides
information on the RPU and migratory activity. Reporting the location of a colony whenever it is
moved, will allow its migration activity to be followed. Once the apiary/colony location is known,
databases can be consulted to extract relevant information (e.g. weather and climate).
Migration activity may inﬂuence colony health, and is a common practice among the EU
beekeepers. Information on this factor could be determined by the factor ‘Location of the apiary’,
through modiﬁcation of colony GPS coordinates in time.
Honeybee colonies could be managed in many different ways to reach a speciﬁc production goal.
The production type of a colony provides information on this objective, which inﬂuences the BMP used
by the beekeeper. Therefore, it is necessary to deﬁne the type of colony under study. This factor might
also be relevant when assessing ‘colony outputs’ (e.g. hive rental for pollination services).
Regarding the factors scored H-HM and H-L:
• data on swarm control practices can easily be collected, but were scored as medium because
of poor knowledge on their interpretation in terms of effects on honeybee colony demography
and health;
• the size of the apiary varies depending on its production goals and geographical location in the
EU, therefore, its priority is scored as medium;
• physical control methods are highly relevant for honeybee health (e.g. Varroa control), and their
implementation is highly feasible. However, their priority for data collection in ﬁeld surveys is
medium because of variability in the frequency of their implementation across the EU;
• information gathered on the introduction of empty combs (i.e. comb foundation) can be used
only partially to understand direct effects on bee health because the risk of chemical/biological
contamination is mainly linked to the content of the combs rather than to their structure. Its
priority was therefore scored as low;
• information regarding the factor ‘proximity of colonies belonging to other apiaries’ could be
gathered through a questionnaire, although accurate data regarding this factor is not easily
available to individual beekeepers. Therefore, the technical feasibility in ﬁeld surveys is low.
3.3.3.3. Methods and tools to measure factors related to beekeeping management
practices (TOR3)
In Table 12 the essential factors and related variables to be considered when assessing ‘beekeeping
management practices’ are represented. Further details on the variables related to the factors
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describing the ‘beekeeper characteristics’, ‘apiary characteristics and management’ and ‘colony
management’ are presented in Appendix C, Table C.30. Measurement of these variables is based on
data collected through questionnaires. Questionnaires have been used in previous projects, such as
the COLOSS survey (e.g. Van der Zee et al., 2013), NBU Husbandry Survey (2014), USDA APHIS/Bee
Informed Partnership Project (questionnaire-based surveys, see vanEngelsdorp et al., 2012), EPILOBEE
(2012–2014, see Jacques et al., 2016) and Italy’s APENET and BeeNet projects (see Porrini et al.,
2016) (ﬁeld-data sampling based surveys).
The BMP questionnaire could be designed as an online survey (see BeeNet, COLOSS) or with paper
support and should ideally be available to the beekeeper throughout the beekeeping season in order to
systematically capture all the relevant information. As stated in Section 2.2.2, it is recommended to
measure many indicators and factors at least three times during a year: after winter (e.g. 1–2 weeks
after bees start foraging but before ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow), during summer (active season) and before
winter (when the colony is preparing for winter). However, it is clear that more frequent data collection
will enrich the data set and is recommended whenever possible. The exact timing of the measurements
has to be deﬁned based on the objectives of the ﬁeld survey. Frequent data inputs are particularly
required when analysing the effect of migration activity on the health status of a colony. Therefore, data
collection through a questionnaire could be envisaged three times a year, and in this case the beekeeper
could report back the beekeeping management information recorded (e.g. in the beekeeping record
book). Special care has to be taken when the questionnaire is designed to prevent unnecessary repetition
of questions in repeated questionnaires as it will reduce the number of completed questionnaires. It
should also be checked that any question asked leads to an answer that will be analysed, otherwise there
is no point including those. Careful consideration of the level (e.g. colony or apiary) considered by the
question should be done in relation to the objective of the survey and the feasibility of getting accurate
replies by the participating people. More guidance is provided in Section 5.
Data collection for BMP depends on the timing of the activities during the year. Databases can also
be used to measure variables (e.g. the location and size of apiaries can be obtained from the Member
State registers, if available). If the variable to be quantiﬁed does not need a speciﬁc measurement and
can be derived from other data provided through the survey, this is indicated. More details allowing
the assessment of ‘beekeeper characteristics’ are presented below.
Beekeeper category
According to Regulation (EU) No 1308/2013, national programmes for the apicultural sector should
be drawn up every 3 years with a view to improving the general conditions for the production and
marketing of apiculture products. Based on these national programmes, triennial overview reports of
the apicultural sector in the EU are published providing details on the number of beekeepers across
the EU, the number of hives managed and their economic viability status. The Panel distinguishes two
categories of beekeepers, i.e. professional and non-professional, based on the level of income;
therefore, the essential variable retained to categorise beekeepers is whether the activity generates a
‘signiﬁcant source of income’. This variable should be weighted based on the economical context of the
country. Furthermore, the Panel acknowledges that data on the number of colonies managed by the
beekeeper across the EU could be considered as additional information for implementing beekeeper
category assessment.
Beekeeper experience
Previous surveys (e.g. EPILOBEE 2012–2014; Deloitte, 2013; COLOSS, 2015) have assessed the
experience of beekeepers based on speciﬁc variables, although this was not the main purpose of the
surveys. For example, within EPILOBEE 2012–2014, beekeepers were characterised based on speciﬁc
variables (e.g. for how long they have been beekeeper, if they are member of a beekeeper association,
if they have a qualiﬁcation in bee husbandry, if they were trained, and if they used a beekeeping
record book). Analysis of these variables is presented in EPILOBEE 2012–2014 (see Jacques et al.,
2016). The COLOSS project assessed only the number of apiaries managed by the beekeeper. In
Deloitte (2013), the focus is on the years of experience beekeepers have. Considering the difﬁculty of
assessing beekeeper experience, and recognising the wide set of variables listed in Appendix B,
Table B.8, the Panel recommends considering three essential variables: ‘years of practice’, ‘number of
beekeeping courses attended’ and ‘bee meetings attended’ by the beekeeper. The collection of data
related to beekeeper experience combined with the beekeeper category can be used to better
correlate beekeepers with the honeybee health status of a colony. In Appendix C, Table C.30, variables
on training information, speciﬁc trainings and technical abilities are presented.
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Table 12: Measurement of selected factors on beekeeping management practices. The variables
most suitable for implementation in ﬁeld surveys across the EU are highlighted in green.
All variables can be collected via questionnaire. Details on these methods are given in
Tables B.8 and C.31
Factor Variable [unit]
Beekeeper category Signiﬁcant source of income [Y/N]
Number of hives managed [n]
Beekeeper experience Technical abilities [see list in Table B.8]
Training [see list in Table B.8]
Location of the apiary Location of the colony [X,Y coordinates] at date [dd-mm-year]
Average distance between the colonies of the same apiary
Introduction of a queen bee Date [dd-mm-year] and reason of introduction [see list in Table B.8]
Geographic origin of the queen bee
Genetic origin of the queen bee (if available)
Change in number of workers Date [dd-mm-year]
Quantity of each introduction/removal of bees [g, n; introduction or
removal]
Bee origin [apirary location (i.e. X/Y coordinates, municipality or NUTS3
region]
Production type of the colony Type of product/activity [honey, pollen, bee packages, royal jelly,
queens, nucleus (queen, workers and brood), propolis, wax, venom, hive
rental]
Migration activity Migration effort [number of times the colony location changed during a
beekeeping season]
Chemical control Product/Active ingredient used [selection from list of products used in a
given MS]
Target (e.g. Varroa) [selection from list of infectious agents and pets
occurring in a given MS, see Section 3.2.5]
Application method [solid, liquid, gas, other; see Table B.8]
Dose/concentration [number (e.g. of strips), mg or mL per colony]
Duration of the treatment [start dd-mm-year, end dd-mm-year]




Quantity [number of combs or surface covered by feed, brood and adult
bees in cm2]




Quantity [number of combs or surface covered by feed and adult bees in
cm2]
Supplementary feeding Duration [start dd-mm-year, end dd-mm-year if available]
Type [carbohydrate, protein; see Table B.8]
Quantity [mg or mL per day per colony]
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3.4. Colony outputs (TOR2–3)
3.4.1. Relevance of colony outputs to the bee health status of a colony
As indicated in Section 3.1 a managed honeybee colony is considered healthy when the following
end points are achieved:
• it has an adequate size, demographic structure and behaviour in relation to the annual life
cycle of the colony and the geographical location;
• it has an adequate production of bee products in relation to the annual life cycle of the colony
and the geographical location;
• it provides pollination services.
The last two end points are considered outputs provided by the bee colony in terms of ecosystem
service provision, as represented in Figure 13.
The amount and quality of the outputs represent the service provided by the bee colony to the
ecosystem. Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) deﬁnes ecosystem services from an
anthropocentric perspective and considers ecosystem provision when humans beneﬁt from the
environment. Colony outputs are considered in terms of service provision of the managed honeybees
and only the two main ecosystem services directly affected by the managed honeybees are addressed
in this opinion.
In this context, bee products correspond to an ecosystem provisioning service, whereas the
pollination service provided by the bees corresponds to an ecosystem regulating service. Analysis of
the outputs can provide information on overall bee colony performance and an assessment of the
health status of a managed honeybee colony should, therefore, include measurement of the outputs in
terms of provisioning service – for the harvested products, the hive rental service and the live
honeybees – and of regulating service in particular of the pollination services provided by the bees.
The goal of a beekeeping enterprise is to obtain marketable outputs, corresponding to the
provisioning service provided by the managed honeybee colony. These outputs can be measured in
terms of the harvested products (honey, pollen, bee bread, propolis, wax, jelly and venom), live
honeybee production [queens, nucleus (start up colony)] and hive rental service, as indicated in
Figure 13.
Pollination is a key regulating ecosystem service and its importance is widely recognised (Klein
et al., 2007). Pollination services regulate various beneﬁts such as crop production, non-crop plants
and landscape aesthetics. This opinion only addresses the pollination service provided by the
honeybees to cultivated and wild plants. Landscape aesthetics and other indirect beneﬁts are not
assessed due to the complexity of measuring them. Honeybees visit a large number of plants, and
H-HH, service with a High relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and High priority; H-HM, service with
a High relevance to bee health, High technical feasibility and Medium priority. !, recommended variable to assess
the corresponding service. The score H-HH is highlighted in green as the factors with this score are taken
forward in TOR3, whereas the other factors not.
Figure 13: Mind map outputs of the colony: provisioning and regulating services – identiﬁed factors
and corresponding scores
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provide a substantial proportion of pollination services for many of them. The measurement of
pollination services to multiple plants within the wider landscape may represent a tangible measure of
overall colony health because weak colonies in poor health will often provide little pollination or only
provide services to the most beneﬁcial resources (which may include a high yielding crop). However,
the foraging preference will dominate the foraging activity and may vary over time and from one
apiary to another; this should therefore be taken in account when quantifying the pollination service
provision.
The provision of this ecosystem service is a major concern, mainly in the context of declining
pollinator populations (Bos et al., 2007). The loss of native habitats for bees also affects agricultural
production by degrading the services provided by pollinators (Foley et al., 2005). Liss et al. (2013)
reviewed the current literature on the measurement of pollination ecosystem services and highlighted
the importance of a clear deﬁnition of the ecosystem service by comparing different quantitative
measures. A comprehensive deﬁnition of pollination services is needed and should take into account
the following when evaluating it within the RPU:
• the pollination service provided by the managed honeybees needs to be assessed for both the
crops and wild plants that beneﬁt from insect pollination;
• the land cover, plant phenology and plant and ﬂower density, the ﬂower characteristics in
terms of their attractiveness to bees and the need for cross-pollination.
The weather conditions should be taken in account, because the weather inﬂuences pollination as
well as human activity.
3.4.2. Technical feasibility and priority to include colony output indicators
relevant to bee health status in ﬁeld surveys
Measurement of the different variables characterising the provisioning service (Figure 13) are
routinely performed by beekeepers and can be easily collected within the context of a ﬁeld survey. In
particular, the quantity of honey harvested from a hive is a good indicator of the service and is highly
relevant to all Member States and under most conditions. In contrast to honey, only a small amount of
pollen, royal jelly and propolis is present in a colony at a given time (Brodschneider and Crailsheim,
2010). For this reason, it is not recommended that these be measured in large ﬁeld surveys.
With regards to measurement of the provision of regulating services by the honeybee colony, the
time and expertise demanded by the ﬁeld work involved in most viable methods to evaluate supply
and demand make this of low feasibility for most methods. Pollination services are provided by various
types of pollinators visiting ﬂowers and, under ﬁeld conditions, it is not realistic to measure the speciﬁc
contribution of honeybees.
However, if sufﬁcient data are available on hive locations, modelling approaches are recommended
and assessed with a medium priority. Although it is possible to link honeybee colony placement to
pollination services using modelling methods, limited information on the impact of colony health on
service provision prevents accurate modelling of health impacts on pollination services (but see Becher
et al., 2014).
3.4.3. Methods and tools to measure factors related to colony outputs
Provisioning service
As previously mentioned, bee colonies produce different types of products (honey, bee bread,
propolis, royal jelly, etc.). Bees store honey for use during both the active season and wintering, and
begin to store it in the main body of the hive (‘nest’ or ‘brood chamber’), and when there is not
enough space or surplus nectar, in the upper part of the hive (the super). Bees can eat the honey of
the super, if needed, but it is primarily harvested by beekeepers. Although it is not common practice,
the quantity of honey in the super can be easily estimated by weighing the super before and after
harvesting the honey. This is an activity already performed by the majority of the beekeepers to
estimate total colony production and, this measurement can be easily included in ﬁeld surveys. It is
also possible to determine the quantity of honey in the super without harvesting it, for instance, by
weighing the empty super (including the empty combs) before it is installed in the hive. During
subsequent weighing of the super containing honey, this reference weight should be subtracted in
order to estimate the quantity of honey. If the hive has several supers, all the calculated masses
should be summed, because the goal is to know the total quantity of honey per hive. Placing a queen
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excluder device between the brood chambers and the super will allow more accurate results because
no brood will be present in the super combs. However, if brood or pollen is present in the super
combs, it is recommended that the weight of these resources be estimated and subtracted from the
ﬁnal weight. It is recommended to mark the supers with the number of the hive to correctly relate the
quantity of honey harvested with the colony production. There are other methods, more or less
accurate, for evaluating the quantity of honey in the main body of the hive and in the super, such as
digital image analysis and visual estimation (Imdorf et al., 1987; APENET, 2011; Costa et al., 2012;
Delaplane et al., 2013b; Odoux et al., 2014; BeeNet, 2014). More details are provided in Table C.32.
The super contains mainly honey, but in some cases, the queen can also lay eggs in some part of
the super (the lower part) and it is then more appropriate to calculate the surfaces. When there is only
honey in the super, it might be easier to weight it than to take photos or to use grids. The difference
between the weight of a full and empty super gives the amount of honey harvested.
Regulating service
The ﬂoral resources are addressed in the RPU in terms of productivity of nectar and pollen (see
Section 3.3.1 Resource providing unit mind map). The measurement of ﬂoral resources in the
landscape should include four steps: (i) measure the number of open ﬂowers in each habitat at a
given point, (ii) sample nectar (including water and energy), (iii) sample pollen and (iv) extrapolate
upwards.
In order to quantify pollination service provision, the proposed approach is to compare, at the RPU
level, the pollination demand of the plants and the pollination effectively supplied to the plants by the
bees (Schulp et al., 2014a). Pollination demand is deﬁned as the number of visits required by ﬂowers,
weighted by the number of ﬂowers requiring pollination to produce either economically viable crop
production or stable populations in the case of wild plants. Pollination supply is deﬁned as the number
of visits to ﬂowers within an RPU.
Estimates of pollination demand should be undertaken according to the land cover/use (see
Section 3.3.1 on RPU) and the phenological stage of the plants within the RPU at a given point in
time. Pollination supply should be measured on pollinated ﬂowers at a given time in the RPU
considering crop yield, plant ﬁtness, pollen transfer and pollinator visitation. Schulp et al. (2014b)
reviewed the scientiﬁc literature and acknowledge the ongoing debate about the importance of
honeybees and wild pollinators in the supply of the pollination service.
In measuring pollination demand, two types of methods are distinguished:
• ﬁeld assessments;
• ﬂoral coverage.
In measuring pollination supply, three types of methods are distinguished:
• ﬁeld-based methods
– selecting a sample of plants,
– sampling pollinator visitors to determine the proportion of visits by the focal taxa,
– conducting pollination assessments to determine deﬁcits;
• in-hive pollen collection;
• modelling methods.
Appendix C (Section 3.2) provides details on these measuring methods and includes their protocols,
strengths and weaknesses, and existing data sets.
4. Field data collection: which indicators and factors to include across
the EU
Given the need of surveys that take into account all the main characteristics of bee health
(including both biological and chemical stressors) and as a summary of TORs 2–3, Figure 14 provides
an overview of the indicators and factors with high relevance, high technical feasibility and high priority
to include in ﬁeld surveys across the EU when assessing the health status of managed honeybee
colonies in a holistic manner. These are seen as the minimum set of indicators and factors for which
data have to be collected across the Member States in order to improve our understanding of their
associations with bee health. Depending on the study objective and/or the location within the EU
where a ﬁeld survey will be carried out, the addition of other indicators and factors might be required,
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as described in Sections 3.2–3.4 (e.g. SHB in southern Italy). The list of selected indicators and factors
needs to be reviewed when new scientiﬁc evidence becomes available. Similarly, the methods of data
collection and analysis of samples described in Sections 3.2–3.4 need to be regularly updated in view
of future technological innovation.
As mentioned in Section 1.3, it is not realistic to design a single approach that could be used
throughout the EU, but instead create a common toolbox from which one could use the tools relevant
to the speciﬁc objective of a particular ﬁeld survey. The toolbox is designed to assess the colony
attributes ‘presence and performance of a queen’, ‘demography’, ‘in-hive products’, ‘behaviour and
physiology’ and ‘disease, infection and infestation’ by implementing methods suited for harmonised
implementation in ﬁeld surveys across the EU. It can be concluded from TORs 2 and 3 that it is
difﬁcult to measure ‘behavioural and physiological’ indicators in ﬁeld surveys. Only the presence or
absence of an atypical behaviour can be assessed at any given moment. Analysis of physiological
indicators is only feasible within a research setting using specialised methods and equipment.
Analysis of the RPU has a high relevance to understand the health status of a honeybee colony and
is based on deﬁning the land cover/use at the European level because no method is available to
describe the RPU around a particular hive in a manner that could be implemented in all Member
States. If beekeepers provide the location of their apiary, high level information on land cover/use can
be derived from existing databases and hence used in assessments of bee health (see Table 10,
Section 3.3.1). Data on agronomic practices and pesticide concentrations in environmental matrices
are highly relevant to assessments of bee health, but their collection is currently not feasible across
the Member States. Dedicated ﬁeld and experimental studies, combined with modelling approaches are
suited to improving our knowledge. Information on BMP is already collected in several Member States
via questionnaires and data on environmental drivers are mainly available in existing databases. Some
efforts are required to improve the accessibility of these databases and/or to increase the spatial
resolution, to make them useful for assessing bee health within the RPU of a colony.
Regarding colony outputs, provisioning services can be assessed mainly for harvested honey,
whereas technical limitations hamper the assessment of regulating services in ﬁeld surveys across the
EU.
The collection of data on the indicators and factors is described separately in Sections 3.2–3.4.
However, it is crucial that data collection should be conducted at the same moment and place for
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Figure 14: Indicators and factors with high relevance, high technical feasibility and high priority to
include in ﬁeld surveys across the EU when assessing the health status of managed
honeybee colonies in a holistic manner
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different indicators and factors as they are linked with each other. For instance, data on the use of
chemical control methods in the RPU and within the hive should be linked with data on exposure to
bees at different places (in plants, in foragers and in the hive). Here, efforts are also required to make
existing data (e.g. EU reporting of plant protection products) available for assessing bee health. The
use of existing (validated) data (even if collected for another objective), would reduce the number of
indicators and/or factors for which active data collections in ﬁeld surveys is required.
5. Field data collection: considerations during survey design (TOR4)
An analysis that aims to validly compare honeybee health across space and time necessitates a
survey design that allows for such comparisons. This chapter provides a brief overview of the key
considerations to take into account by anybody who is planning to design a survey. References to
relevant documents are provided but involvement of an experienced survey designer would be
required.
To validly compare data, the survey should be based on sampling designs allowing such
comparison, and data collection should be standardised as much as possible between regions and in
time. In this opinion, there is no recommendation on any particular set of choices. It is limited to
noting the key importance of:
• carefully designing and implementing each aspect of the survey;
• ensuring ample resources are dedicated the survey. The required resources might be different
if the ﬁeld survey is done as a project or a surveillance activity (one shot versus continuous
system) and training should also be considered crucial to limit variability;
• ensuring in advance of any data collection that the design choices ﬁt the desired analyses. For
instance, if regional variation is deemed important, then regions should be sampled in a way
that reﬂects this variation; if countries are to be compared, questionnaire translations must
yield identical data types; and if time comparisons are needed, editing procedures should be
harmonised over time, to name just a few examples. It might be worth considering the
involvement of bee inspectors to ensure an appropriate data standardisation for some of the
collected variables (e.g. clinical diagnostic and sample taking for some diseases). All the bee
inspectors (or at least their supervisors) from the different geographical areas should receive
the same training. In addition, the usual statistical requirements of adequate power and
informativeness of the sample also apply.
Some guiding principles for conducting comparative surveys can be found in Jowell et al. (2007).
Survey choices speciﬁc to honeybee health were also discussed by Van der Zee et al. (2013).
Recommendations to improve bee health surveillance across the EU are listed by Hendrikx et al.
(2009) and cover deﬁning the objectives, organisation of the survey, laboratory analysis, availability of
protocols and deﬁnitions, data management, supervision and coordination, training, communication,
evaluation and performance indicators. Jacques et al. (2016) describes speciﬁc recommendations
based on the lessons learnt from the EPILOBEE project. Some additional elements that need to be
taken into account are mentioned below with reference to available guidance documents.
Standardised data collection is crucial to reduce biases in observations and to control for random
variation which will allow for better explanatory and predictive analysis across the local/regional/
country levels and better estimates of variability in bee health. Furthermore, in order to appropriately
study changes in bee health, explanatory and predictive analyses require data to be collected at
different times of year, over several years and in different geographical regions. This challenges efforts
towards data standardisation and the implementation of an adapted information system: a well
designed database, an appropriate data transmission system from the ﬁeld to the database and
information feedback. The acceptability of the system relies on the simplicity of the data collection and
data transmission systems. The training of beekeepers and other people involved in data collection and
transmission is also a key issue of the system. When training on a test method is provided, time
should be dedicated also to standardisation of the implementation, even if the method is considered
simple (non-sophisticated). For instance, visually estimating the colony size can be trained using digital
images as it allows determining the deviation between the visually estimated surface covered by bees
and the measured surface. Weighing the bees will further help to determine the colony size as precise
as possible (see Section 3.2.2). Training should continue until the trainee is able to estimate visually
the colony size with the expected accuracy and precision (which is deﬁned according to the objective
of the survey).
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The underlying organisation of the survey is crucial to ensure its efﬁciency. A central coordination
body should be dedicated to the survey design and its implementation. If the survey has to be
conducted at international level, national and local coordination bodies should be included in the
general organisation.
Closely related to the speciﬁc objectives of the survey, the construction of a sampling frame is
crucial and should take into account clustering, stratiﬁcation, oversampling of speciﬁc subgroups (e.g.
‘targeted designs’), sample size, power, etc. If the survey aims at the early detection of health events,
sampling can also target vulnerable or at-risk groups, according to the concept of risk-based
surveillance (St€ark et al., 2006), possibly identiﬁed in a previous analysis, in order to detect early signs
of deterioration in managed honeybee health. In this case, dependent variable must be selected. The
selection can follow methods similar to the ‘case–control’ design described in the epidemiological
literature. Such selective sampling will also affect the statistical model, and the selection process must
be taken into account explicitly in the model in order to yield accurate estimates of the quantities of
interest. This may be done using survey-type weights or using specialised models (see chapter 24.4 of
Cameron and Trivedi, 2005 for an extensive technical discussion).
The questionnaire design requires speciﬁc attention because the questions should be unambiguous,
formulated in such a way that they are answered as accurately as possible by beekeepers or any other
person collecting data, and in a similar way across regions and time. For standardisation it is
recommended that a third persons asks the questions to make sure that the beekeeper has well
understood the questions and answers all of them. Several principles must be followed to ensure the
quality of a questionnaire. First, questionnaire design should be a group effort, involving survey
coordinators, beekeeping specialists, epidemiologists, computer specialists and statisticians. This will
guarantee its consistency with the survey objectives.
In terms of style, the questionnaire must be easy to read and simple to complete, and care should
be taken over the layout (easily identiﬁable boxes to be ticked or completed, lines to be ﬁlled which
are sufﬁciently large and visible).
In terms of content, the questionnaire must ﬁrst enable the traceability of all data collected. To
achieve this, a certain number of obligatory ﬁelds are included, such as a single registration number.
Supplementary elements concerning traceability must be included in the questionnaire, such as the
name of the beekeeper and the person collecting the data if relevant, the date and site of the visit,
etc.
Only questions that comply with the survey objectives should be included. Thus, any question that
has no direct link with this objective should be eliminated and data that will not be analysed or
interpreted should not be collected. This principle will also prevent the compilation of questionnaires
that are too long and therefore less acceptable to beekeepers. The internal logic of the questionnaire
must be respected; to ensure this, questions should be grouped by category and follow a logical
sequence. Several guidance documents are available (e.g. Toma et al., 1999). The translations should
guarantee to collect the same data in different languages. Several procedures exist to ensure the
correct translation of ﬁelds for data collection. One is ‘back translation’ which is a translation back to
the original language of a document by another team of translators to estimate the consistency of the
ﬁrst translation. Another model is translation, review, adjudication, pretesting and documentation
(TRAPD), which is a committee-based approach to avoid subjectivity of a unique translator (see Dorer,
2014 for further details).
Once compiled, the questionnaire should be tested in the ﬁeld, in a real situation, so that any
inconsistencies and problems with completion can be promptly identiﬁed. Therefore, a pilot study has
to be implemented to collect data in each situation targeted by the survey (for the different languages,
for the different types of populations targeted and types of people involved in data collection). This
pilot study has to be analysed and interpreted by the group of experts responsible for the study design
and survey implementation, leading to the ﬁnal version of the questionnaire. This test might also allow
for data validation and integration in the database.
5.1. Data validation
Once the data have been collected in the ﬁeld, it is essential that they are validated, i.e. that
checks are made on their accuracy, so that they can be entered in the database without creating any
bias and thus leading to subsequent errors in interpretation.
Validation should be implemented at two levels. The ﬁrst level should be performed as close as
possible to the ﬁeld, to facilitate corrections and shorten any delays before source data can be
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checked. In the case of an international survey, it may be useful to have coordination levels at the
national, and possibly local, level for data validation. Thus, in the event of erroneous, absent or
illogical entries, it remains possible to ask for supplementary information or conﬁrmation from the
beekeeper or the person in charge of data collection. This level of validation consists in looking for
missing data, particularly data that ensure the traceability of the questionnaire (form registration
number, date, name of farmer); answers should also be checked that appear to be ambiguous (the
reasons for ambiguity should be identiﬁed and rectiﬁed) or are illegible (notably regarding names and
ﬁgures, as this may have a detrimental effect on results).
A second level of validation must be ensured at the central level of the survey coordination, where
supplementary technical resources should be implemented to evaluate the accuracy of the data
(standard deviation of data collected, repetitions, test results, etc.).
5.2. Data management and analysis system
The aforementioned stages provide all the elements necessary to develop speciﬁcations for the
database that will enable data entry and management. The speciﬁcations include all ﬁelds and tables
necessary for the database, together with classiﬁcation of these data and the links between them.
They also include search functions and data-processing functions.
One way of controlling the relevance of the data collected is to deﬁne the type of data processing
in advance. This will ensure that the data collected are of sufﬁcient quantity and quality to attain the
objectives originally ﬁxed for the survey. It will also be possible to detect data of no value, so that data
collection and management economies can be made. At the same time, it is necessary to choose the
frequency of processing and the methods used to present the results. This will facilitate a very precise
deﬁnition of the functionalities necessary for the database and the decision tools for data analysis.
6. Field data collection: options for data analysis (TOR4)
6.1. Background
Analysis of bee health should simultaneously cover several indicators and attributes because they
are linked directly or indirectly to each other (e.g. demography and behaviour with honey production;
disease infestation with bee mortality). Stratiﬁcation of data (e.g. for genetic origin of a subspecies,
production type of the colony) should be considered when analysing data on bee health.
A conclusion in this opinion is that the colony attributes ‘presence of a queen’, ‘demography’,
‘in-hive products’ and ‘disease, infestation and infection’ can be measured in a harmonised manner
under ﬁeld conditions across the EU. A harmonised measure of the colony output ‘pollination service’ is
still in development, where ﬁeld measurements can be complemented by model-based assessments
(including the uncertainty associated with model errors). A classiﬁcation of colony health status can be
based on direct measurement of these colony attributes using relevant indicators or on combinations
of various measured and model-based assessed colony attributes, for example from image analysis of
photographs from colonies or land use information from the RPU.
The recommendation for harmonised monitoring of health status is to carry out a minimum of three
colony visits per year, with ﬁne tuning depending on the objectives of the survey. From a statistical
point of view, this means that a colony can be inspected several times, which allows for longitudinal
analysis at the colony level. Some of these measures are made by the beekeeper, accompanied or
otherwise by a bee inspector. Because honeybee colonies are managed, the statistical analysis should
take into account management carried out by the beekeepers between inspections. Estimates of the
importance of early signs of deterioration in order to detect future anomalies in health states may
change if BMP are omitted from the analysis.
The purpose of this section is to give a short overview of sensible approaches to the bee health
analysis. Because there are many such approaches (e.g. see vanEngelsdorp et al., 2013), it is chosen
here to describe and discuss reasonable choices during the steps to set up an analysis of bee health.
Where appropriate, examples are given of existing bee health analysis efforts that have adopted one
set of such choices.
Here, the analysis of bee health is divided into steps to identify output, production and input
(Figure 15). An analysis process ﬂows from right to left, starting with the input (data), through the
production (modelling) to the output (goals). An analysis of bee health starts with a deﬁnition of the
goals and purpose of the analysis, which then, informed by the type of data it is possible to collect,
helps to select the modelling approach and data collection effort needed to achieve those goals.
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The input phase has been covered in Section 5. The remainder of this section discusses the output
and production phases of the analysis. Following TOR4, the focus is strongly on the centre part: the
production of statistics and possible modelling approaches.
6.2. Analysis output: goals of a bee health analysis
What analysis to perform depends on the possible use of the HEALTHY-B toolbox. Goals for an
analysis can be descriptive, explanatory, predictive and prescriptive (Figure 15). Here, these goals are
brieﬂy elaborated, adapted to the analysis of bee health with examples of existing studies that ﬁt each
category.
6.2.1. Descriptive
A descriptive question could be: What is the current bee health status?
The characteristics of a healthy managed honeybee colony are described in TOR1 (Section 3.1.1).
In this section of the opinion, the focus is on which methods could be used for a descriptive analysis of
bee health, indicating whether bees are doing well, intermediate or badly. The deﬁnition of health
status may differ between studies and can make a large difference to the study outcome. For
example, EPILOBEE compared winter mortality rates in one year with those in a previous year and
found few differences or a slight improvement. However, the results may be different when presented
as absolute levels or when compared over short or long periods (e.g. 1 or 20 years). Note that the
description of bee health is a condition of a colony that is alive, which has an impact on mortalities
rates at apiary or local level. The HEALTHY-B toolbox suggests which indicators and factors to measure
in order to characterise health in a holistic manner and facilitate detection of health problems before
the colony is in a condition that future development and/or survival of the colony will be signiﬁcantly
hampered.
6.2.2. Explanatory (sometimes called ‘diagnostic’)
An explanatory question could be: What causes changes in bee health?
Explanatory studies seek a mechanistic (causal) explanation for changes in bee health and are
typical of scientiﬁc publications. Explanatory analyses improve our understanding of the system, which
is important to identify management options for safeguarding bee health. Scoﬁeld and Mattila (2015)
and Clermont et al. (2015) are examples of explanatory studies on foraging and colony losses and
weakening, respectively. Explanatory studies include ranges from evaluating associations (correlations)
to assessing causations between the indicators for bee health (including health scores) and the factors
BMP, environmental drivers and the RPU. EFSA’s own efforts in MUST-B seek to explain changes in bee
health using analysis informed by a mechanistic understanding of the system.
The type of output determines how to set up the production and what input is required (dashed lines). Outputs
(solid lines) are then produced from inputs.
Figure 15: The process of setting up an analysis of bee health starts with identifying analysis goals
depending on the type of output that is asked for
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6.2.3. Predictive
A predictive question could be: What will bee health be like in 10 years?
A predictive analysis simply seeks the best prediction of future bee health, without necessarily
asserting causality. Predictive models that associate predictors with bee mortality, such as those
coming out of the COLOSS group (Van der Zee et al., 2015), can be seen as part of such efforts. A
predictor is any type of variable used to predict health; it may, for instance, be an environmental driver
or BMP. In some circumstances, an attribute or indicator described in TORs 2 and 3 can be a predictor
of another attribute or indicator. For example, high Varroa infestations can explain or predict some
queen losses or winter mortalities. Analysis of colony mortality, such as that done in the EPILOBEE
project, estimates the association between some drivers and management practices to attributes and
mortality rates (Jacques et al., 2016). Henry et al. (2012) assessed the impact of pesticide on colony
growth based on ﬁeld measurements on individual bee mortality. Although these analyses are
essentially predictive, to our knowledge, there are currently no studies that explicitly produce
predictions of future mortality rates at a colony level.
Examples of predictive analyses of honeybee health that consider impacts and dependencies
between more reﬁned colony attributes are even fewer. A predictive model can be less accurate
because it does not consider causality between attributes (see Appendix H, approach 3).
Another type of predictive analysis is the mapping of visitation rates by foraging bees, which rely
on spatially explicit modelling of foraging behaviour in combination with land use dependent ﬂoral
information (Schulp et al., 2014b; Koh et al., 2016). Predictions of future visitation rates can be
produced by running such a model on future land use scenarios, where ﬂower density is associated
with land use. However, the validity and reliability of these models are difﬁcult to verify due to a lack
of land use information distinguishing different types of ﬂoral resources and with a resolution at a
smaller scale than the foraging distances of bees (see Section 3.3.1). As explained in Section 3.2.4,
assessing foraging/visitation rate may be done under controlled ﬁeld conditions (‘experimental
settings’) but it requires a signiﬁcant amount of time.
One difference between predictive and explanatory analyses is that predictive analysis aims to
predict the health state of as yet unobserved colonies. A predictive model should undergo adequate
validation of its predictive ability and come with a clear description of its limitations and model
uncertainty, before being put into use in decision-making.
6.2.4. Prescriptive
A prescriptive question could be: What management should be enacted to improve bee health in
the future?
The prescriptive goal is about providing decision support to beekeepers, regulators or policy
makers. Given that a mechanistic understanding of what causes good or bad bee health has been
reached, managers can take actions to improve the honeybee health status, possibly in combination
with other decision objectives. Some reports have taken this step, such as the OPERA ‘Bee health in
Europe – Facts and ﬁgures’ report, which progresses from description (Chapter 2), through explanation
(Chapters 3–5) to policy implications).
The mind maps in TOR3 provide a starting point for a mechanistic understanding. These mind
maps express possible causal relations among drivers, management, attributes and outputs, but do
not express all possible interactions, such as those between different drivers or interactions between
indicators under different colony attributes. The mind maps also do not provide insights into relative
importance. Development of the mind maps into networks expressing possible and relevant causal
links between variables is a possible starting point when the aim is a prescriptive analysis. Such links
are currently set up in the MUST–B project. Links can be tested against data, by comparing a model’s
explanatory performance with and without a link (or set of links).
Clearly, the four analytic goals are not mutually exclusive and can complement each other.
Prescriptive analysis requires predictive models, which in turn are built upon explanatory analyses. An
example is the MUST–B project, which seeks to go from explanation to prescription, and the work of
the COLOSS honeybee research association31, which seeks to use description to discover explanations
and predictions.
31 http://www.coloss.org/ (last accessed 7 July 2016).
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6.3. Analysis production: approaches to modelling bee health
The rationale behind TORs 1–3 is that honeybee health cannot be measured by a single system
component. There are no a priori key variables representing univocally the health status, and because
health status is inﬂuenced by many variables and their interactions, multiple indicators should be
considered jointly in an analysis of bee health. The choice of indicators and the relative weights
assigned to each of them are crucial for the outcome of the bee health status assessment. Both
elements involve a certain degree of subjectivity since they cannot be derived from available data
because there is no gold standard to refer to. Therefore, expert decisions will be required to determine
rules on how to deﬁne and determine health status. Weighting the data will be required, similar to
other methods that aim to integrate different indicators into a smaller subset or into one single index.
This involves the assignment of a level of importance to an indicator (preferably based on data),
relative to the other indicators in the same subset or index. Finally, for practical management
purposes, it is essential that threshold levels are determined to trigger action from the beekeeper. The
values underpinning the thresholds cannot be determined mathematically but should be the result of
consultation between different experts to balance for instance what is feasible and desirable in a given
area. When more data would become available in the future, decisions based on expert opinion might
be gradually replaced by data-based decisions. Different techniques could be used to integrate
indicators into one index (e.g. Spoolder et al., 2003). Two ways in which a HSI could be established
are proposed in Appendix H: multivariate analysis and decision tree analysis.
This opinion suggests targeting bee health at the colony level. This means that the analyses
covered here should be able to describe, explain or predict future health at the colony level. Health at
colony level can be the average health status of a hypothetical colony given a set of factors and
indicators, or the health of a speciﬁc colony of a particular beekeeper. Health status based on
summary statistics of apiaries or regions may be too coarse for an analysis to capture the mechanisms
that allow us to estimate the importance of drivers and management factors. Having the colony as the
unit of interest implies that observations of colony attributes are colony speciﬁc, which explains why
some colonies in an apiary could show poor health, whereas others are of good health.
Some indicators are naturally associated with a particular colony, such as the age of the queen and
presence of Varroa. Others are often regarded at the apiary level. For instance, pollination service can
be measured at the colony level via analysis of bee bread/pollen or by taking into account other
colonies within the RPU. Model-based assessments could be used although it can be difﬁcult to
distinguish the contribution made by different colonies in an apiary.
In the end, regulators and policy makers are interested in health status aggregated to a level
higher than the colony, such as apiary, local, regional or country levels. Information on health at
colony level can be aggregated into health scores for apiaries up to Member State levels.
The data analysis should also provide means to determine the ranges of spatial and temporal
variability in order to forecast under different scenarios and identify any deterioration in health before
corrective management actions can be taken. Historical data are limited in the sense that they can
come from different data collecting schemes with different associated errors, and can in fact, differ
from what is collected in a survey. Therefore, the best option would be to assess the range of
variability based on collected longitudinal data as these become available.
To summarise, the analysis of bee health should preferably:
• base the assessment on several indicators and factors;
• use the honeybee colony as the unit of interest;
• assess bee health at different temporal and spatial scales;
• be able to detect early signs of deterioration in honeybee health.
In Appendix H, four approaches are described that could be used when analysing bee health data:
• approach 1 – quantify bee health as a latent variable from multivariate analysis;
• approach 2 – classify bee health in a colony using a decision tree based on the colony
attributes;
• approach 3 – predict bee health by causal modelling;
• approach 4 – predict bee health by process-based modelling.
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7. Use of the toolbox for different objectives and by different
stakeholder groups
As stated earlier in this scientiﬁc opinion, the generated toolbox is part of a larger process to
achieve EFSA’s objective to evolve towards an integrated, holistic risk assessment approach for bees.
Efforts to improve data collection, reporting and analysis across the EU will facilitate risk assessment
on bee health by national and European risk assessment bodies. The toolbox is in line with the EFSA
Strategy 2020 to engage with stakeholders and optimise access to data. The collection of data can be
done in the ﬁeld (via monitoring and surveillance activities (limited number variables in a large area) or
via intensive ﬁeld experiments (more variables and/or more sophisticated methods used in a smaller
area) and/or in the laboratory (Figure 16).
Designing of data collections and analysing the obtained data sets are components of the
HEALTHY-B toolbox, which can be used in bee health assessment, even if the objectives are
different.
The use of the toolbox by different stakeholder groups is described in the sections below using
three concrete examples:
1) Monitoring and comparison of honeybee health over time and across geographical space: it
is explained how the toolbox could be used to generate a Health Status Index (HSI), which
integrates data of several indicators of bee health and factors that determine the health
status of the colony.
2) Identiﬁcation of possible factors and indicators that can predict changes in the health status
of a managed honeybee colony: it is explained how the toolbox could help to identify key
predictors of a future change in the HSI of a colony
3) Pesticide risk assessment in the context of multiple stressors: it is explained how the
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Figure 16: Selecting, measuring and reporting of indicators and factors related to bee health
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7.1. Example 1 – Monitoring and comparison of honeybee health over
time and across geographical space
7.1.1. Background and objective
Many beekeepers monitor the health status of their colonies by assessing (sets of) individual
indicators to evaluate whether any intervention is required to obtain maximal outputs from the colony
(which could be, for instance, bee products or pollination). As explained in Section 3.1.1, assessing the
health status of a honeybee colony requires the integration of several indicators. Many beekeepers
probably developed their own approach to select which indicators they take into account and how they
integrate these reach an overall health evaluation, making use of their own knowledge and
experiences and gathered information (e.g. provided by beekeeping associations and laboratories)
(Chauzat et al., 2013; Jacques et al., 2016). The variety of approaches and different management
strategies over time and across geographical space hampers the comparison of bee health data within
and between apiaries. For example, the concept of a dead colony may vary from the absence of any
living bee in the hive to the remaining of various quantities of bees, with or without a queen. But even
if commonly agreed deﬁnitions and data collection processes are standardised at international level,
each indicator or factor will only capture one aspect of bee health. Colony mortality for example,
acknowledged to be a major indicator, does not integrate production or the variety of population
dynamic status that can be observed. Therefore, the objective of the example below is to explain how
the HEALTHY-B toolbox could be used for the design of a robust and harmonised approach aiming at
describing a colony’s health status and comparing of bee health statuses over space and time. In this
opinion, a possible approach is described to generate an health status index (HSI).
7.1.2. What is an HSI for managed honeybee?
Several indicators can be measured from a colony (see Section 4) and the resulting data should be
merged in the analysis to deﬁne the health status of that colony. Data on chemical contaminants,
infection or infestation are not included here in the HSI because presence of ‘low levels’ of these
indicators do not necessarily lead to poor colony health, but in combination with the impact of factors
or external drivers inﬂuence the health status of the colony.
The outcome describes whether a colony is alive or dead and to what health category the colony
belongs (e.g. very good, good, poor or weak). The HSI is determined at the colony level, but can be
aggregated at the level of interest (e.g. several colonies within an apiary or several apiaries at local,
regional or national level). For instance, a beekeeper might be interested to track the health status
evolution of one or more colonies within an apiary, whereas a risk manager might be interested in
knowing at a more macroscopic scale which areas have a poorer bee health status, in order to set up
speciﬁc monitoring and/or mitigation actions.
7.1.3. How does the HEALTHY-B toolbox help to generate an HSI?
The HEALTHY-B toolbox describes two analytical approaches that could be used to derive an HSI
for a managed honeybee colony. There is no recommendation given on which approach to use,
because this is dependent on the intended use of the index and on the amount and type of available
data.
• The ﬁrst approach is a classiﬁcation of health status into HSI categories using a decision tree.
Appendix H gives a demonstration of how the health status of a colony could be determined
by integrating data on the attributes ‘presence and performance of the queen’, ‘colony
demography’, ‘behaviour and physiology’, ‘disease, infection and infestation’, ‘in-hive products’
and ‘colony outputs’, such as pollination services. Besides the differentiation of living colonies
into ordinal health categories, there is also a need to deﬁne when a colony is dead or
censored. The latter category is relevant because there is considerable censoring of colonies in
ﬁeld surveys, whenever a queen is replaced by the worker bees or the beekeeper, or when the
queen has left with a swarm.
• The second approach aims to generate an HSI using latent variables emerging from
multivariate analysis (Appendix H, approach 1). In addition, it is explained in the beginning of
Section 6.3 how aggregation of the HSI from the colony to a higher level (e.g. apiary or
country) could be achieved.
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It is suggested that the HEALTHY-B toolbox be used to select a broad panel of indicators to ensure
that bee health is assessed in a holistic manner. Of the indicators identiﬁed as most relevant,
technically feasible and high priority for inclusion in ﬁeld surveys across the EU (H-HH indicators, see
overview ﬁgure in Section 4), the HSI could be constructed from those describing the characteristics of
a healthy colony, as described in TOR1 (Table 13; see Appendix H, approaches 1 and 2).
7.1.4. How could the HSI be used?
Once a harmonised HSI has been established, monitoring and comparison of honeybee health in
time and space could be implemented across the EU and would be useful for different stakeholder
groups. The generation of an HSI would make it possible for beekeepers to monitor their own colonies
with the purpose of identifying early signs of possible health problems, so that a beekeeper could
intervene and take action to improve colony health and outputs. It would also help to identify regional
differences in terms of interactions between stressors as worst combinations for bee health. The HSI
could also facilitate the early detection of possible health problems at a local level, which is
complementary and possibly much more relevant for early warning and early reaction than monitoring
average colony mortality rates because the HSI measures the health of a living colony. Furthermore,
the HSI would create, in a harmonised way, the possibility of identifying geographical areas where
health is poor and any additional stressors could be more hazardous to bee health than in other
regions. The HSI could also be used to monitor how bee health varies over time and space (at a
colony up to country level) to understand ranges of variability in health states. This could help to
answer questions from risk managers and scientists, such as: (i) is there a real decrease in the number
and/or rate of weak/dead colonies over time, (ii) has the health status recovered or improved over
time, or (iii) what variation in bee health can you expect over a 5-year period at a given location? The
introduction of strata (e.g. beekeeper category, climatic zones, type of agronomic farming practices in
the RPU) could allow comparison of the HSI for different categories (e.g. professional versus hobby
beekeepers, Mediterranean versus maritime climate zones).
Some possible limitations need to be taken into account when developing a descriptive HSI, in
particular regarding the selection of the indicators to be taken into account into the analysis and the
interpretation of the results (as is the case for the Welfare Quality project32). To avoid confusion and
increase transparency, it is recommended to keep the HSI simple and to communicate which individual
indicators can be observed directly (and thereby are easy to understand) together with the HSI. It is
possible to use maps to communicate the relative proportion of HSI categories aggregated at regional
levels (e.g. NUT3 levels) showing trends over time and regions where bee health is at risk or not.
Once a harmonised system to monitor and compare honeybee health in time and space is available,
it would facilitate the analysis of which indicators and factors describe or predict the health status of a
honeybee colony. Large harmonised data sets might allow testing for single indicators capable of
identifying poor colony health on their own and, as a consequence, summarising a holistic description
of bee health using the HSI. For example, honey production and/or colony size (in the absence of
swarming) and demography could be considered as a proxy for the health status of the colony,
Table 13: Indicators selected from the HEALTHY-B toolbox that could be included in a HSI
Characteristic of a healthy managed
honeybee colony
Attribute/colony output: identiﬁed H-HH indicators
and (sign of correlation with good health)
Adequate size, demographic structure and
behaviour
Queen presence and performance: presence of a queen (+),
potential fecundity (+), natural queen replacement (–/+)
Demography: brood (+), colony population size (+/–), dead
bees (–)
Behaviour and physiology: atypical behaviour (–)
Absence of clinical signs Presence of a disease (–)
Production of bee products In-hive products: amount of bee bread (+), amount of honey
(non-harvested) (+)
Colony outputs: provisioning service (harvested honey) (+)
Pollination services Pollination service providers (+)
H-HH: indicators with high relevance to bee health, high technical feasibility and high priority for inclusion in ﬁeld survey across
Europe; –: negative correlation with bee health; +: positive correlation with bee health.
32 http://www.welfarequality.net/everyone(last accessed 7 July 2016).
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assuming optimal conditions of external drivers and absence of stressors. Under those conditions, the
HSI could be validated by comparing its outcome with the prevailing data on honey production and/or
colony size and demography.
The two other examples also explain possible applications when a HSI is generated.
7.2. Example 2 – Identiﬁcation of key predictors of change in honeybee
health
7.2.1. Background and objective
It is clear that exposure of a honeybee colony to P. larvae or a toxic pesticide will negatively affect
its health status. However, the cumulative effect of many other stressors on bee health is less clear.
For example, it is currently not well understood why Nosema spp. can lead to colony mortality in
southern Europe and not in northern Europe. The identiﬁcation of external drivers (e.g. weather,
resource availability or beekeeping management practices (BMP)) and/or infectious agents that might
lead to a subsequent change in health status once the colony is exposed (further referred to as
‘predictor’) is difﬁcult, at least because there is not yet a harmonised system to monitor and compare
honeybee health status over time and space, that simultaneously considers multiple drivers.
The objective of this second example is to explain how the HEALTHY-B toolbox could be used to
identify possible factors and indicators that can predict changes in the health status of a managed
honeybee colony.
7.2.2. How does the HEALTHY-B toolbox help to identify key health (status)
predictors?
The generation of an HSI, as described in Section 7.1, provides a health status response variable
for further analysis with the aim of identifying key predictors of managed honeybee health.
Considering key predictors allows for gaining a deeper understanding of bee health and more accurate
forecasting of bee health. Explanatory and predictive analysis requires data on the colony’s exposure
to external drivers and infectious agents collected over space and time.
A key predictor may be important only in relation to the state of another factor or indicator, and
therefore, when identifying key predictors, it is recommended that multiple predictors, possible causal
relationship between them and between predictors and indicators are also considered. The mind maps
from TOR2 offer a means to identify possible causal structures behind such an analysis. Possible key
predictors of colony health can be found among the relevant, technically feasible and priority factors
beekeeping management, environmental drivers and the resource providing unit (RPU) (see
Section 4). There may also be key predictors among the relevant, technically feasible and priority
indicators, which predict the state of all other indicators and attributes of a honeybee colony.
Causative and/or process-based models can be used to analyse data, as described in Section 6, to
identify and further monitor key predictors. The outcome of the analysis can be presented by
estimates of the level of key predictors at the local, regional or country levels, either as trends or maps
of Europe, in a manner similar to that suggested for the HSI in Section 7.1.
There are already many ongoing initiatives within the EU collecting data on bee health. The use of the
toolbox could ensure to collect standardised data when similar variables are to be collected from one
initiative to another. Nevertheless, the variety of objectives of these initiatives might lead to the collection
of different sets of data, hampering the possibility to calculate and monitor a HSI in all locations. It could
be then necessary to harmonise the different initiatives in order to ensure they are meeting the common
objective of calculating an HSI for example. Progress could be made if the toolbox is further developed
by collaboration between the EURL, the Member State organisations and EFSA.
7.2.3. How could prediction of changes in bee health status be used?
Given a validated predictive model, it is possible to forecast honeybee health based on projections of
key predictors for given areas (e.g. regions or Member States). The result can be communicated as
coloured maps showing administrative regions (e.g. NUTS3 level) or ecoclimatic regions. If asked for, the
analysis should also be designed to provide uncertainty in forecasts in terms of reliability in regional or
strata-speciﬁc forecasting, and ranges of uncertainty in the ﬁnal output from an assessment model.
When the aim of the analysis is to support prescriptive management strategies, it is worth
identifying predictors that can be inﬂuenced by beekeeping management practices or by land use
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decisions or farming practices decisions within the RPU. Risk managers, beekeepers and scientists have
an interest in being able to identify a set of predictors that affect bee health and hence should both be
targeted by management actions to avoid any future deterioration in bee health. Ideally, it would
facilitate the detection of possible health problems at an early stage, at both the regional and the
Member State level, to inform policy, but also at the apiary and colony level, as a decision support for
beekeepers to prevent unplanned colony mortality or enhance colony outputs, such as pollination
services or harvested honey production.
The system is supposed to enable the identiﬁcation of high/low-risk areas by risk managers and
scientists. At the bee population scale, it would then facilitate the selection of relevant sites to study
which indicators/factors mainly inﬂuence the bee health status and help risk managers to identify
regions where management actions are required to improve bee health. At the scale of a beekeeper, it
is possible to develop the tool should be designed as a decision support system that, ideally, allows
beekeepers to insert data from their colonies to assess whether they need to take action, for instance,
through an hand-held device or mobile phone application. For example, climatic conditions combined
with a speciﬁc landuse structure in a given area might predict a decrease in HSI due to food shortage
that could be coped by increased feeding practice by beekeepers. In this context of weakened
colonies, additional factors might be of increased inﬂuence, such as the presence of risk crops due to
usual pesticide management for example (rape).
Such a decision support system should, at best, be developed during an interactive process with
beekeepers to incorporate their feedback and knowledge, and facilitate communication and future use
of the tool. If the system does not enable beekeepers to get something in return when submitting
data (such as risk maps or management recommendation), their motivation for data reporting could
decrease dramatically over time. Sustainability is a key issue that has to be considered thoroughly
when implementing the system. The advantages of such a system would be to seek the active
participation of beekeepers in data collection, which would promote volunteer (i.e. beekeeper)
involvement in science. Efﬁciency of such a system has been already proved in the US with the Bee
Informed Partnership33. By providing data on their operations, beekeepers would have access to
indicators expressing the status of bee health in their apiaries and predicting the health evolution of by
integrating also other external drivers, giving beekeepers tools to manage their operations. The
possibility of linking data collection to decision support is likely to enhance the engagement of
beekeepers and decision-makers towards data collection. These developments should be considered
during design of the information system mentioned above. The information system would allow an
optimisation of data collection/reporting in relation to bee health and making data accessible would
serve many applications by different stakeholders. The Bee Health Workbench project34 (coordinated
by DG-CONNECT) intended to show how data provided by various initiatives could be presented
together using common templates, providing also some statistical analysis of data provided. The
common use of the HEALTHY-B toolbox by the various data providers would reinforce the relevance to
present the data on such a workbench. Nevertheless, one should be very cautious ensuring that data
coming from various providers are really adapted for comparison using statistical analysis.
Furthermore, interpretation of the statistical analysis should be guided in order to avoid
misinterpretation. For example, the absence of a statistical link between two variables could be the
consequence of a real absence of link or a lack of statistical power of the analysis or biases in the
available data. To illustrate this, in the Bee Health Workbench, presence of American foulbrood
apparently reduces the mortality risk according to the linear regression presented (http://
172.99.69.60/ScatterPlot-Mortality-Pathogens-Foulbrood.php), which is most probably due to the way
the statistical analysis is performed, the presence of confounding factors and the quality of the data
used more than a biological evidence.
7.3. Example 3 – Pesticide risk assessment on honeybee health in the
context of multiple stressors
7.3.1. Background and objective
However, the effect of pesticides on bee health can be inﬂuence by, for instance, infectious agents
(ANSES, 2015). In order to make the pesticide risk assessment reﬂect ﬁeld conditions more closely, a
33 https://beeinformed.org/, last accessed on 26 August 2016
34 see http://172.99.69.60; background available at http://172.99.69.60/About.html, last accessed on 26 August 2016
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more holistic approach is required (EFSA, 2013) taking into account the practical feasibility of its
implementation. A new paradigm for pesticide risk assessment with a holistic view of honeybee colony
heath requires a modelling approach designed to assess the risks from pesticide exposure on a single
honeybee colony in a complex environment, also considering the contribution of other stressors, such
as biological agents, environmental drivers and beekeeping practices (EFSA, 2016b). There is also
analysis of the effect of pesticides on bee health within the Member States, although there is a large
variety in the approaches used.
The objective of this example is to explain how the HEALTHY-B toolbox might be used in the
development of a new paradigm for pesticide risk assessment on honeybee colonies considering
multiple stressors.
7.3.2. How does the HEALTHY-B toolbox help to introduce a holistic perspective
into pesticide risk assessment?
Based on the toolbox, the MUST-B WG recently published (EFSA, 2016b) a conceptual process-
based model to assess risk to honeybee colonies from exposure to pesticides under different scenarios
of combined stressors and factors. The model parameters were derived using the mind maps
presented in Section 3 of this opinion. The presented scores on the relevance of an indicator or factor
in relation to bee health were considered, whereas the technical feasibility scores were less relevant as
they were determined for implementation in a ﬁeld survey. In addition, the HEALTHY-B toolbox
provides recommendations on model structure and calibration in order to facilitate model
implementation. In particular, process-based models might be useful when considering casual
relationships and expressing variability, as described in Appendix H – approach 4. When high values
are at stake and evidence inconsistent, it may be necessary to rely on risk assessment models
developed by independent experts and evaluated for scientiﬁc rigour.
It is clear that data from both ﬁeld conditions and laboratory experiments are required to inform
the parameters of the ‘MUST-B’ model. The HEALTHY-B toolbox provides recommendations on
survey design for ﬁeld studies and monitoring the collection of data for use in model calibration
and validation to ensure applicability of the toolbox in the different ecoclimatic regions of Europe
(Section 5). Intensive data collection at a some places in Europe, representative of regions and
climatic conditions, would be required to inform the parameters of the ‘MUST-B’ model. However,
an epidemiological study involving many apiaries across the EU would provide complementary
information to analyse the relative importance of different stressors; this information could then be
incorporated in the model. Finally, the HEALTHY-B toolbox could facilitate the harmonisation of
post-market analysis for instance by the generation of a Health Status Index as described in
Section 7.1.
7.3.3. How could a holistic pesticide risk assessment be used?
The incorporation of a more holistic approach in pesticide risk assessment would be useful for risk
assessors to assess risks under more realistic conditions, and for risk managers, to take into account
the impacts of multiple drivers or stressors when formulating appropriate regulations. Pesticide risk
assessment should aim to reﬂect ﬁeld conditions, where different stressors can act simultaneously
(with cumulative or multiplicative effects) on bees. Models offer an opportunity to overcome many of
the limitations posed by ﬁeld experiments and measurements, particularly the difﬁculty faced when
seeking to interpret the complexity of a honeybee colony and its associated stressors. Because larger
data samples are collected over a range of ﬁeld conditions, a harmonised approach would allow for a
more efﬁcient use of ﬁeld and laboratory data. When a reliable and validated assessment model is
established, it may also reduce the amount of data required to assess pesticide risks to bee health.
However, at least in parallel with generating models, many test methods should be further developed
and validated allowing the collection of precise and accurate quantitative data that are required as
input into such models.
A holistic assessment seeks both realism and understandability, and must therefore use a model
structure that balances simpliﬁcation and complexity. Developing, validating and implementing such a
new approach will require a signiﬁcant amount of resources, but it is expected to a huge value to the
society, particularly over time.
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8. Conclusions and recommendations
8.1. Overarching TORs 1–4
8.1.1. Overarching conclusions
• There is a general consensus among stakeholders that the characteristics of a healthy
managed honeybee colony are:
– it has an adequate size, demographic structure and behaviour in relation to the annual life
cycle of the colony and the geographical location;
– it has an adequate production of bee products in relation to the annual life cycle of the
colony and the geographical location;
– it provides pollination services.
• These three characteristics of a healthy managed honeybee colony have been used to design a
hierarchical approach that resulted in the generation of the HEALTHY-B toolbox, which provides
guidance on:
– which indicators, factors and methods could be used to assess bee health;
– the design of ﬁeld surveys related to bee health;
– the analysis of bee health data.
The toolbox could be consulted by everybody involved in assessing bee health of
managed honeybees and aims to facilitate harmonised data collections to assist data
analysis and comparisons at regional, national and European level, without imposing a
framework that is too rigid.
• The colony attributes ‘queen presence and performance’, ‘demography of the colony’, ‘in-hive
products’ and ‘disease, infection and infestation’ could be measured under ﬁeld conditions
across the EU, but efforts are required to implement these in a harmonised manner.
• The colony attribute ‘behaviour and physiology’ is difﬁcult to measure in ﬁeld surveys and the
available technology is currently restricted to experimental studies, except the detection of
atypical honeybee behaviour.
• Analysing the RPU, particularly land cover/use, of a honeybee colony is very important when
assessing its health status, but it currently lacks the tools that could be used at apiary level in
ﬁeld surveys across the EU.
• Data on ‘beekeeping management practices’ and ‘environmental drivers’ can be collected via
questionnaires and available databases, respectively.
• For ‘colony outputs’, provisioning services can be analysed mainly for harvested honey,
whereas technical limitations hamper the assessment of regulating services in ﬁeld surveys
across the EU.
• The identiﬁcation of indicators and factors presented in conceptual mind maps and the listed
methods suitable for implementation in ﬁeld surveys across the EU can be considered as tools
that could be used to assess bee health and guide harmonisation of data collection and
reporting across the EU.
• The speciﬁc objectives of a ﬁeld survey at the national or European level should guide the
selection of which indicators, factors and methods from the HEALTHY-B toolbox to use in data
collection.
• Integrating multiple attributes of honeybee health, for instance, via a Health Status Index, is
required to support a holistic assessment.
• Intensive data collection at a few places across Europe is required to develop a Health Status
Index and to calibrate and test risk assessment models. In addition, an epidemiological study
involving many apiaries across the EU is necessary to provide complementary information to
analyse the relative importance of different stressors (factors), which could then be
incorporated in the Health Status Index and/or models. Laboratory data obtained from
experimental studies with restricted variability should be used to interpret and complement
ﬁeld data.
• The quality of the collected data determines directly the quality of a bee health analysis. A
continuous assessment of data quality is required.
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• The beneﬁts to the different stakeholders of applying the toolbox include: harmonisation of
data collection/reporting, more efﬁcient use of data collected across the EU, beekeeper
involvement in bee health assessments, basis to develop (online) tools that are mutually
beneﬁcial to beekeepers, scientists and risk assessors/managers.
8.1.2. Overarching recommendations
• During data collection for assessing bee health in a holistic manner, it is recommended to
measure and report indicators and factors at least three times during a year: after winter (e.g. 1–
2 weeks after bees start foraging, but before the ﬁrst big nectar ﬂow), during summer (peak of
the active season) and before winter (when the colony is preparing for winter). The timing and
frequency of data collection will be determined by the objectives of the ﬁeld survey.
• It is recommended to involve two people in collecting data on the indicators and factors from a
given hive: one to perform the actions and the second to assist with handling and to take
notes.
• Developing detailed protocols and training the beekeepers and bee inspectors involved in data
collection and reporting is essential to facilitate a harmonised implementation in the ﬁeld.
• The validation of several tools is required to maximise the precision and accuracy of collected
data, in particular if quantitative data are required (e.g. for a model). Several systems are
currently under development and/or validation to measure bee health in an automated, smart
phone-based and/or remote manner. These initiatives should be positively encouraged because
they are considered to have huge potential and in a few years might change data collection.
• Some Member States have detailed databases on bee health (national residue monitoring data,
land use/cover, etc.). Efforts are required to improve their accessibility, harmonisation and
assure validation of the data included in these databases.
• It is recommended that common terminology (as provided in this scientiﬁc opinion) be used to
facilitate the interconnection and implementation of similar databases across the EU.
• Continued interaction between the Member State organisations, the EURL and EFSA is required
to further facilitate harmonisation of data collection and reporting, to achieve a more efﬁcient
use of the data currently collected by many initiatives throughout the EU.
• The development of a sustainable online platform is required to facilitate citizen (i.e.
beekeeper) involvement in data provision to the scientiﬁc community and subsequently to
provide feedback on colony health and production to beekeeper societies. Such a system
already exists in other parts of the world and preliminary efforts have been undertaken at the
Member State and the European level.
• It is recommended that any analysis of bee health starts with a deﬁnition of the goals and
purpose of the analysis, before working backwards to the analysis approach and data
collection effort needed to achieve those goals.
• Landscape modelling approaches should be further developed for characterisation of the RPU,
speciﬁcally in the context of bee health. In particular, interactions between the different
external drivers and colony attributes need to be better understood, prioritised and quantiﬁed.
Understanding the precise use of chemical control products in relation to land use is also very
important.
• To assess the effects of bee health on ecosystem services, their quantiﬁcation is recommended,
in order to further explore the possible use of a similar framework as developed by the EFSA Plant
Health Panel in its guidance document on environmental risk assessment.
8.2. TOR1: Identiﬁcation of the colony attributes, external drivers and
colony outputs
8.2.1. TOR1-speciﬁc conclusions
• An examination of the health status of a honeybee colony should consider three overarching
concepts: colony attributes, external drivers and colony outputs.
• Queen presence and performance’, ‘behaviour and physiology’, ‘demography of the colony’, ‘in-
hive products’ and ‘disease, infection and infestation’ have been identiﬁed as the ﬁve colony
attributes.
• Environmental drivers, RPU and BMP are considered to be the three key external drivers.
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• Two honeybee colony outputs have been identiﬁed: (i) pollination services, in terms of
regulating ecosystem services (= regulating service); and (ii) the products harvested by the
beekeeper, the hive rental service and the live honeybees extracted from the colony in terms
of provisioning ecosystem services (= provisioning service).
8.3. TOR2: Identiﬁcation of indicators and factors relevant to measuring
colony attributes, external drivers and colony outputs
TOR3: Methods and tools to measure indicators and factors relevant
to measuring colony attributes, external drivers and colony outputs
8.3.1. Speciﬁc conclusions and recommendations on ‘colony attributes’
• The attribute ‘queen presence and performance’ can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU
via the indicators ‘presence of a queen’ and ‘potential fecundity’.
• The method suggested to analyse the ‘potential fecundity’ of a queen is visual identiﬁcation of
the presence of all stages of worker brood.
• The method suggested to analyse the ‘presence of a queen’ is visual veriﬁcation by checking
through combs and on the walls of the hive.
• Labelling of the queen is recommended, among others, to analyse ‘queen longevity’ and
‘natural queen replacement’. Record keeping is the only method to then assess her longevity
by calculating her age and to assess the rate of natural queen replacement (supersedure) over
2 years.
• Beekeepers should note when they replace a queen, especially if in the habit of replacing the
queen regularly, regardless of her performance. ‘Queen longevity’ and ‘natural queen
replacement’ become less informative variables if beekeepers regularly replacing queens
themselves.
• The attribute ‘demography’ can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU via the indicators
‘colony size’, ‘dead bees’ and ‘brood’.
• The method suggested to analyse the ‘colony size’ is visual estimation of the comb surfaces
covered by bees.
• The method suggested to analyse ‘brood’ is visual estimation of the comb surfaces covered by
brood cells.
• The method suggested to analyse ‘dead bees’ is visual inspection to assess the presence of an
unexpectedly high number of dead bees in the hive or in its vicinity.
• The variable ‘colony mortality rate’ could provide very relevant information to assess the health
status of a honeybee colony, but is currently considered feasible only in a research setting.
• The attribute ‘in-hive products’ can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU via the
indicators ‘bee bread amount’, ‘bee bread chemical control contamination’, ‘amount of honey,
nectar and honeydew in the nest’ and ‘wax chemical control contamination’.
• The method suggested to analyse ‘bee bread amount’ is visual estimation of the number of
equivalent combs containing bee bread (Liebefeld estimation method).
• The method suggested to analyse ‘honey amount in the nest’ is visual estimation of the
equivalent number of combs containing honey in the nest (Liebefeld estimation method).
• The method suggested to analyse ‘pesticide contamination’ in bee bread or wax is multiresidue
analysis with a low LOD and LOQ, also taking into account the toxicity (including sub lethal) of
the compounds for the bees.
• The attribute ‘behaviour and physiology’ can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU via the
indicator ‘atypical worker behaviour’, which may require training and will be restricted to
explicit cases.
• The suggested method to assess ‘atypical worker behaviour’ inside and/or in the vicinity of the
hive (2 m around the hive, including the entrance), is visual identiﬁcation of atypical worker
and queen behaviour.
• The variable ‘colony foraging rate’ could provide very relevant information to assess the health
status of a honeybee colony, but is currently considered feasible only in a research context.
However, an unexpected absence of foraging can be observed by a beekeeper and should be
reported as abnormal behaviour.
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• The attribute ‘disease’, can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU via the indicator ‘clinical
signs’.
• When clinical signs are observed, it is recommended that the causative agent be identiﬁed.
• The attribute ‘infection and infestation’ can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU via
systematic analysis of the indicators ‘Varroa destructor infestation’ and ‘Paenibacillus larvae
infection’. Additional pathogens, pests and/or predators could be included within a given region
depending on their regional occurrence. The suggested method to analyse ‘clinical signs’ is
visual inspection of the colony.
• The suggested method to analyse the level of ‘Varroa destructor infestation’ is by capturing
Varroa mites using a sticky trap natural fall (in the hive) or counting the number of mites
dislodged with alcohol (on adult bees).
• The suggested methods to analyse ‘Paenibacillus larvae infection’ in the hive (in the absence of
clinical signs) is by identiﬁcation of the species P. larvae through PCR on honey, adult bees
and/or debris.
• Providing data on infection with other pathogens and/or pests has a lower priority for inclusion
in ﬁeld surveys across the EU, although it might be included in speciﬁc areas where they are
present.
• Identiﬁcation of Tropilaelaps spp. and Aethina tumida should be reported because these are
notiﬁable exotic pests.
8.3.2. Speciﬁc conclusions and recommendations on ‘external drivers’
• The ‘RPU’ can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU by characterising and describing the
‘land cover/use’ and measuring the ﬂoral resources in visited by the honeybees of a colony.
• The ‘environmental drivers’ can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU only via the factors
‘temperature’, ‘relative humidity’, ‘solar radiation’, ‘total precipitation’, ‘climate type’ and ‘snow
cover’.
• The ‘beekeeping management practices’ can be assessed in ﬁeld surveys across the EU via the
factors ‘beekeeping category’, ‘beekeeper experience’, ‘location of the apiary’, ‘introduction of a
queen bee’, ‘change in the number of workers’, ‘production type of the colony’, ‘migration
activity’, ‘chemical control’, ‘replacement of combs with brood’, ‘replacement of combs with
feed sources’ and ‘supplementary feeding’.
• It is recommended that a method to assess the factor ‘beekeeper experience’ and the ‘colony
management’ group of factors in a harmonised manner across the EU be developed and
implemented.
• It is recommended to increase the accessibility of existing databases containing data that are
relevant (and validated) to assess bee health (e.g. environmental drivers, honey
contamination).
8.3.3. Speciﬁc conclusions on ‘colony outputs’
The amount and quality of the outputs represent the ecosystem service provided by the honeybee
colony.
• Assessment of the honeybee products (harvested products, hive rental service and live
honeybees) in terms of ecosystem provisioning service can provide information on the overall
managed honeybee colony performance.
• Although assessment of the pollination service provided by the managed honeybees in terms
of ecosystem regulating service is difﬁcult to perform in ﬁeld conditions, it is an endpoint of
the presented framework. In a multifactorial risk assessment of honeybees, the consequences
on the pollination services should be estimated. There is a signiﬁcant lack of information that
quantitatively links pollination services with colony health; however, using modelling
approaches, it is possible to link this with other colony attributes and external drivers.
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8.4. TOR4: Propose a methodological approach to allow robust and
harmonised measurement and comparison of regional bee health
status
8.4.1. TOR4-speciﬁc conclusions
• Analyses of attributes and indexes complement each other, because the reporting of individual
attributes is important to facilitate the understanding and transparency of an index.
• Analyses of bee health can aim to describe, explain or predict individual attributes (possible to
observe) or indexes of health (constructed based on several attributes).
• A general methodology to assess bee health should preferably include methods for descriptive,
explanatory, predictive and prescriptive analyses of bee health.
• Suitable approaches to analyse bee health can be taken from multivariate analysis, expert-
driven classiﬁcation, causal modelling and process-based modelling.
• Analysis considering causal relations between variables or processes expressing dynamics and
variability makes it possible to include theoretical and mechanistic understanding to increase
information extracted from the data.
• The limitations of data-driven methods to explain and predict health can be addressed by
integrating causal and process-based modelling into the analysis.
• Because there is no gold standard measure of bee health, a model to classify the health status
of a honeybee colony must rely on expert-informed rules for classiﬁcation.
• A health index or a process-based model must be properly validated based on data before
used in risk assessment and decision support systems.
• Data collection over several years using validated test methods is required to generate models
and/or health indexes. Once these models and indexes are validated, continuous data
collection and analysis over time are possible.
• It is possible to adapt the sampling design to target speciﬁc external drivers or regions and to
better quantify ranges of variability in health over geographical space and time.
• Collection of harmonised data are needed across the Member States to facilitate the future
development of an HSI.
• Removing a variable from data collection should be avoided until a validated predictive model
has identiﬁed that the information carried by the variable is redundant.
• It is possible to quantify uncertainty in assessments, predictions of bee health and in model
outputs from causal and process-based models.
• It is possible to classify the health status considering uncertainty expert’s derived rules and
survey data (e.g. missing values, course data).
• Given large data samples, it is possible to quantify ranges of variability in multivariate data-
driven methods.
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Glossary
Apiary Deﬁned by the location and the total number of hives at one site belonging to
the beekeeper.
Bee feed Resources, such as pollen, nectar, honey or honeydew, which are collected by
bees or provided by a beekeeper for consumption by bees.
Bee inspector Person with a high level of expertise in bee health and beekeeping management
practices.
Beekeeper The person managing the honeybee colony throughout the year.
Chemical control
contaminant
Contaminant originating from pesticides, veterinary medicines (used by a
beekeeper and/or livestock farmer) or antibiotics.
Colony A colony of managed honeybees, deﬁned as an Apis mellifera bee population
kept by a beekeeper with the presence of a given queen. Replacing the queen
by a natural process or by a beekeeper is considered to result in a new colony
because it changes the genetics of the population.
Colony attributes Multidimensional characteristics that are an integral part of the health status of a
managed honeybee colony. Can only be assessed indirectly.
Colony outputs Multidimensional characteristics expressing the productivity of a managed
honeybee colony from the perspective of human interest. Can be assessed both
directly both indirectly.
Contaminant Substances (i.e. chemical elements and compounds) or groups of substances
that are toxic, persistent and liable to bioaccumulate, and other substances or
groups of substances that give rise to an equivalent level of concern.
Disease A bee showing clinical signs is considered to be diseased.
Ecosystem
service
Ecosystem services are deﬁned in TEEB (2010) as ‘the direct and indirect
contributions of ecosystems to human well-being’.
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www.efsa.europa.eu/efsajournal 93 EFSA Journal 2016;14(10):4578
Ecotype Locally adapted populations that have evolved traits that confer selective
advantage to the population within an ecologically distinct area.
Environmental
drivers
Abiotic factors that have been grouped into three categories: soil, weather and
climate.
External drivers Multidimensional characteristics of the colony habitat and management. Can only
be assessed indirectly.
Factor Abiotic or biotic components associated with the external drivers. Multiple factors
are used to assess the external drivers.
Foragers Category of worker bees that perform foraging activities, by identifying sources
of food (nectar, pollen) outside the hive and/or bringing it to the hive.
Hive Non-living parts of the colony. There are several types of hives, varying in size and
format. The beehive is the unit containing a honeybee colony used for the
production of honey, other apiculture products or honeybee breeding material, and
all the elements necessary for its survival (Commission Regulation (EC) No 917/
2004).
Indicator Abiotic or biotic components associated with the colony attributes. Multiple
indicators are used to assess the colony attribute.
Infection The invasion and multiplication of microorganisms, such as bacteria, viruses and
parasites, that are not normally present within an animal.
Infestation The external invasion or colonisation of animals or their immediate surroundings




Category of workers that do not perform nursing (feeding and capping brood)
tasks. Non-nurses perform cleaning, nectar reception and storage, and
construction tasks, among others.
Nest Lower box of the hive. If a screen (‘queen excluder’) is placed between the lower
and upper boxes of the hive to prevent the queen passing to the upper boxes, only
the nest will contain brood. Honey is typically not harvested from this section.
NUTS The NUTS classiﬁcation is a hierarchical system for dividing up the economic
territory of the EU
Pest Any unwanted and destructive insect or other animal that attacks food, crops or
livestock.
Predictor Any type of variable used to predict health; may be an environmental driver or
beekeeping management practice.
Preimaginal cells Cells containing brood (eggs, larvae and pupae).
Provisioning service Provisioning ecosystem services are the products obtained from ecosystems,
such as food, fresh water, wood, ﬁbre, genetic resources and medicines
(The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB), 2010).
Regulating service Regulating ecosystem services are deﬁned as the beneﬁts obtained from
regulating ecosystem processes, such as climate, natural hazards, water
puriﬁcation and waste management, pollination or pest control (The Economics
of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB), 2010).
Resource providing
unit (RPU)
Deﬁned in terms of the environmental components or units responsible for the
genesis and regulation of the resources for a colony. The shape and the area of
the RPU are deﬁned by the maximum foraging distance reached by the bees of
a given colony in all the possible directions starting from the hive. The simplest
assumption is that RPU has a round shape with the centre in the hive; different
shapes can be hypothesised according to the characteristics of the landscape
(e.g. the presence of large water bodies). The structural (e.g. position and
dimension of different crops) and functional (e.g. productivity in terms of pollen
of the different crops in the RPU) characteristics of the RPU provide information
on the availability, type, amount and accessibility of the resources. The RPU can
be divided into subunits or patches, which are considered homogeneous areas
from a resource production point of view (EUNIS 2007, revised in 2012).
Stressor Any physical, chemical or biological entity that can induce an adverse response.
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Super Upper box(es) of the hive. If a screen (‘queen excluder’) is placed between the
lower and upper boxes of the hive to prevent the queen from passing to the
upper boxes, this section will contain only bee feed. The honey contained in the
super is usually harvested by beekeepers.
Supersedure Natural replacement of the queen by the colony; natural requeening.
Variables Measurable quantities identiﬁed for each indicator and factor. One or more
variables are used to estimate each indicator or factor
Abbreviations
ABPV acute bee paralysis virus
AFB American Foulbrood
AHAW Panel on Animal Health and Welfare
ANSES Agence nationale de securite sanitaire de l’alimentation, de l’environnement
et du travail
BMP beekeeping management practices
BQCV black queen cell virus
CBPV chronic bee paralysis virus
DWV deformed wing virus
EFB European Foulbrood
EURL European Union Reference Library
HIS Health Status Index
LOD limit of detection
LOQ limit of quantiﬁcation
MANOVA multivariate analysis of variance
MS mass spectrometry
MUST-B Multiple Stressors in Bees
NUTS Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics
PCR polymerase chain reaction
PLS partial least squares
QuEChERS Quick, Easy, Cheap, Effective, Rugged, and Safe
RPU resource providing unit
SBV Sacbrood Virus
SHB Small hive beetle
TOR Terms of Reference
WG Working group
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Appendix A – Examples of European studies monitoring bee health
Table A.1 provides some examples of studies monitoring honeybee health in Europe, with a rough
indication of included indicators and factors (i.e. level of detail of the assessment is not speciﬁed).
The list is not complete and MS have often more activities on bees than those covered by the
referred studies.
Table A.1: Examples of European studies monitoring honeybee health







Objective Link between one indicator
and explanatory variables
Y – Y Y
Link between several indicators
and explanatory variables




Queen performance Y – Y Y
Demography – Y Y Y
In-hive products – – Y Y
Behaviour and physiology – – – Y
Disease, infection and
infestation
Y Y Y Y
Resource Providing Unit Y Y – Y
Environmental drivers – – Y Y
Beekeeping management
practices
Y Y Y Y
Pollination services – – – –
Harvested bee products – – – Y
Y: yes; –: no.
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Appendix D – Clinical signs of disease
Some clinical signs, for instance the crawling of bees, can be caused by infectious agents (Morse
and Flottum, 1997; Ribiere et al., 2010), pests (Harrison et al., 2001) and/or intoxication (Johansen,
1977; Gregorc, 2012). Therefore, it is important to carry out a differential diagnosis.
Table D.1: Examples of signs of disease frequently observed in adult bees and brood, and in the
hive(a)
Inspection of Clinical signs of disease – some examples
Adult bee population Weakening or reduced colony population
Collapsed colony/empty hives
Hive Traces of diarrhoea outside and/or within the hive
Galleries inside the combs
Abnormal behaviour at the ﬂight board
Brood Mosaic brood/spotty brood pattern
Capping with small holes
Abnormal sealing of cells
Presence of mites in brood cells






Dead honeybees with deformed wings in sealed cells
Dead emerging bees in brood with extended proboscis
Cannibalism of larvae or pupae
Mite faeces
Brood destruction
(a): Some of these clinical signs may also be due to pesticide poisoning.
www.efsa.europa.eu/efsajournal 215 EFSA Journal 2016;14(10):4578
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix E – Contaminants in bee products
Table E.1: Contaminants in bee products(c)
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Supporting information to Table E.1
LOD and LOQ values for some substances can also be found in the publications listed below:
• Bee bread: The ﬁnal extract was analysed by GC–MS and LC–MS/MS for 258 pesticides and
pesticide metabolites. The LOQ values were between 3 and 10 lg/kg, and in a few cases
15 lg/kg. For all neonicotinoids the LOD values were at the level of 1 lg/kg. Genersch (2010)
• Pollen pellets. All samples were analysed using a modiﬁed version of the QuEChERS protocol.
MS/MS. LOD (ppb): thiamethoxam, 0.5; clothianidin, 1.0; azoxystrobin, 0.5; triﬂoxystrobin, 0.4;
propiconazole, 2.0. Krupke et al. (2012)
• Seven neonicotinoid insecticides (acetamiprid, clothianidin, dinotefuran, imidacloprid,
nitenpyram, thiacloprid and thiamethoxam) were analysed in pollen. Once the neonicotinoids
were extracted, they were determined using an optimised LC–ESI-MS method, which was
validated in terms of selectivity, linearity, precision and recovery. The LOD and LOQ values
were 0.4–2.8 lg/kg and 1.2–9.1 lg/kg, respectively. Cepero et al. (2014a)
• High-performance liquid chromatography with mass spectrophotometric detection (HPLC–MS/MS).
The LOQ of the method was 1 mg/kg for both thiamethoxam and CGA322704 in bee pollen
and bee bread stored. Pilling et al. (2013).
Group LOD/LOQ [lg/kg] (ppb) Examples of compounds of the group

























Synergist 9.0/45.2 (GC)(a) Piperonyl Butoxide
6.8/22.6 (LC)(a) Piperonyl Butoxide
GC: gas chromatography; GC–MS: gas chromatography–mass spectrometry; GC-ToF: gas chromatography time-of-ﬂight;
LC: liquid chromatography; LC–ESI-MS: liquid chromatography–electrospray ionisation-mass spectrometry; LC–MS/MS: liquid
chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry; LOD: limit of detection; LOQ: limit of quantiﬁcation; MS/MS: tandem mass
spectrometry; QuEChERS: Quick, Easy, Cheap, Effective, Rugged and Safe.
(a): Wiest et al. (2011), pollen loads. Extraction, QuEChERS (ng/g); analyses, GC-ToF and LC–MS/MS.
(b): Chauzat et al. (2011), pollen loads. LC–MS/MS.
(c): See also EFSA, 2012a,b, table G.1.
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Appendix F – Worker behaviour catalogue
Table F.1: Honeybee worker behavioural catalogue (taken from Scheiner et al., 2013)
Task Description
Cell cleaning Removing debris from used brood cells (cocoons, larvae excretion), cleaning cell walls.
Takes place in a cell not currently being used
General nest sanitation Removing debris from nest (mouldy pollen, old cappings, dead brood, and dead adults)
Brood care Feeding larvae (head in brood cell > 1.3 min), attending queen
Construction Smoothing wooden hive parts with mandibles and manipulating wax and propolis in
cracks and corners of the hive
Fanning wings Flapping wings while standing in hive/at entrance
Food care Insertion of head into a cell containing nectar, receiving nectar-on bridge
Grooming a nestmate Running nestmate body parts through mandibles
Grooming Self-running own body parts through mandibles
Inspecting A cell momentary insertion of the anterior portion of the head into an empty cell
Nest care Manipulating wax of cells (not cappings), building new empty cells
Patrolling Walking around nest
Standing and chaining Standing stationary or hanging while stationary on nestmates
Brood cap
manipulation
Trimming or smoothing wax cappings on brood cells and capping brood with wax
Honey cap
manipulation
Trimming or smoothing wax cappings on cells of honey and capping honey with wax
Trophallaxis Nestmate exchange of food (not near entrance), receiver thrusts tongue at donators
mouthpart, donator opens mouthparts pushes tongue forward, and regurgitates a drop
which is lapped up
Vibrating Fast rhythmic body vibrations (non-dance)
Head in pollen Insertion of head into a cell containing pollen
Inspecting Brood head in brood cell, < 1.3 min
Dancing Dancing without/with pollen
Washboarding/plaining Standing and rocking back and forth with mouthparts open
Attending dance Dance attendance without/with pollen
Honeybee colony health (HEALTHY-B)


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix H – Analysis of bee health
Summary statistics from a stratiﬁed sampling design weights information according to the relative
frequency of design classes. It is possible to develop aggregation models depending on the purpose of
the analysis and the information available. Such upscaling is possible using statistical (Snijders and
Bosker, 2012; Gelman et al., 2014) and geostatistical aggregation methods (M€uller et al., 1997;
Wackernagel, 2003). The latter refers to analysis of spatiotemporal data, in which there is an
underlying, often spatially continuous, model (also known as a random ﬁeld) the output of which
depends on the (spatial) location of data, e.g. a colony. Two useful interpolation techniques are Kriging
(e.g. in Chiles and Delﬁner, 1999) and Gaussian random ﬁelds (Cameletti et al., 2013).
Statistical modelling is useful for considering differences in health between sampling design strata,
or between spatial units when aggregating. For example, when scaling up from a colony to an
administrative (e.g. NUTS 3) level, possible differences in health status associated with beekeeping
practices within the NUTS 3 region can be taken into account by weighting the aggregated bee health
measure depending on the relative frequency of different beekeeping practices in the NUTS 3 region
of interest. Further, interpolation between colony data may consider statistical associations between
health and ecoclimatic variables. At the end, both ecoclimatic relevant categories (e.g. major land use
deﬁned by CORINE level 3) and other drivers (e.g. beekeeping practice or disease infestations or
exposure to pesticides) can be considered when aggregating data collected at colony levels.
When describing the HSI at levels higher than the colony itself, it is important to allow for estimates
of variation (variability and uncertainty) in HSI. For example, given the relative frequencies of strata
variables, the relative frequencies of HSI can be described, in addition to an average HSI.
It is possible to aggregate data or predictions from a lower to a higher level (e.g. from colony to
apiary), but not the other way around. Thus, collecting and analysing data is recommended at colony
level and is also compatible with generating outputs at higher levels. However, there are exceptions
where data can be collected at apiary level if the information can be applied to all colonies of the
apiary (e.g. beekeeper characteristics).
Analysis models with high predictive ability are better at detecting signals of deterioration in health
and separate these from random noise and errors. It is therefore important to use validated and well-
supported mechanistic models that make use of all the data collected.
Statistical analyses of health status may differ in complexity depending on the extent to which they
deﬁne health status using indicators that can be directly observed (observables35) or that are latent
variables emerging from an analysis of multiple indicators. A latent variable can be seen as an index of
colony health status. Health status of a colony deﬁned by observables must be more than one
indicator of interest to provide a holistic description of health.
Statistical analyses may further differ into the extent to which they take account of causal relations
between factors and indicators. Analyses range from modelling of statistical associations to explicit
modelling of causal relations. The modelling of causal relations can use more or less complex
mechanistic models, which describe our understanding of process and system dynamics.
By combining these choices, different approaches to statistical modelling can be attained. For
example, binomial regression of winter mortality on a set of predictors in a cross-sectional study (Van
der Zee et al., 2015) exempliﬁes models assessing health status from relative frequencies obtained in
ﬁeld measurements (i.e. something observable). Such regressions result in estimated statistical
associations or, if preceded by a casual graph, causalities. Causalities may be valid for the state of a
colony over time. For example, a good predictor of the state of colony may be the previous state of
the colony at last inspection. The previous state in combination with other factors can produce a
process model of colony dynamics, which takes into account time to help prediction of health based on
observed colony attributes within a season. Approaches that deﬁne health from multiple attributes and
indicators, without taking one as the primary characteristic of health, can be based on non-causal or
causal modelling. To exemplify these aspects, four approaches to analyse and model bee health are
elaborated:
• approach 1 – quantify bee health as a latent variable from multivariate analysis;
• approach 2 – classify bee health in a colony using a decision tree based on the colony
attributes;
• approach 3 – predict bee health by causal modelling;
• approach 4 – predict bee health by process-based modelling.
35 Variables that can be measured.
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These approaches are related to each other and can overlap (Figure H.1). Approaches 1 and 2
represent alternative ways to deﬁne an HSI in a way that the assessment is based on more than one
indicator. The third and fourth approaches describe ways to link factors to health and to model
changes in health. With the exception of approach 2, it is possible to address more than one analytical
goal with an approach for analysis production (Table H.1).
These four approaches can provide added value for beekeepers and scientists. A validated
classiﬁcation model (approach 2) can help a beekeeper to assess health status based on their own
observations of the colony attributes. It is possible to integrate the classiﬁcation model into an
inﬂuence diagram, which shows the impacts of management conditional on environmental drivers. The
inﬂuence diagram can be turned into a network model, which when trained and validated based on
data collected in a harmonised way, can be turned into a tested decision support system.
All the approaches described here aid in the identiﬁcation of key drivers of bee health and may use the
colony as the unit of interest. These are all quantitative analyses that allow uncertainty to be accounted
for under predictive and prescriptive analysis goals. Variability (aleatory uncertainty), such as random
variation between colonies, apiaries and regions, and within and between years, can be estimated from
ranges of outcomes (e.g. approach 1) or be expressed explicitly in the model (e.g. approach 4). With a
characterisation of variability, it is possible to detect early signs of deterioration in managed honeybee
health when the pattern starts to deviate from what is expected or considered normal.
The latent variables from approach 1 and predictions of bee health in approaches 3 and 4 (possibly
integrated with the classiﬁcation in approach 2) can efﬁciently detect patterns and anomalies in
multivariate data. Even though an HSI aims to describe health, it can be easier for decision makers,
beekeepers and scientists to understand estimates and predictions of physically meaningful
parameters, the latter usually variables that possible to observe (see Approach 1).
Table H.1: An overview of the four analysis approaches provided and to what extent they fall
within the four analysis goals
Analytical goal
Analysis production approach Descriptive Explanatory Predictive Prescriptive
1. Quantify bee health as an emerging latent
variable
x x x
2. Classify bee health x
3. Causal modelling of bee health x x x
4. Process-based modelling of bee health x x x
Figure H.1: The relation and possible overlap between the four approaches to model bee health
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Approach 1 – Quantify bee health as a latent variable from multivariate
analysis of variance
Description of the main characteristics and properties of multivariate analysis
Since honeybee health depends on many factors and can be appraised by many quantitative
indicators, we deﬁne it as a multivariate problem. Hence, it may be addressed naturally by multivariate
analysis of variance. Multivariate analysis of variance forms a family of statistical techniques aiming at
describing how several variables jointly vary. Multivariate analysis is based on linear combinations of
variables. These linear combinations can be explained as geometrical projections of data to axes in a
lower dimensional space. An analysis of variance seeks parameter values to construct these linear
combinations of variables and parameters to relate these linear combinations to each other. The linear
combinations are alternatively interpreted as latent variables representing system properties or
phenomena, which cannot be measured directly. Instead, it is assumed that it is possible to identify
and study these latent variables by studying the joint variation in observations of variables that depend
upon them. Thus, multivariate analysis does not attempt to explicitly describe any processes
underlying variation in the data or model stochastic behaviour. A general reference to multivariate
analysis of variance is, for instance, in Legendre and Legendre (2012), while a more in-depth
description can be found, for instance, in Anderson, 1958; Mardia et al., 1979.
An advantage of multivariate analysis is the potential to represent graphically how a group of
variables vary jointly based on the underlying data. Geometrical projections can efﬁciently illustrate
potential linear relations in data and the variance explained by these. Because multivariate analysis of
variance model linear relationships, these methods may fail to detect possible non-linearities in data.
Descriptive multivariate analysis of variance seeks to ﬁnd projections that capture variance in a
multivariate data set, or alternatively, the projections that best discriminate between clusters in the
data. Two types of explanatory and predictive multivariate analysis of variance are possible. The ﬁrst
uses the linear combinations explaining a substantial proportion of variance in the data (i.e. relevant
latent variables) as response variable(s) in explanatory or predictive analyses. For example, the ﬁrst
principal components from a principal component analysis can be used as a response in a regression
analysis with covariates or predictors, which is then referred to as principal component regression
(Hastie et al., 2009). The second type of predictive analysis is to generate projections (or latent
variables) while considering the impacts of covariates or predictors. For example, the partial least
squares technique (Wold, 1982) derives latent variables in both predictors and responses, such that it
jointly maximises the variation explained in both data sets and the covariation between them. The
second type of multivariate analysis is an example of supervised statistical learning, for which there are
plenty of algorithms and machine learning techniques (Hastie et al., 2009).
Many methods for multivariate analysis of variance are able to deal with different types of problems
and readily available tools exist in open source software. The partial least squares technique has, for
example, been developed to consider mixtures of continuous, ordinal and categorical data (Esposito
Vinzi et al., 2010). This releases a critical limitation of the original principal component analysis or
partial least square regression, which use only continuous data. There is also the possibility to create
blocks within the data sets or to introduce a hierarchy in the relations between latent variables. For
example, partial least squares path modelling (Tenenhaus et al., 2005) combines multivariate analysis
of variance with causal modelling (see more details under approach 3, Appendix H).
Some applications and examples for its use in analysing bee health
Multivariate analysis of variance can be applied to the analysis of bee health based on data
collected in accordance with the recommendations in TOR3. Hypothesis testing in explanatory analyses
with several response variables occasionally tests the hypothesis in question (such as the inﬂuence of a
driver) on each response separately (Jacques et al., 2016; APENET reported by Porrini et al., 2016).
This may reduce the power of each statistical test, which can then be accounted for (Shaffer, 1995).
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) is a common analysis for hypothesis testing when there are
more than one response variable (e.g. Cutler et al., 2014).
In the context of bee health, we are interested in multivariate analysis applied on indicators to
describe and predict health. It is possible to describe health using the latent variables emerging from a
multivariate analysis on indicators (Figure H.2A). These latent variables may represent an inherent
property of a colony, e.g. a bee HSI, or be used as response variables in explanatory and predictive
analyses. The HSI will be a linear combination of indicators. A descriptive latent variable of health may be
Honeybee colony health (HEALTHY-B)
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derived based on a multivariate analysis of the indicator using, for example, principal component analysis,
latent class analysis, factor analysis or discriminant analysis. An example of application of this approach is
hierarchical clustering applied to some of the bee health indicators suggested here in order to derive a
new response variable in the analysis of the EPILOBEE data (Jacques et al., 2016). However, it is
important that the new response variable or the HSI is constructed such that it is a latent variable which
best discriminates bad from good health conditions based on colony attributes or colony outputs. Note
that latent variables primarily explains variation in multivariate data and not automatically know what
constitutes good or bad health. There is, therefore, no guarantee that the latent variables represent
gradients of health and the parameters in the model must be studied carefully.
Multivariate analysis with the aim of making predictions needs to take into account at least two data
sets, the covariates and the responses. Here, covariates (or predictors, in case of a predictive analysis goal)
are taken from the drivers (i.e. variables related to BMP, RPU and environmental drivers) and responses are
taken from the attributes of bee health. Thus, for the analyses carried out to assess bee health, it is likely
that responses and covariates both are multivariate. In manner similar to that for the indicators, it is
possible to apply multivariate analysis to the drivers with the purpose of seeing how these covary and even
use the emerging latent variables as gradients of stressors (Figure H.2B). However, the added value of
carrying out an analysis on drivers before knowing the importance of these on bee health is small. A joint
analysis of variance of indicators and drivers, e.g. using the partial least square method, may identify latent
variables based on the drivers which are able to predict latent variables based on the indicators. It is even
possible to graphically illustrate the relation between drivers and indicators in one graph (Figure H.2C).
Because the covariates are assumed to cause the responses, a predictive multivariate analysis is actually
an example of causal modelling (as described in approach 3, Appendix H). Recent model developments,
like the mixtures of multivariate analysis and causal modelling, such as partial least squares path modelling
(Tenenhaus et al., 2005), may overcome the limitations of a pure multivariate analysis and increase the
usefulness in risk assessment. A PLS path analysis may start with assuming casual relations between
drivers and indicators and between indicators and colony outputs (Figure H.3). The inclusion of causal
structures removes parameters from the multivariate analysis (by assigning them a value of zero) when
deriving the latent variables. The results can be presented using causal graphs showing the relative
importance and direction of changes in the individual variables within a set (Figure H.4).
Given a validated predictive model, the latent variables explain variation and the model can be used
to identify changes in the latent variables from year to year. The latent variables for the drivers may be
used as a stressor index for bee health, which can be monitored separately from the health index.
Ranges of variability in the HSI and stressor index can be assessed from the data. It is recommended
to verify the predictive performance and reliability of models generated from multivariate analysis
techniques, e.g. by testing them on new data or by means of cross-validation (Hastie et al., 2009).
When the number of variables is large, these methods rely on large sample sizes to produce reliable
predictive models and ranges of variability. Trends and the detection of anomalies in bee health can be
identiﬁed by statistical process control by, for example, control charts (see Benneyan et al., 2003 for
an introduction related to health care management). Risk managers may want to monitor the HSI to
follow impacts of policy or regulation. Monitoring can make use of control charts for the HSI and
individual indicators may raise an alert when patterns deviate from normal.
A validated predictive multivariate analysis can be used to target which variables (indicators and
factors) to measure in the ﬁeld to efﬁciently predict the impact of changes in drivers (covariates). This
might result in leaner ﬁeld surveys in the future and in the identiﬁcation of indicators and drivers linked
to early detection of deterioration in colony health. However, conﬁdence in multivariate methods
depends on the quality and quantity of the data available. Removing a factor or indicator at an early
stage of monitoring may result in a disproportional loss of information. This is a critical issue for
systems with high inherent variability, such as bee health.
Elaborated example multivariate analysis of variance
Here, we constructed an artiﬁcial data set of attributes – queen, disease, products, behaviour and
demography – and of drivers – beekeeping management, resource providing unit and environmental
drivers.
First, we perform a multivariate analysis on the attributes, namely a principal component analysis
(PCA). The artiﬁcial attributes are continuous variables with no missing data. PCA is a method to
project data onto axes of a lower dimension, also known as the principal components. These
components can also be seen as latent variables. The principal components are ordered by the amount
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of variance in data that is explained by them. The PCA is able to identify two principal components
that explain 59% and 36% of the variance in attributes, respectively. If we use the ﬁrst component as
a health status indicator, we must be sure that it reﬂects a gradient from poor to good health. This can
be done by studying parameters (loadings) to construct the principal components.
Having a multivariate set of predictors, we could carry out a PCA on the drivers as well. The
principal components in Figure H.2B show the pattern in drivers in the collected data. There is nothing
in the ﬁgure saying which drivers are important and how they inﬂuence health.
A predictive multivariate analysis method is partial least squares (PLS) regression. A PLS carried out
on the same data on attributes and drivers results in a completely new set of latent variables. There
are two types of PLS components, one for the attributes (brown) and one for the drivers (blue). Laid
on top of each other (Figure H.2C) one can see how they covary, i.e. which drivers have the strongest
inﬂuence on which attributes. This is a very efﬁcient way to illustrate the covariation between two
multivariate data. However, there is still no guarantee that the ﬁrst PLS component for the attributes
shows a gradient from poor to good health.
PLS analysis can be extended to include more than two multivariate data sets using, for example,
causal analysis in PLS path analysis. A PLS path analysis begins by deﬁning the casual links
(Figure H.3). Note that causal links are assigned from the beginning. If these are inaccurate the model
will be inaccurate. The causal graph describes the relation between the latent variables (PLS
components) in the model. The next step is to derive the PLS components, which are linear
combinations of the variables in the corresponding data set. A more detailed description of the method
and how to deal with data of different types is found in Tenenhaus et al. (2005). The contribution of
each variable and the sign of its contribution are illustrated as separate diagrams (Figure H.4). It is
possible to identify more advanced covariation between variables than is shown here.
The R-code for these examples can be downloaded from github.com/Ullrika/Healthy-B.
Figure H.2: Principal component analysis of (A) artiﬁcial attributes and (B) drivers. (C) A partial least
squares regression on the same data
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Figure H.3: A causal graph of the relation between drivers, attributes and colony outputs used in a
partial least square path analysis. Each node is a multivariate data set and the colour and
number of the arrows show the sign and strength of the casual link
Figure H.4: The contribution of variables in an artiﬁcial multivariate data to the PLS components in a
PLS path analysis. The sign shows the direction of change and the absolute number
show the relative inﬂuence from a variable to the node in the causal graph in Figure H.7
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Pro/cons of using multivariate analysis to assess bee health
Multivariate analyses are able to base the assessment of bee health on more than one health
indicator and can use the colony as the unit of interest.
The latent variables emerging from a multivariate analysis are useful for detecting changes in
patters, but may fail to describe health, because there is no guarantee that the direction of change in
the HSI corresponds to an improvement or deterioration of health.
Because most multivariate analyses aim to describe and capture signals in variation and covariation,
a limitation of these methods is that they are based on patterns and signals in data and do not include
other types of information, such as theoretical models or expert knowledge. Furthermore, these
methods do not handle non-linear relations or random errors in data, or variability in system dynamics
or random system processes.
Multivariate analysis requires large data samples to discriminate between patterns and random noise,
especially in a system where variability is high. Even though these analyses do not quantify variability
explicitly, given enough data sampled under varying conditions, it is possible to use statistical methods to
estimate ranges of variation and detect the early signs of a deterioration in managed honeybee health.
Multivariate analysis is able to quantify uncertainty in output, mostly by resampling methods.
One advantage of multivariate analysis is that it can graphically illustrate high dimensional data
without any advanced theory. A disadvantage is that components, such as latent variables and
loadings can be difﬁcult to interpret for both scientists and stakeholders. The multivariate methods are
sensitive to scaling (i.e. standardisation or normalisation of variables to similar ranges), and careful
consideration is required when data are of different types (e.g. continuous, nominal or ordinal data).
Temporal scales may be captured by introducing causal modelling, for example, dependency over time.
Spatial scales can be considered by introducing site-speciﬁc categorical variables, for example, NUT3
level, into the analysis.
Approach 2 – Classify bee health based on colony attributes using a
decision tree
Description of the main characteristics and properties of decision trees
Event trees, fault trees and decision trees are examples of logical models with a wide use in risk
assessment (Bedford and Cooke, 2001). A decision tree uses Boolean logical (such as AND, OR, NOT
operators) to answer a question (e.g. what to do) based on observed events or states of a system. A
decision tree can be used for classiﬁcation or as an inﬂuence diagram showing the consequences of
alternative decisions. Here, we focus on an approach to classify the health of a colony based on
observations of colony attributes, and perhaps including pollination services. The aim is to ﬁnd a
classiﬁcation taking multiple attributes into account at the same time and the possible interactions
between them. An overview of decision tree models for classiﬁcation can be found in Safavian and
Landgreb (1991) and Bedford and Cooke (2001).
Techniques for classiﬁcation using trees are either expert based or data driven. It is possible to train
and test a statistical decision tree (e.g. regression trees – Hastie et al., 2009) using data for which
health classes are known. In an analysis of bee health, there is no classiﬁcation of the health status of a
honeybee colony to use as a reference. The approach must therefore be to construct a classiﬁcation of
health, a categorical HSI, based on logical rules and assumed dependencies between colony attributes.
Some applications and examples of decision tree use in analysing bee health
An example of the implementation of decision trees in the context of bee health is the ‘smart bee hive
b+WSN’ (Edwards-Murphy et al., 2016). They classify the health status of a bee hive (note, not of the
colony) according to its temperature, humidity and CO2 concentration with the aim of triggering alarms
when deviations from normal conditions or ranges of these variables are prevailing. This paper compares a
data-driven (threshold algorithm) and an expert-driven (machine learning decision tree algorithm) approach
to building a decision tree. As expected, the data-driven approach has higher accuracy than the expert-
driven decision tree. However, Edwards-Murphy et al. had access to high quality data sets on the judged
health status of hives, which is a necessary condition when training a decision tree. They show in their work
how a decision tree using microclimate variables recorded in hives can assist beekeepers in decision
making. Here we are interested in a decision tree based on the colony indicators identiﬁed in TOR1–3.
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Decision tree analysis can be used to deﬁne the HSI. This is described in detail in Appendix H and is
summarised brieﬂy here. The ﬁrst step is to deﬁne what a colony is. Here, a colony is associated with a
speciﬁc queen. In this scientiﬁc opinion, a new colony is created when a queen is replaced, by the beekeeper,
by natural replacement or when it leaves the hive via a swarm (see Section 3.1.1). Therefore, a new colony
is created whenever another queen replaces the current queen. Queen mortality results in the death of a
colony; however, the worker bees and larvae can be used to build a new colony. Because queen replacement
is common for honeybees, the classiﬁcation model sees a colony as dead, alive or censored (e.g. when the
queen is deliberately replaced by the beekeeper or naturally replaced by the workers) (Figure H.5).
Health refers to a colony that is alive (Figure H.5). However, colony death is a clear indication of
bad health. The status ‘censored by replacement’ does not necessarily indicate health status, but will
inﬂuence the statistical analysis as they should for example not be included in the denominator in a
calculation of mortality rates. The colony state ‘censored’ makes sure that the deﬁned categories of
health status cover all possible transitions between other colony states and health states.
The second step is to deﬁne what health categories a living colony can have. For example, if alive,
the health of a colony could range from weak to very good (Figure H.5). How to distinguish weak from
poor is fundamental in order to proceed to the next step.
The third step is to specify what status of colony and health should be assigned given the observed
attributes and pollination service. What constitutes a good or poor health status of a colony that is
alive for the different indicators of honeybee health identiﬁed in TORs 1–3 must now be speciﬁed in an
operational manner. In Appendix H, a scheme is presented that speciﬁes classiﬁcation rules for each of
the attributes demography, behaviour, disease, in-hive production and colony output pollination
service. This scheme allows for local speciﬁc auxiliary variables taking into account that the
characteristics of a healthy bee colony normally vary between eco-climatic regions. A simpliﬁed version
of this decision tree is shown in Figure H.6. The red part of the decision tree classiﬁes the colony
state, whereas the black part is the decision tree and classiﬁes the health state if the colony is alive. In
reality, the classiﬁcation considers multiple attributes jointly when assigning a health class, i.e. a colony
suffering from Varroa infestation can still be classiﬁed as in ‘good’ health if it produces normal honey in
the nest and for harvest.
A colony can also be either dead or censored by replacement (e.g. when the queen is deliberately replaced by
the beekeeper or naturally replaced by the workers).
Figure H.5: The structure behind classifying the health status of a colony. Health categories from
weak to very good apply to a colony that is alive
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The health status of a colony is dynamic and could change over time due to changes in attributes,
factors and drivers. An analysis seeks to link factors that explain or predict changes in health status or
colony states. Colony mortality is a change in colony status. The health status of a colony changing
from very good to poor is also worth studying and can bring added value when understanding health.
Changes in types of health response (e.g. colony mortality or health status when alive) can be studied
because it is recommended that a colony is inspected at least three times during a year in the context
of a ﬁeld survey (see Section 2.2.2). This means that data will, to some extent, be a colony-speciﬁc
time-series (longitudinal) which allows for an analysis of changes in health status on a within-year time
scale. The decision tree in Appendix H could be modiﬁed to jointly consider data collected at all three
inspections during a year.
Experts can be uncertain about interactions between attributes and how to combine them to form
different health status categories. A classiﬁcation of bee health based on colony attributes and colony
outputs can result in one health state per colony, but it is also possible to quantify uncertainty in a
classiﬁcation. Uncertainty can be considered by assigning probabilities to the branches in the tree,
reﬂecting either the possibility of randomness in what health class to follow from a speciﬁc set of
conditions (aleatory uncertainty) or a lack of knowledge of which health class to assign given a speciﬁc
set of conditions (epistemic uncertainty). Bayesian belief networks (Pearl, 1995; Landuyt et al., 2013)
are models that use probability to quantify uncertainty in linkages between the nodes in a network.
What is a large size and normal stores of honey depend on when an inspection is made.
Figure H.6: A simpliﬁed version of a decision tree to classify health status of a bee colony seen as a
combination of the colony state (alive, dead or censored) and health if alive (weak, poor,
good and very good)
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A decision tree is a type of causal model (see approach 3, Appendix H) and can be modelled as a
Bayesian network. Probabilities on linkages between nodes are then expressed as conditional
probability tables (Figure H.9). When there are many possible interactions between classiﬁcation
attributes, this uncertainty can propagate through the network, with a large impact on the
classiﬁcation.
Missing data or data errors can be a source of uncertainty as well. A decision tree can handle
uncertainty in an observation, for example, uncertainty in clinical signs of a disease or errors in
measurements of the level of Varroa infestation. Uncertainty in data is treated by propagating
uncertainty in data (input) through the decision tree, resulting in uncertainty in the HSI classiﬁcation
(output).
Elaborated example bee health classiﬁcation using a logical decision tree
Here, we have started to develop a classiﬁcation of health using a decision tree. This is not a
ﬁnalised model and needs to be modiﬁed further before being taken into use. The aim here is to
demonstrate what a decision tree for the purpose to classiﬁcation without any reference data on
health may be like.
The classiﬁcation model classiﬁes the health status of a colony using a health status index with the
classes: dead, weak, poor, good, very good or replaced. The health status index is generated based on
two state-variables, namely the colony states – alive (white), dead (black) or replaced (grey)
(Figure H.7) – and four levels of health state (from red to dark green) (see Table H.2).
This division is required to follow changes in health. For colony with ID1 in Figure H.7A, the health
state at time t, Ht, is ‘Good’, whereas health at the next inspection t + 1, Ht+1, is ‘Poor’. The colony
goes from alive to dead before the next inspection at t + 2. Statistical analysis may take into account
that observations Ht and Ht+1 for colony ID are dependent.
The second example (Figure H.7B) shows colony ID2 observed with a ‘Very good’ health state at
time t. At the next inspection at t + 1, the colony has been replaced by colony ID3. In this case, the
replacement was made by the beekeeper to split a good colony into two and was not triggered by the
health status (which was ‘Very good’). Even though this is a new colony, there may be dependencies
between the health status of the colonies (dashed line), because they may share the same genetic
material, wax and bee bread. It is therefore important to trace the colony ID and the faith of colonies
as much as possible.
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The classiﬁcation model helps to trace colony ID and possible linkages to other colonies, together
with health status. Intermediate state variables were included to aid classiﬁcation: intermediate colony
state (ICS) (Dead, Quasi-dead, Alive, Censored by swarming or replacement); intermediate health
state, signs of weakening W (No signs, Indications, Clear signs); in-hive production P (None, Low,
High); and colony outputs CO (Honey harvested, Pollination service providers). The attributes are
linked to the intermediate variables or directly to the colony or health status. Figure H.8 shows the
model as a simpliﬁed network.
The health status of a honeybee colony is classiﬁed by answering Yes or No to the questions given
in Table H.3, assigning values to intermediate variables according to the procedure in the table. The
last step is to derive the ﬁnal classiﬁcation of health status based on the intermediate state variables
(Table H.4 and Table H.5). The intermediate variables are integrated by Boolean logic (Figure H.6) or
by conditional probability tables (Figure H.9). The latter uses probabilities to quantify uncertainty in
Figure H.7: Two examples of development of the state of a colony showing the situations that can
appear in a statistical analysis
Figure H.8: See text for description
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the associations between intermediate states and ﬁnal status, and to propagate uncertainty in the
answers to questions through the model to the ﬁnal health status index.
Table H.3: The stepwise questions to assign intermediate colony state and intermediate health
variables. This is a deliberately simpliﬁed decision tree with the purpose to illustrate the
approach
Step Action/question If answer is Yes If answer is No
Initialise
ICS = Alive
W = No signs
1 Queen
1.1 Has the colony been inspected
before?
Go to 1.2 Start a new colony ID and
go to 1.2
1.2. Is a queen present? If 1.1=yes, go to 1.3 ICS = Quasi-dead go to 2
1.3 Is it the old queen? Go to 2 Go to 1.4
1.4 Has the queen been replaced by
the beekeeper?
ICS = replaced, and start a new
colony ID
Go to 1.5




2.1 Is the colony population of large
enough in relation to the
geographical location of the apiary
and the time in the year?
Go to 2.2 ICS = Quasi-dead, go to 2.2
2.2 Are there many dead bees? W = Indications, go to 2.3 Go to 2.3
2.3 Is there a living brood? Go to 3 W = Indications, go to 3
3 Behaviour and physiology
3.1 Does the colony show atypical
behaviour?
W = Indications, go to 4 Go to 4
4 Disease, infection and infestation
4.1 Are there any clinical signs of
infection?
W = Clear signs, go to 4.2 Go to 4.2
4.2 Are there signs of Paenibacillus
larvae?
W = Clear signs, go to 4.3 Go to 4.3
4.3 Is Varroa present? W = max (W, Indications), go to
4.4
Go to 4.4
4.4 Is Varroa infestation at high levels? W = Clear signs, go to 5 Go to 5
5 In-hive products
5.1 Are there stores of honey to be
used by bees in the nest?
P = Low, go to 5.2 P = None, go to 5.3
5.2 Is there a normal production of
honey in the super?
P = High, go to 5.3 P = Low, go to 5.3
5.3 Is there bee bread in the hive? P = max(P, Low), go to 5.4 P = max(P, None), go to 5.4
5.4 Is there a normal amount of bee
bread?
P = max(P, High), go to 5.5 P = max(P, Low), go to 5.5
6 Colony outputs
6.1 Has honey been harvested from
the colony?
Ho = Honey harvested Ho = No honey harvested
6.2 Are the foragers of the colony
providing pollination services?
PS = Service providers PS = Not service providers
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Pro/cons of using decision trees to assess bee health
A decision tree is a structured way to classify bee health using the colony as the unit of interest,
and is based on several colony attributes, when there is no possibility to train a model (i.e. to learn)
Table H.4: The rules to derive colony state given intermediate colony state
Colony state Intermediate colony state
S ICS
Dead Dead or Quasi-dead
Alive Alive
Censored by swarming or replacement Censored by swarming or replacement
Table H.5: The rules to derive health state (H) given states of intermediate health variables (W, P)
and colony outputs (Ho and PS)
Health Status Signs of weakening
In hive
production
Honey harvested Pollination service
H W P Ho PS
Weak Clear signs None No honey harvested Not service providers
Poor No signs OR Indications Low Honey harvested Service providers
Good No signs Low OR High Honey harvested Service providers
Very good No signs High Honey harvested Service providers
Note that only a few attributes are shown in this tree.
Figure H.9: Turning the decision tree into a Bayesian belief network by adding conditional probability
tables (CPT) on the links between nodes
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from data. The decision tree described in Appendix H gives an example of how to describe bee health
at the colony level.
A decision tree is able to handle uncertainty in data and expert knowledge.
The health status classiﬁcations from an acceptable and expert-proven decision tree can be used as
‘data’ of a response variable in further analyses e.g. modelling the impact of external drivers on bee
health. The HSI derived from a decision tree classiﬁcation make it possible to detect early signs of
deterioration by studying changes in the HSI of each observed colony in a descriptive analysis or
forecasting in predictive analysis.
The decision tree in Appendix H demonstrates what a decision tree for HSI could be like, but must
be developed further before it is ready to support a HSI for colony bee health.
A decision tree for an HSI based on collected data of colony attributes can be expanded to include
more variables and can be integrated with other models that, for example, consider bee health at
different temporal and spatial scales. Integrating the decision tree with explanatory or predictive
analyses (e.g. approaches 3 and 4, see Appendix H) will be valuable because the HSI provides a
holistic measure of bee health required to perform these analyses. Expanding the decision tree with
management variables lays the basis for a decision support tool for beekeepers.
Approach 3 – Predict bee health by causal modelling
Description of the main characteristics and properties of causal modelling
‘Causal modelling’ is a well-known ﬁeld in statistical and computer science (e.g. Koller and Friedman,
2009; Pearl, 2009; Hernan and Robins, 2016). Special cases of causal models include ‘Bayesian
networks’ (Pearl, 1985; Neapolitan, 1989), ‘log linear path models’ (Hagenaars, 1993) and ‘structural
equation modelling’ (Bollen, 1989). Structural equation modelling, in particular, may be the best-known
of these techniques in systems biology and ecology (e.g. Shipley, 2000; Grace et al., 2010).
Various software packages exist to specify causal models and estimate their parameters from data,
such as Mplus, Tetrad, the gR suite of R packages, R package lavaan, openMx (open source) and the
Excel add-in Causal Analytics Toolkit (CAT).
Depending on whether data have been re-collected for the same colonies, causal models can also
incorporate the temporal dimension. In this case, an array of methods, known as ‘temporal causal
models’, can be used (Verdes, 2005; Arnold et al., 2007).
Some applications and examples related to bee health
All of these approaches refer to graphical models with directed relationships among the variables.
In the case of bee health, these variables would be those identiﬁed in TOR3. Relationships among
them would be modelled as directed causal paths that follow from well accepted theories, such as, for
instance, the life history model (Fabian and Flatt, 2012). The mind maps in TOR2 suggest possible
paths for a causal analysis of bee health.
An example of a causal model can be found in Le Conte et al. (2010) in which the cyclical causal
relationship between Varroa, pathogens, beneﬁcial microbes and bee health is clearly shown. Besides
having a direct negative impact on bee health, Varroa increases bee infection with viruses, bacteria
and so on, which then have a direct negative impact on health. Furthermore, these pathogens, in turn,
increase susceptibility to Varroa, leading to a vicious circle. Another feature of this model is that
beekeeper practices impact bee health only indirectly, through their effect on more proximal factors
such as Varroa, acaricides, etc. Although the model shown is merely theoretical, its correctedness, in
principle, can be empirically tested, provided adequate data.
Predictive multivariate analysis using Partial Least Squares (described under Approach 1,
Appendix H) is a causal model. Appendix H includes an example in which there is a path between
drivers and colony attributes and between colony attributes to colony outputs. The inﬂuence of each
variable is modelled by linear combinations of variables (also seen as projections to a lower
dimensional space).
Pro/cons of using causal models to analyse bee health
The advantage of a causal model is that it can, in principle, be ‘asked questions’ of all the types
described in this paper, including descriptive, explanatory, predictive and prescriptive. For example, if
the model-described relationships turn out to be strong empirically, a clear prescription would be to
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endeavour to lower Varroa infection as much as possible. The disadvantage is that considerable
amounts of domain knowledge are needed to correctly specify such a model.
Causal modelling is able to assess more than one health indicator at the time because its
framework uses networks of variables and is designed to identify causal relationship between any
number of variables. Causal modelling being a statistical model (as opposed to a population biology
model), there is no speciﬁc requirement for a particular statistical unit: causal modelling, therefore, can
use the colony as the unit of interest and assess bee health at different temporal and spatial scales.
Assuming an accurate model speciﬁcation, causal modelling can effectively detect early signs of
deterioration in managed honeybee health. As a draw-back, a substantial amount of data is required
to support data-driven causal modelling with many nodes and linkages, especially when linkages are
also tested for.
Approach 4 – Predict bee health by process-based modelling
Description of the main characteristics and properties of process-based modelling
Process-based models (a.k.a. mechanistic models) express causal relations, non-linear dynamics
and stochastic properties of systems (see e.g. Cuddington et al. 2013 for an introduction).
Complex process-based models may have many variables linked with non-linear equations or
multidimensional stochastic processes. Random forager behaviour, random responses to external
drivers and random fecundity and mortality of bee are features that result in a stochastic model, i.e.
the model does not produce the same output all the time.
Individual Based Models (IBM) (or agent based models) is a class of stochastic models which seek
to capture or predict emerging properties of a system by implementing behaviour at a higher level of
detail (Railsback and Grimm, 2011; Grimm and Railsback, 2013). It can for example be to capture the
development of a colony based on the decisions taken by individual foraging bees or individual growth
and mortality of bees (e. g. as in the MUST-B project).
There are different and, to some extent, complementary ways to calibrate these types of models.
Techniques for causal modelling apply here as well, because process-based models are also causal
models. It is important to note that the structure of the process-based models (i.e. the variables and
equations) is ﬁxed, which is different from other models. The aim of the calibration is to inform the model
parameters. Calibration usually starts with assigning parameter values based on an expert’s knowledge,
which in turn is informed by the peer-reviewed literature. Parameters are assigned numerical values with
high precision (e.g. a speciﬁc number or a range) taking uncertainty into account (e.g. a probability
distribution). Data associated with variables in process-based models are assimilated by adjusting the
parameter values (or distributions) to optimise the model’s ability to predict what has been observed.
What is optimal here depends on the statistical objective function used. A Bayesian statistical objective
for data assimilation is to update parameters with values that maximise posterior probability. Other
objective functions are to assign model parameter numerical values that maximise a likelihood function,
i.e. a probability mass or density of the parameter-given data, or minimise a loss function, for example,
the sum of squares of predictive errors (Hastie et al., 2009).
The calibration of complex process-based models is complicated by the need to rely on multiple,
not always associated, sources of data. Sometimes, calibration stops after the experts have assigned
parameters. If so, it is important to test and possibly quantify the predictive accuracy of a model given
the available data. Statistical calibration is the process where we make inference on model parameters
based on data. Bayesian calibration (including inverse modelling) can be used to update parameter
values considering both expert knowledge and the available data (Hartig et al., 2011, 2012; Jackson
et al., 2015). Bayesian calibration treats parameters as uncertain and expresses this uncertainty by a
probability (Gelman et al., 2014). For complex models, parameters are updated by sampling
techniques. Algorithms, such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, allows us to sample from the
high probability space for parameters instead of ﬁnding a complete analytical expression of a high-
dimensional probability distribution (which can be extremely difﬁcult when the numbers of parameters
and equations are large). The use of Bayesian calibration techniques on complex models has increased
during recent years due to the accessibility of fast algorithms to sample from the posterior. Examples
of open source tools are BUGS (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling) and Stan (Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo sampling). Approximate Bayesian computation offers a class of algorithms that may be as
reliable and faster than full Bayesian methods.
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However, the calibration of complex process-based models that require simulation to make
predictions (e.g. when the model is a simulator deﬁned by a computer code and does not have a
closed analytical form) can be highly resource demanding. Examples of complex models are high-
dimensional differential equations used to model global climate systems (Bhattacharya, 2007; Lee
et al., 2011) or individual-based models used to model dynamics in a bee colony (e.g. .BEEHAVE,
Becher et al., 2014). In that case, it is possible to replace a simulator by a metamodel (a.k.a. emulator
or surrogate model) built for the purpose of calibration (Kennedy and O’Hagan, 2001; Oakley and
Youngman, 2015). Regression models, response surfaces, neural networks, support vector machines
and Gaussian processes are examples of models that have been used to build meta-models. Meta-
models are widely used to approximate complex models and increase speed in computations and
calibration (as e.g. in Andrianakis et al., 2015), but also in communication (Jalal et al., 2013; Lee et al.,
2015).
Bayesian calibration can be carried out in a sequential way, which means that it is straightforward
to continuously update parameters and validate the model when new data become available. Bayesian
approaches for learning are useful for updating risk-assessment models based on monitoring data.
Bayesian calibration of risk assessment models are also useful because uncertainty is quantiﬁed by
probability, which can be propagated into the assessment models and make predictions with
uncertainty and quantify impact of uncertainty on decision objectives (Cox, 2012; EFSA draft guidance
on uncertainty36).
The representativeness of data for calibration determines the domain in which the model can be
applied. For example, a model calibrated on normal conditions may fail to predict colony dynamics
under extreme conditions. Data collection for calibration should therefore be proceeded by careful
experimental design. Sensitivity analysis can be useful to identify which model parameters that has the
largest impact in a model and for which reduction in uncertainty will lead to the highest improvement
of the model.
Some applications and examples related to bee health
Modelling pesticide effect on bee health
The BEEHAVE model (Becher et al., 2014) is an IBM which consists of four modules: the colony
module, the foraging module, the Varroa mite and virus module, and the landscape module. The colony
model is a population dynamics model that simulates the development of cohorts of bees from eggs,
larvae, in-hive bees and drones. This colony model is linked to environmental factors by the landscape
module, resulting in seasonally dynamic storage, consumption, demand and collection of nectar and
pollen. The foraging model is an agent-based model with forager squadrons as (super-) individuals.
The BEEHAVE model does not consider the effect of pesticides. The MUST–B WG recently published
the speciﬁcations of a process-based model to assess risks to honeybee colonies from exposure to
pesticides under different scenarios of combined stressors and factors affecting the health status of the
colonies (EFSA, 2016b). Conceptually, the proposed model can be considered as a series of layers. The
ﬁrst layer represents a single honeybee colony in a complex landscape. The base model is composed
of three interlinked modules: the foraging, colony and in-hive products modules; these are connected
to the landscape which comprises two other modules: the RPU and the environmental driver modules.
Pollination service modelling
Potential pollination service has been analysed using statistical models, such as species distribution
models that use habitat associations to map species abundance (Polce et al., 2013). Existing species
distribution models for wild pollinators identify the distance to suitable habitats for nesting as the most
important predictor of bee abundance. For honeybees, there is no need to model the position of the
colony, because it is known. Furthermore, habitat association models do not explicitly take into
account dispersal or foraging behaviour. Explicit foraging models are needed to quantify pollination
service by managed honeybees.
Species abundance is not a measure of pollination service. Instead, the response is the intensity of
visits to ﬂowers in need of pollination and the extent to which this process is successful (see
Section 3.4). Potential pollination service can be quantiﬁed by pollination service models that link
spatially explicit land-use information with foraging behaviour to predict visitation rates at a resolution
36 https://www.efsa.europa.eu/sites/default/ﬁles/consultation/150618.pdf (last accessed 8 July 2016).
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higher than the crop ﬁeld level (the invest model of Lonsdorf et al., 2009). Foraging models are used
in individual-based models, such as BEEHAVE, but can be used as separate models predicting average
foraging activities by a colony. Fine-level differences between landscapes and regions can be obtained
by using models that consider optimal foraging behaviour (e.g. Olsson and Bolin, 2014; who deal with
more complex foraging theory compared with Lonsdorf) or weather- and climate-related impact on
foraging activity (e.g. Zulian et al., 2013 who take into account temperature and solar irradiance when
modelling foraging activity).
Thus, honeybee visitation rates to pollinated ﬂowers with high spatial resolution, and thereby their
pollination service, can be assessed by process-based modelling using foraging theory in combination
with land-use information within the RPU. As an add-on, a foraging model can be used to quantify the
amount and quality of nectar and pollen resources brought into a colony. These model-based
measures quantify the impact of land use in the RPU based on a mechanistic understanding and may
complement the direct inclusion of land-use information in studies like Clermont et al. (2015), where
the aim was to assess the impact of land use on colony attributes. In a similar way, foraging models
can be used to provide more realistic assessments of exposure to potentially toxic chemicals, such as
pesticides in crop ﬁelds within the RPU.
Pro/cons of process-based models to assess bee health
Process-based models are able to:
• base the assessment on more than one health indicator because they are developed ad hoc
and can be tailored, in principle, to any data thought to be informative about the process. A
limitation is that these models are computer demanding; use the colony as the unit of interest.
However, considering the colony as the modelling unit may limit model performance because
many processes relevant to the assessment of bee health take place at scale ﬁner than that of
the colony;
• assess bee health at different temporal and spatial scales, although the scale considered
should be compatible with those underlying the bee biology;
• detect early signs of a deterioration in managed honeybee health.
• be built to be useful for a speciﬁc purpose, although it might not be useful for other purposes.
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